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Abstract
Motivated by the task of computing normalizing constants and importance sampling in high dimen-
sions, we study dimension dependence of fluctuations for additive functionals of time-inhomogeneous
overdamped Langevin type diffusions on Rd. The main results are non-asymptotic variance and bias
bounds, and a central limit theorem in the d Ñ 8 regime. We demonstrate that a temporal discretiza-
tion inherits the fluctuation properties of the underlying diffusion, which are controlled at a computational
cost growing at most polynomially with d. The key steps include establishing Poincaré inequalities for
time-marginal distributions of the diffusion and nonasymptotic bounds on deviation from Gaussianity in
a martingale central limit theorem.
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1 Introduction
Consider pXǫt qtPr0,1s the time-inhomogeneous diffusion on Rd which solves
Xǫt “ Xǫ0 ´ ǫ´1
ż t
0
∇UspXǫsqds`
?
2ǫ´1
ż t
0
dBs, (1)
where Bt is d-dimensional Brownian motion, ǫ ą 0 is a parameter and pUtqtPr0,1s is a family of R-valued
potentials such that, with Lebesgue measure and the Borel σ-algebra denoted by dx and BpRdq, pπtqtPr0,1s
given by
Zt :“
ż
Rd
expt´Utpxqudx, πtpAq :“ Z´1t
ż
A
expt´Utpxqudx, A P BpRdq, (2)
are well-defined as probability measures.
This work concerns dependence on the dimension, d, of fluctuations associated with
Sǫ :“
ż 1
0
ftpXǫt qdt, Sǫ,h :“ h
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
fkhpXǫkhq, S˜ǫ,h :“ h
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
fkhpX˜ǫ,hkh q, (3)
where pftqtPr0,1s is a family of R-valued functions such that each ft is centred with respect to πt, and
pX˜ǫ,ht qtPr0,1s is an approximation to pXǫt qtPr0,1s such that the skeleton variables X˜ǫ,hkh can be simulated by a
time-discretization method, and h P p0, 1s is a step-size parameter such that the cost of the discretization
scheme is proportional to h´1.
Amongst our key assumptions, which we state precisely later, will be strong convexity in x of Utpxq,
or equivalently strong log-concavity of πt. As accounted in [1], thorough investigations have been made of
the connections between concentration of measure phenomena, Poincaré and other functional inequalities
for log-concave measures and the ergodic properties of time-homogeneous Markov processes, such as the
diffusion in (1) in the case that Ut does not depend on t. These connections have been exploited to study the
computational cost of approximate sampling from log-concave measures using Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) algorithms, via bounds on distance to equilbrium and error estimates for ergodic averages which
elicit dependence on dimension, e.g. [14, 13, 21, 8].
Our primary motivation for studying the time-inhomogeneous case is connected with another Monte
Carlo technique: importance sampling, which along with MCMC is one of the most popular simulation-based
methods for numerical integration, and is applied across scientific disciplines such as statistical physics, signal
processing and machine learning. Although as we shall illustrate next, importance sampling in its most basic
form can perform exponentially badly in high dimensions, one of the main insights which can be drawn from
our results is that a more sophisticated type of importance sampling technique using an inhomogeneous
Markov process can be practically reliable, in a sense which we shall make precise, at a cost polynomial in d.
1.1 Motivation: importance sampling and thermodynamic integration
As an elementary example, consider the task of numerically approximating the ratio of normalizing constants
Z1{Z0 and the expectation π1pfq :“
ş
Rd
ϕpxqπ1pdxq for some test function ϕ, assuming that one is able to
simulate pζ1, . . . , ζmq i.i.d.„ π0 and evaluate U0, U1 and ϕ pointwise. With Wi :“ expr´tU1pζiq ´ U0pζiqus, so
Z1
Z0
“ ErWis, π1pϕq “ ErϕpζiqWis
ErWis ,
the basic importance sampling method reports the approximations:
Z1
Z0
« 1
m
mÿ
i“1
Wi, π1pϕq «
řm
i“1 ϕpζiqWiřm
i“1Wi
. (4)
If for sake of illustration the potentials are of the form:
Utpxq “
dÿ
j“1
utpxjq, x “ px1, . . . , xdq, (5)
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we have for any i,
varrWis
ErWis2 “ c
d ´ 1, (6)
where c :“ Erexp´2tu1pζ11 q ´ u0pζ11 qus{Erexp´tu1pζ11 q ´ u0pζ11 qus2 does not depend on d, and ζ11 is the first
of the d co–ordinates of ζ1. By Jensen’s inequality c ě 1 with equality if and only if π1 “ π0, so putting
aside that trivial case, (6) indicates that the cost of the simulation, governed by m, must be increased
exponentially in d in order to prevent growth of the relative errors associated with (4). Also when c ą 1, the
total variation distance between π0 and π1 is monotonically increasing in d, and indeed as d reaches infinity,
π0 and π1 become singular in the sense of Kakutani’s theorem on infinite product measures. Intuitively the
“one-step” importance sampling correction from π0 to π1 in (4) is defeated by this phenomenon.
An alternative approach is based around the representation formulae:
Z1
Z0
“ exp
"
´
ż 1
0
πtpBtUtqdt
*
“ E
„
exp
"
´
ż 1
0
BtUtpXǫt qdt
*
, (7)
π1pϕq “
E
”
ϕpXǫ1q exp
!
´ ş1
0
BtUtpXǫt qdt
)ı
E
”
exp
!
´ ş1
0
BtUtpXǫt qdt
)ı , (8)
where pXǫt qtPr0,1s as in (1) with any ǫ ą 0 and Xǫ0 „ π0, and BtUt is the partial derivative of Ut w.r.t. t, and
πtpBtUtq is the integral with respect to πt (we shall later discuss conditions under which validity of (7)–(8)
can be rigorously established). The equalities in (7) have roots in the statistical physics literature, the first
being known as the thermodynamic integration or path sampling identity, see [15] for an account of its
history, the second as Jarzynki’s equality [20, 19]. The expectations in (7)–(8) have an importance sampling
interpretation: exp
!
´ ş1
0
BtUtpXǫt qdt
)
Z0
Z1
can be derived as the Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to
the path measure of pXǫt qtPr0,1s as per (1) with Xǫ0 „ π0, of the law the process with drift transformed such
that distribution of Xǫ1 is π1, see [33, Section 3.2, p.62] for a time-reversal perspective and [32, Ch. VIII,
Sec. 3] for background on this type of transformation. The discrete-time counterpart of (8) is the basis for
the Annealed Importance Sampling method of [28].
In light of (7)–(8), an alternative to the basic importance sampling method described above is obtained
by replacing each pair Wi, ϕpζiq in (4) with an independent copy of the pair exp
!
´ ş1
0
BtUtpXǫt qdt
)
, ϕpXǫ1q,
or in practice some approximation thereof involving time-discretization. If in (3) one takes ftpxq “ BtUtpxq´
πtpBtUtq, then from (7),
Sǫ “
ż 1
0
BtUtpXǫt q ´ πtpBtUtqdt “
ż 1
0
BtUtpXǫt qdt´ log
Z0
Z1
,
hence our interest in the dimension dependence of the fluctuations associated with (3).
To see why there is hope that this scheme can perform well in high dimensions, note that in the setting
(5) with Xǫ0 „ π0, the co-ordinates pXǫ,1t , . . . , Xǫ,dt q of Xǫt are i.i.d., as are the summands in:
Sǫ “
dÿ
j“1
ż 1
0
BtutpXǫ,jt q ´ πtpBtutqdt,
where πtpBtutq is the integral of Btut w.r.t. any of the 1-dimensional marginals of πt. So, if the variance
and mean of
ş1
0
BtutpXǫ,jt q ´ πtpBtutq are order Opǫq as ǫ Ñ 0, and ǫ is chosen to be d´1, then using the
independence, ErS2ǫ s is of order Op1q as d Ñ 8. If also
řd
j“1
ş1
0
BtutpXǫ,jt q can be well-approximated by
discretization at a cost proportional to h´1 and polynomial in ǫ´1, then overall one obtains a method to
approximate (7)–(8) which does not suffer from exponentially bad behaviour in high dimensions.
Of course in situations of practical interest, each πt is usually not a product measure, i.e. Ut is not of
the form in (5), and the dependence on d of the fluctuations of Sǫ in such situations is a less simple matter.
Discussion of our approach and related literature is given after introducing notation and assumptions.
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1.2 Notation
Inner-product and Euclidean norm on Rd are denoted by respectively x¨, ¨y and }¨}. The dˆd zero and identity
matrices are written 0d and Id, and ei denotes the vector in Rd whose i’th entry is 1 and whose other entries
are zeros. For a q-dimensional array A with real entries Ari1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iqs “ ai1,¨¨¨ ,iq , pi1, . . . , iqq P t1, . . . , duq, the
Hilbert-Schmidt norm is denoted }A}H.S. :“
´ř
pi1,...,iqqPt1,...,duq
a2i1,¨¨¨ ,iq
¯1{2
. When such an array depends
on an argument x P Rd, we define for p ě 1,
}A}p :“ sup
xPRd
}Apxq}H.S.
1` }x}2p . (9)
For a function f : Rd Ñ R, we write ∇pqqf for the q-dimensional array of q-th order partial derivatives of
f , with entries ∇pqqf ri1, . . . , iqs “ B
qf
Bxi1 ¨¨¨Bxiq
, where pi1, . . . , iqq P t1, . . . , duq. In particular the usual gradient
is ∇p1q ” ∇ and by convention we take ∇p0qf ” f . The Laplacian operator is denoted ∆. As instances of
(9) we have for example,
}f}p “ sup
xPRd
|fpxq|
1` }x}2p , }∇
pqqf}p “ sup
xPRd
}∇pqqfpxq}H.S.
1` }x}2p . (10)
We follow the convention of terminology that a 0-times continuously differentiable function is continuous.
For q ě 0 and p ě 1, let Cpq pRdq be the set of functions f : Rd Ñ R which are q-times continuously
differentiable and such that }∇prqf}p ă `8, for 0 ď r ď q.
We shall frequently encounter R-valued functions with domain r0, 1s ˆ Rd or some subset thereof. For
such a function, say f : pt, xq P r0, 1s ˆ Rd ÞÑ fpt, xq P R, we shall write interchangeably ftpxq ” fpt, xq .
With t fixed, we write ∇pqqft for the array of qth-order derivatives of the function fpt, ¨q : Rd Ñ R, and with
x fixed, we write Bqt ftpxq for the q-th partial derivative of fp¨, xq : r0, 1s ÞÑ R, with B1t ” Bt. Then }∇pqqft}p
(resp. }Bqt ft}) is as in (10) with ∇pqqf there replaced by ∇pqqft (resp. Bqt ft).
For nonnegative integers qt, qx, let Cpqt,qxpr0, 1sˆRdq be the set of functions f : r0, 1sˆRd Ñ R such that
fpt, xq is qt-times continuously differentiable in t, qx-times continously differentiable in x,
sup
tPr0,1s
}Brt ft}p ă `8, 0 ď r ď qt, and sup
tPr0,1s
}∇prqft}p ă `8, 0 ď r ď qx.
Define
V pxq :“ }x}2, V¯ pxq :“ 1` V pxq, V¯ ppqpxq :“ 1` V ppxq, p ą 0.
Below we shall identify for each t P r0, 1s a distinguished point x‹t , then write Vtpxq :“ }x ´ x‹t }2, V¯tpxq :“
1` Vtpxq, V¯ ppqt pxq :“ 1` V pt pxq.
The total variation distance between two probability measures ν, ν1 on a σ-algebra G is written }ν´ν1}tv “
supAPG |νpAq ´ ν1pAq|. The integral of a function f w.r.t. a measure ν is written νf or νpfq. The Borel
σ-algebra and Lebesgue measure on Rd are denoted respectively BpRdq and dx. The set of probability
measures ν on BpRdq such that νpV pq ă `8 is denoted PppRdq.
Throughout the paper pΩ,F , pFtqtPR` ,Pq is a filtered probability space satisfying the usual conditions, on
which all the random variables we encounter are defined, and pBtqtPR` is a d-dimensional pFtqtPR` -Brownian
motion. Expectation with respect to P is denoted E.
With Ut and Zt as in (2), we denote:
φtpxq :“ ´BtUtpxq ´ Bt logZt. (11)
1.3 Assumptions
Fix a function U : pt, xq P r0, 1s ˆ Rd ÞÑ Upt, xq P R`.
(A1) For some p0 ě 1, U P Cp01,2pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq.
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(A2) (time-uniform Lipschitz gradient) DL ă `8 s.t.
sup
tPr0,1s
}∇Utpxq ´∇Utpyq} ď L}x´ y}, @x, y.
(A3) (regularity in time)
sup
tPr0,1s
}∇Utpxq} ď Lp1` }x}q, @x, (12)
where L is as in (A2)
(A4) (time-uniform strong convexity) DK ą 0 s.t. @v P Rd
inf
pt,xqPr0,1sˆRd
ÿ
i,j
vi
B2Utpxq
BxiBxj vj ě K}v}
2.
We shall write x‹t for the unique minimizer of Ut and without loss of generality we assume that x
‹
0 “ 0.
(A5) (continuity in time)DM ă 8 such that
}∇Utpxq ´∇Uspxq} ďM |t´ s|
a
1` }x´ x‹t^s}2, @x, t, s.
(A6) (bounded 3rd derivatives) The third order derivatives respect to x of Utpxq exist, are continuous, and
bounded uniformly in t and x.
1.4 Discussion of the literature and our approach
For a review of methods for sampling from a log-concave distribution see [8, Sec. 7]. Notable recent
contributions include [10], which gives bounds on the distance to the target distribution in total variation for
an Unadjusted Langevin Algorithm (an Euler-type discretization of a Langevin diffusion), under a variety
of assumptions on discretization step size and the target density, including bounded perturbation of a log-
concave density and strong log-concavity outside a ball. Under the latter assumption, convergence rates for
Wasserstein distances and mean square error bounds for empirical averages of Lipschitz functions for the
diffusion are given in [12]. Under conditions which allow for strong log concavity of the target distribution,
exponential deviation inequalities of empirical averages of Lipschitz test functions are obtained in [21], and in
the strongly log-concave case, bounds on total-variation and Wasserstein distances, bounds on mean square
error and exponential deviation inequalities for a discretized diffusion, again for Lipschitz tests functions,
are obtained in the recent pre-print [9].
Compared to the assumptions in the aforementioned works, which consider processes with a fixed invariant
distribution, the time-uniform strong log-concavity assumption (A4) provides a natural starting point from
which to analyze the time-inhomogeneous process pXǫt qtPr0,1s. It seems likely that some of the techniques in
the aforementioned works may be useful in helping relax this condition, but investigating this matter would
lead to an even more lengthy and technical exposition. On the other hand, it should be noted that one of our
key intermediate results, namely the commutation relation Lemma 17, cannot hold under anything weaker
than (A4), see Remark 18, so one cannot expect results of precisely the same form as ours to hold more
generally.
Lemma 17 allows us to establish Poincaré inequalities for the time-inhomogeneous process in section 2,
which are among our main technical tools. A key reference for functional inequalities for inhomogeneous
processes is [7], and some of our developments are informed by their approach. However we are not able
to use their results directly since they do not accommodate our assumptions. In particular we explicitly
work with possibly unbounded test functions ftpxq which may grow polynomially fast as }x} Ñ 8, and this
requires us to rigorously derive the results in section 2 from scratch.
In [2], the stability of a sequential Monte Carlo algorithm in discrete time was studied in the high-
dimensional regime, by establishing a functional central limit theorem implying convergence in distribution
of the effective sample size as d Ñ 8, under the assumption that the target distributions are of product
form as in (5), and that the Markov transition kernels in their algorithm factorize across dimensions in the
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same manner. One of our main motivations is to relax that kind of independence assumption because it is
unrealistic, although of course our setup is somewhat different to that of [2], since we start from a continuous
time perspective. It should also be noted that we do not consider any resampling operations, where as [2]
consider algorithms with and without resampling. In [3] the authors consider a classical product identity
closely related to a discretization of (7), for a specific family
`
Ut
˘
tPr0,1s
, and propose to estimate each term
in the product independently, using a collection of time-homogeneous and discretized Langevin diffusions.
This allows them to avoid the study of the time inhomogeneous processes and associated averages of the
form considered here and they exploit their earlier results [9] concerned with time-homogeneous Langevin
diffusions to deduce quantitative bounds on mean square error and establish polynomial complexity for their
estimator. They also do not consider a central limit theorem.
The arXiv preprint [27] studies an algorithm for sampling from time-varying log-concave distributions.
The process they work with is a discrete time Markov chain and conductance techniques are used in the
analysis. Among their key assumptions are that the target distributions are supported on a compact convex
subset of Rd and that one can compute an associated self-concordant barrier.
1.5 Statement of main results
Throughout section 1.5 and unless stated otherwise, ǫ is fixed to an arbitrary positive value, pXǫt qtPr0,1s
is as in (1) with Xǫ0 an F0-measurable random variable with distribution µ0, and for t P p0, 1s, µǫt is the
distribution of Xǫt .
1.5.1 Non-asymptotic variance and bias bounds
Theorem 1. Fix p ě 1, assume µ0 P P2ppRdq and that there exists a constant K0 ą 0 such that
varµ0 rf s ď
1
K0
µ0p}∇f}2q, @f P Cp2 pRdq. (13)
1) For each t P r0, 1s, the distribution µǫt satisfies a Poincaré inequality:
varµǫt rf s ď
„
p1 ´ e´Kt{ǫq 1
K
` e´Kt{ǫ 1
K0

µǫtp}∇f}2q, @f P Cp2 pRdq.
2) For any f P Cp0,2pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq such that πtft “ 0 for all t P r0, 1s, and any h P p0, 1s, define
Sǫ :“
ż 1
0
ftpXǫt qdt, Sǫ,h :“ h
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
fkhpXǫkhq. (14)
Then
varrSǫs ď 2ǫ
K0 ^K suptPr0,1s
varµǫt rfts,
|ErSǫs| ď ǫ
K
sup
tPr0,1s
varπt rφts1{2 sup
tPr0,1s
varπt rfts1{2 ` αpW ppqpµ0, π0q
ǫ
K
sup
tPr0,1s
}∇ft}p,
varrSǫ,hs ď h
ˆ
1` 2
1´ e´pK0^Kqh{ǫ
˙
sup
tPr0,1s
varµǫt rfts,
|ErSǫ,hs| ď ǫ
K
sup
tPr0,1s
varπtrφts1{2 sup
tPr0,1s
varπtrfts1{2 `
αph
1´ e´Kh{ǫW
ppqpµ0, π0q sup
tPr0,1s
}∇ft}p,
where αp, given in Lemma 13, is a constant depending only on ǫ, p, K, d, suptPp0,1q }Btx‹t }, suptPr0,1s }x‹t },
and
W ppqpµ0, π0q :“ inf
γPΓpµ0,π0q
ż
R2d
`
1` }x}2p _ }y}2p˘ }x´ y}γpdx, dyq,
where Γpµ0, π0q is the set of all couplings of µ0 and π0.
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Proof. See section A.
Remark 2. See section 2.1.2 for discussion of the assumption in Theorem 1 that f is twice continuously
differentiable w.r.t. x.
So far in section 1.5, the dimension d has been regarded as a constant. Our next task is to explicitly
quantify the dependence on d of the variance and bias bounds in Theorem 1. We are particularly interested
in growth which is at most polynomial in d. Pursuant to this, in the remainder of section 1.5.1 we adopt the
perspective that d is an independent parameter on which various quantities may possibly depend, including
h, ǫ and the quantities in hypothesis (A7) below, which we shall verify for an example in section 1.6. The
phrasing of this hypothesis in terms of asymptotic behaviour as dÑ8 is chosen for convenience, to achieve
a balance between precision and ease of presentation in Corollary 3 of Theorem 1 below, its proof and
application.
(A7) (Polynomial dependence on dimension) For a given p ě 1, and for each d P N a given µ0 P P2ppRdq,
K0 satisfying (13), and f P Cp0,2pr0, 1s,ˆRdq, there exists a constant q ě 0 independent of d such that,
as dÑ8,
W ppqpµ0, π0q _ sup
tPr0,1s
}∇ft}p _K´1 _K´10 _ L4 _ sup
tPr0,1s
}x‹t }2 “ Opdqq,
and
µ0pV 2pq “ Opdq`1q.
Corollary 3. Assume that the p, µ0, K0 and f in Theorem 1 satisfy (A7), and let q be as in the latter. If
ǫ
K
sup
tPp0,1q
}Btx‹t } “ Op1q,
as dÑ8, then
varrSǫs “ O
ˆ
ǫ
K ^K0 r1pdq
˙
, |ErSǫs| “ O
´ ǫ
K
r2pdq ` ǫ
K
r3pdq
¯
,
varrSǫ,hs “ O
ˆ
h
„
1` 2
1´ e´pK0^Kqh{ǫ

r1pdq
˙
, |ErSǫ,hs| “ O
ˆ
ǫ
K
r2pdq ` h
1´ e´Kh{ǫ r3pdq
˙
,
where
r1pdq :“ d4q`2ppq`1q`1, r2pdq :“ d7q{4`3pq`3p{2`1{2 , r3pdq :“ d2q`pq`p.
Proof. See section A.
1.5.2 A central limit theorem in the high-dimensional regime
The expressions in Corollary 3 suggest that the behaviour of varrSǫ,hs and |ErSǫ,hs| as ǫÑ 0 depends on the
scaling relationship between ǫ and h. We now introduce a parameter ℓ ě 0 to delineate two cases.
(A8) (ℓ-dependent scaling of h with ǫ)
1. In the case ℓ “ 0, we assume hpǫq “ Opǫcq for an arbitrary c ą 1.
2. In the case ℓ ą 0, we set hpǫq :“ ℓǫ
Throughout the remainder of section 1.5.2, the value of ℓ ě 0 should be regarded as being chosen indepen-
dently, and (A8) is assumed to hold.
To state our next main result we need to introduce some further notation. For each s P r0, 1s and ǫ ą 0,
let pY s,ǫt qtPR` be the solution of:
Y
s,ǫ
t “ Y s,ǫ0 ´ ǫ´1
ż t
0
∇UspY s,ǫu qdu `
?
2ǫ´1
ż t
0
dBu,
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where Y s,ǫ0 is an F0-measurable random variable with distribution πs. Then writing L2pπsq for the collection
of all real-valued functions that are square-integrable with respect to πs, standard results for stationary
reversible Markov processes and Markov chains ensure that for any s P r0, 1s and fs P L2pπsq, the following
limits exist:
ς0psq :“ lim
ǫÑ0
var
„
ǫ´1{2
ż 1
0
fspY s,ǫt qdt

,
ςℓpsq :“ lim
ǫÑ0
var
»–ǫ´1{2hpǫq t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
fspY s,ǫkh q
fifl , ℓ ą 0.
With Qst pfqpyq :“ ErfpY s,1t q|Y s,10 “ ys and Lsf :“ ´x∇Us,∇fy`∆f , it is well known that the following
bounds, in terms of L2pπsq spectral gaps and constant K from (A4), hold:
ςℓpsq ď 2varπS rfss ¨
#
GappLsq´1, ℓ “ 0,
ℓGappQsℓq´1, ℓ ą 0,
and
GappLsq ě K, GappQsℓq´1 ě
1´ expp´Kℓq
ℓ
.
Indeed GappLsq ě K is a direct consequence of the standard Poincaré inequality for the strongly log-concave
distribution πs. These bounds suggest that under hypotheses such as (A7), for each s P r0, 1s, fluctuations
of the additive functionals
ş1
0
fspY s,ǫt qdt and hpǫq
řt1{hpǫqu´1
k“0 fspY s,ǫkh q associated with the time-homogeneous
process pY s,ǫt qtPR` could possibly be controlled by choosing ǫ´1 to be polynomial in d. Our next main
result, Theorem 4, establishes that a similar phenomenon holds for additive functionals associated with
time-inhomogeneous process pXǫt qtPr0,1s.
Under our assumptions, for any ℓ ě 0 , s ÞÑ ςℓpsq can be shown to be integrable (see the proof of Lemma
45), and therefore
σ2ℓ :“
ż 1
0
ςℓpsqds (15)
is well-defined. In the context of Theorem 4 below, it is important to note that ςℓ and σ2ℓ depend on the
dimension d, but this dependence is not shown in the notation.
Theorem 4. Fix p ě 1 and for each d P N, fix a function f P Cp1,2pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq such that for each t P r0, 1s
πtft “ 0, and a probability measure µ0 P P2ppRdq and a constant K0 ą 0 satisfying (13). Assume that (A7)
holds and assume additionally that for each ℓ ě 0, supt 1{ςℓptq and supt }Btft}p grow at most polynomially
fast as d Ñ 8. Then for any ℓ ě 0 there exists a ą 0 such that with ǫpdq “ Opd´aq and d ÞÑ hpdq such that
(A8) holds,
lim
dÑ8
ˇˇˇ
var
”
ǫpdq´1{2Sǫpdq,hpdq ´ σ2ℓ
ıˇˇˇ
“ 0,
and
lim
dÑ8
sup
wPR
ˇˇˇˇ
P
„
ǫpdq´1{2Sǫpdq,hpdq{
b
σ2ℓ ď w

´ Φpwq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ 0,
where Sǫ,h is as in Theorem 1, and Φ is the standard Gaussian c.d.f.
Proof. See section 3.
Remark 5. It is in principle possible to calculate quantitative bounds on the rates of convergence in Theorem
4, by agreggation of various bounds found in our proof. We do not pursue this here due to a lack of space
and the limited interest of such bounds in practice.
Remark 6. Note that compared to Theorem 1, Theorem 4 requires additional assumptions that s ÞÑ fspxq
is continuously differentiable for any x P Rd. This condition is required in order to obtain explicit control on
the error in Riemann sums involved in our calculations, and could be relaxed easily to Hölder continuity, at
the expense of additional notation.
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Remark 7. As an aside, it is natural to investigate the impact of ℓ on the asymptotic variance σ2ℓ . Theorem 27
establishes that σ2ℓ is a non-decreasing function of ℓ. This result can be understood as being a generalisation
of [16, Theorem 3.3], an important fact in the area of discrete time Markov chain Monte Carlo methods,
concerned with “thinning” in the context of ergodic averages.
Remark 8. By inspecting the proofs in section 3, one can check that similar statements hold in the fixed
dimension case, that is with d P N held constant and hpǫq as in (A8),
lim
ǫÑ0
ˇˇˇ
var
”
ǫ´1{2Sǫ,hpǫq ´ σ2ℓ
ıˇˇˇ
“ 0, lim
ǫÑ8
sup
wPR
ˇˇˇˇ
P
„
ǫ´1{2Sǫ,hpǫq{
b
σ2ℓ ď w

´ Φpwq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ 0.
1.5.3 Discretization of the process
One typically resorts to simulating some approximation to the diffusion pXǫt qtPr0,1s involving discretization in
order to obtain a practical approximation to Sǫ or Sǫ,h. There are many possible approaches to discretization
of diffusions and it is not our objective to investigate or discuss their relative merits. Instead, we consider
a simple Euler-Maruyama discretization scheme, since it is a generally applicable method whose practical
computational cost is easy to assess and whose approximation properties can be quite directly analyzed.
We present next a general purpose lemma which allows control of moments of functions on the path space
of one diffusion in terms of those of another, which we shall subsequently apply to the Euler-Maruyama
discretization scheme.
Let E be the Polish space of continuous functions z : t P r0, 1s ÞÑ zt P Rd endowed with the metric
ρpz, z˜q “ suptPr0,1s }zt ´ z˜t}, and let BpEq be its Borel σ-algebra.
Lemma 9. For any pE,BpEqq-valued random elements X, rX, any measurable function ϕ : pE,BpEqq Ñ
pR,BpRqq, and any p, q, r P r1,`8q such that 1{q ` 1{r “ 1,
sup
cPR
ˇˇˇ
Prϕp rXq ď cs ´ PrϕpXq ď csˇˇˇ ď }µ´ rµ}tv,
Er|ϕp rXq|ps1{p ď Er|ϕpXq|ps1{p ` }µ´ rµ}1{pqtv !Er|ϕpXq|prs1{pr ` Er|ϕp rXq|prs1{pr) .
where
µpAq :“ PrX P As, rµpAq :“ Pr rX P As, A P BpEq.
Proof. See section A.
For ǫ ą 0 and h P p0, 1s, let rXǫ,h “ p rXǫ,ht qtPr0,1s be the solution of
rXǫ,ht “ Xǫ0 ´ ǫ´1 ż t
0
Ą∇Usp rXǫ,hs qds`?2ǫ´1 ż t
0
dBs, (16)
where Xǫ0 is the same F0-measurable random variable with distribution µ0 as in (1), and the following
short-hand notation is used:
Ą∇U tp rXǫ,ht q :“ t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
∇Ukhp rXǫ,hkh qIrkh,pk`1qhqptq. (17)
In practice, one does not simulate the entire trajectory p rXǫ,ht qtPr0,1s but rather the skeleton p rXǫ,hkh qk“0,...,,t1{hu´1.
The point of writing (16)-(17) is to highlight that the term
?
2ǫ´1
şt
0
dBs is common to both (16) and (1) so
that the laws of pXǫt qtPr0,1s and p rXǫ,ht qtPr0,1s are mutually absolutely continuous. Via Girsanov’s theorem and
Pinsker’s inequality, Dalalyan [8] when studying a time-homogeneous process used this fact to estimate the
total variation distance between the time-marginal distributions of a overdamped Langevin diffusion and its
discretization, analogous in the present context to the distributions of say Xǫ1 and rXǫ,h1 . However, this Gir-
sanov/Pinsker technique allows one to estimate the total variation distance not only between time-marginal
distributions, but also between the laws of pXǫt qtPr0,1s and p rXǫ,ht qtPr0,1s, i.e. the probability measures
µǫpAq :“ PrXǫ P As rµǫ,hpAq :“ Pr rXǫ,h P As, A P BpEq,
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and we shall exploit that fact in the application of Lemma 9 in Section 1.6 to transfer the distributional
convergence in Theorem 4 to the discretized process. In particular, Proposition 10 together with standard
Foster-Lyapunov techniques will be applied to control the terms in the bounds of Lemma 9.
Proposition 10. For any q ě 0, if
M2 _ L4 _K´1 _ sup
t
}Btx‹t }2 “ Opdqq, µ0pV q “ Opdq`1q, (18)
h_ ǫ_ h
ǫ
L2
K
“ op1q, h
ǫ
d “ Op1q,
as dÑ8, then
}µǫ ´ rµǫ,h}tv “ O
˜c
h
ǫ2
d4q`1
¸
.
Proof. See section F.2.
1.6 Example: Marginal likelihood computation for logistic regression
1.6.1 Model specification and verification of assumptions
Consider observations Y1, . . . , Ym each valued in t0, 1u, covariate vectors c1, . . . , cm each valued in Rd, and
an unknown parameter vector x P Rd. The observations are modelled as conditionally independent given
the covariates and x, with the conditional probability of tYi “ 1u being ̺ipxq :“ 1{p1 ` e´xx,ciyq. In a
Bayesian approach to statistical inference we place an isotropic Gaussian prior distribution over the unknown
parameter x, with covariance matrix Id{σ˜2. The posterior density over x has density on Rd proportional to:
exp
#
yTCx´
mÿ
i“1
logp1` exx,ciyq ´ }x}
2
2σ˜2
+
,
with the vector y :“ py1, . . . , ymqT and matrix C whose ith row is ci.
Let the functions pUtqtPr0,1s be given by
Utpxq “ ´tyTCx` t
mÿ
i“1
logp1` exx,ciyq ` }x}
2
2σ˜2
, (19)
Then the distributions π0 and π1 specified by U0 and U1 are respectively the prior and posterior. Evaluating
the “marginal likelihood” Z1 “
ş
Rd
expt´U1pxqudx allows one to assess the quality of model fit.
We shall now verify assumptions (A1)-(A6). We have
∇Utpxq “ ´tyTC ` t
mÿ
i“1
ci̺ipxq ` x
σ˜2
, ∇p2qUtpxq “ t
mÿ
i“1
̺ipxqt1 ´ ̺ipxqucicTi `
Id
σ˜2
. (20)
B3Utpxq
BxjBxkBxℓ “ t
mÿ
i“1
cijcikciℓ̺ipxqt1 ´ ̺ipxqut1 ´ 2̺ipxqu (21)
where cij is the jth element of ci.
By inspection of (19)-(20), (A1) holds with p0 “ 1. By considering the spectral norm of ∇p2qUt, one
obtains
sup
tPr0,1s
}∇Utpxq ´∇Utpyq} ď p0.25mλmax ` σ˜´2q}x´ y},
where λmax is the largest eigenvalue of m´1
řm
i“1 cic
T
i , and with
ξ :“ }yTC} `
mÿ
i“1
}ci}, (22)
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we have
}∇Utpxq} ď pξ _ σ˜´2qp1 ` }x}q, }∇Utpxq ´∇Uspyq} ď ξ|t´ s|.
So for the constants appearing in (A2)-(A5) one make take
K “ 1
σ˜2
, L “
ˆ
0.25mλmax ` 1
σ˜2
˙
_
ˆ
ξ _ 1
σ˜2
˙
, M “ ξ. (23)
(A6) is satisfied by inspection of (21).
1.6.2 Dimension dependence of the error
Let us now discuss application of Theorems 1 and 4. Observe from (19) that we have
BtUtpxq “ ´yTCx`
mÿ
i“1
logp1` exx,ciyq, (24)
and define
∆ǫ,h :“ ´h
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
BtUtp rXǫ,hkh qˇˇˇ
t“kh
´ log Z1
Z0
,
where p rXǫ,ht qtPr0,1s is as in (16).
Consider the following condition:
(A9) (Polynomial dependence on dimension for logistic regression) There exists q ě 0 such that:
σ˜2 _
ˆ
0.25mλmax ` 1
σ˜2
˙
_ ξ “ Opdq{4q
as dÑ8.
In the proof of the following proposition, (A9) allows us to verify (A7), apply Corollary 3 and Theorem
4 with
ft “ ´BtUt ` πtpBtUtq, (25)
and Proposition 10 and Lemma 9.
Proposition 11. Assume that µ0 “ π0 and that (A9) holds for some given q.
1) If
h_ ǫ “ op1q, h
ǫ2
d3q{2`1 _ ǫd7q`3 “ Op1q (26)
as dÑ8, then
Er|∆ǫ,h|s “ O
˜?
ǫd7q`3 `
„
h
ǫ2
1{4
d9pq`1q{4 ` hd5q`2
¸
.
2) If »– inf
tPr0,1s
t2
dÿ
j“1
#ż
Rd
lpy;xq
«
mÿ
i“1
pyi ´ ̺ipxqqcij ´ xj
σ˜2
ff
πtpdxq
+2fifl´1 (27)
grows at most polynomially fast as dÑ8, where lpy;xq is the log-likelihood:
lpy;xq :“ ´yTCx`
mÿ
i“1
logp1 ` exx,cyq,
then for any c ą 2, there exists a ą 0 such that with ǫ “ Opd´aq and h “ ǫc,
lim
dÑ8
sup
wPR
ˇˇˇˇ
P
„
ǫpdq´1{2∆ǫpdq,hpdq{
b
σ20 ď w

´ Φpwq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ 0,
where σ20 is as in (15) with ft as in (25).
Proof. See section A.
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2 Poincaré inequalities, variance and bias decay for the inhomoge-
neous Langevin diffusion
Throughout section 2, ǫ ą 0 is a fixed constant.
2.1 Preliminaries about the process
2.1.1 Existence and Lipschitz continuity with respect to initial conditions
Let pBtqtPr0,1s be d-dimensional Brownian motion. Under (A2), (A3) and (A5), for each s P r0, 1s there exists
a strong solution to:
Xxs,t “ x´ ǫ´1
ż t
s
∇UupXxs,uqdu`
?
2ǫ´1
ż t
s
dBu, t P rs, 1s. (28)
pathwise uniqueness holds, see for example [11, Thm. 2.9, p.190], [23, Thm 3.4, p. 71] or [17, Thm. 4, p.
402], and the solution is non-explosive [23, p. 75]. Moreover, as noted by [24, Thm. 2.2, Ch. 2, p. 211], we
can work with a version of Xxs,t which is continuous in s, t, x almost surely, and satisfies (28) for all s, t, x,
almost surely.
Throughout section 2, we take:
Ps,tfpxq :“ ErfpXxs,tqs, Ltf :“ ´ǫ´1 x∇Ut,∇fy ` ǫ´1∆f,
with the dependence on ǫ suppressed from the notation.
We shall make extensive use of the following observation, noted in the time-homogeneous case by [5].
Lemma 12. Almost surely, the following holds for all x, y and s ď t,
}Xxs,t ´Xys,t} ď e´Kpt´sq{ǫ}x´ y}.
Proof. Ito’s lemma gives
e2Kpt´sq{ǫ}Xxs,t ´Xys,t}2
“ }x´ y}2
`2
ǫ
ż t
s
`
K}Xxs,u ´Xys,u}2 ´
@
∇UupXxs,uq ´∇UupXys,uq , Xxs,u ´Xys,u
D˘
e2Kpu´sq{ǫdu,
and by Lemma 64, (A4) is equivalent to
x∇Utpxq ´∇Utpyq, x´ yy ě K}x´ y}2, @x, y.
2.1.2 Drift, regularity and validity of forward and backward equations
Lemma 13. For any p ě 1 and κ P p0,Kpq define:
δ :“ ǫ´1pKp´ κq,
r :“ p
κ
ǫ sup
tPp0,1q
}Btx‹t } `
d
p2
κ2
ǫ2 sup
tPp0,1q
}Btx‹t }2 ` 2
p
κ
r2pp´ 1q ` ds
b :“ 2pr2p´1
«
sup
tPp0,1q
}Btx‹t } `
2pp´ 1q ` d
ǫr
ff
,
αp :“ 24p´2 _
«
1` 22p´1
˜
b
δ
` p1` 22p´1q sup
tPr0,1s
}x‹t }2p
¸ff
.
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Then the following hold:
BtV pt pxq ` LtV pt pxq ď ´δV pt pxq ` b It}x´ x‹t } ď ru, (29)
E
„ż t
s
V pu pXxs,uqdu

“
ż t
s
Ps,uV
p
u pxqdu ă `8, (30)
Ps,tV
p
t pxq ď e´δpt´sqV ps pxq `
b
δ
p1´ e´δpt´sqq, (31)
sup
sďt
E
“
1` }Xxs,t}2p
‰ ď αpp1` }x}2pq. (32)
Proof. See section B.1.
Proposition 14 establishes regularity properties which are used in rigorously establishing the validity of
the forward and backward equations in Proposition 15 and various manipulations in section 2.2. Although
the topic of differentiability and other regularity properties of x ÞÑ Ps,tfpxq as in (33) is classical, we were
not able to find in the literature results which give us exactly the conclusions we need under our assumptions,
in particular allowing for time-inhomogeneity of Ps,tfpxq, and for fpxq and ∇Utpxq to be unbounded in x.
The proof of Proposition 14 which we provide in section B.3 to make the paper self-contained, does not
exploit the elipticity of (28), which is why f is taken to be q-times differentiable on the left hand side of the
implication in (33). This differentiability requirement propagates through our results, e.g., explaining why
f is assumed twice differentiable in x in part 2) of Theorem 1. This restriction might be removed if existing
results for elliptic diffusions, see for instance [6, Sec. 1.5, p.48], could be generalized to our setup, but that
seems to involve a large amount of extra work which would further lengthen this paper.
Proposition 14. For any given p ě 1,
f P Cpq pRdq ñ x ÞÑ Ps,tfpxq P Cpq pRdq, @s ď t, q “ 1, 2, (33)
f P Cp1,2pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq ñ
#
pt, xq ÞÑ |Btftpxq| ` |Ltftpxq| P Cp`1{20,0 pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq,
ps, xq ÞÑ LsPs,tftpxq P Cp`1{20,0 pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq, @t.
(34)
Proof. See section B.2.
Proposition 15. For any p ě 1, f P Cp1,2pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq and ν P Pp`1{2pRdq , the following equalities hold:
BtνPs,tft “ νPs,t pBtft ` Ltftq , (35)
BsPs,tftpxq “ ´LsPs,tftpxq, @x, (36)
and for any fixed t, the map ps, xq ÞÑ Ps,tftpxq is a member of Cp`1{21,2 pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq.
Proof. See section B.3.
Before closing section 2.1, it is opportunte to discuss the derivation of the expectation formulae in (7)-(8)
(see also Lemma 63 for the thermodynamic integration identity). Define
Ts,tfpxq :“ E
„
fpXxs,tq exp
"
´
ż t
s
BuUupXxs,uqdu
*
.
To rigorously derive the path-integral representations of Z1{Z0 and π1pfq in (7)-(8) (note that we have
already proved the first equality in (7) by Lemma 63 ), it is sufficient to verify the hypotheses on Ts,tf of
Lemma 16 below. Although we have not found an explicit verification of these hypotheses in the literature
under exactly our assumptions (A1)-(A5), we believe they are approachable using techniques similar to those
in the proofs of Propositions 14 and 15. For example, a direct application of [17, Thm 2, p. 415] would
require boundedness |BtUtp¨q|, but this condition seems not to be essential for the proof technique used there
to work. A comprehensive account of the details would be very lengthy but not particularly interesting, and
since we have already proved Lemma 63 and none of our main results actually rely on (37), we do not pursue
this matter further.
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Lemma 16. Suppose that for any p ě 1 and f P Cp2 pRdq there exists q ě 0 such that for any t, ps, xq ÞÑ
Ts,tfpxq is a member of Cp`q1,2 pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq, and
BsTs,tfpxq “ ´LsTs,tfpxq ` Ts,tfpxq ¨ BsUspxq, @x.
Then
Z1
Z0
“ π0T0,11, π1pfq “ π0T0,1f
π0T0,11
. (37)
Proof. We shall prove
B
BsZsπsTs,tf “ 0,
which implies
πsTs,tf “ Zt
Zs
πtf, @s ď t,
and in turn (37).
We have
BsZsπsTs,tf “ Bs
ż
Rd
expr´UspxqsTs,tfpxqdx
“ ´
ż
Rd
BsUspxq expr´UspxqsTs,tfpxqdx
´
ż
Rd
expr´UspxqsrLsTs,tfpxq ´ Ts,tfpxqBsUspxqsdx
“ 0,
where the interchange of differentiation and integration is justified by arguments similar to those in the proof
of Lemma 63, using (A1), (A2), (A4), the assumption of the lemma and Lemma 13; and the final equality
holds since πsLsTs,tf “ 0.
2.2 Poincaré inequalities, variance and bias bounds
2.2.1 The commutation relation
Lemma 17. For any p ě 1, f P Cp2 pRdq, and s ď t,
}∇Ps,tf} ď e´Kpt´sq{ǫPs,t}∇f}. (38)
Proof. By the mean value theorem,
fpXxs,tq ´ fpXys,tq “
@
∇fpZx,ys,t q , Xxs,t ´Xys,t
D
,
for some Zx,ys,t on the line segment between X
x
s,t and X
y
s,t. By Cauchy-Schwarz and Lemma 12,
|fpXxs,tq ´ fpXys,tq| ď }∇fpZx,ys,t q}}Xxs,t ´Xys,t} ď }∇fpZx,ys,t q}e´Kpt´sq{ǫ}x´ y},
hence
|Ps,tfpxq ´ Ps,tfpyq| ď E
“|fpXxs,tq ´ fpXys,tq|‰ ď E “}∇fpZx,ys,t q}‰ e´Kpt´sq{ǫ }x´ y} . (39)
Now pick any v P Rd such that }v} “ 1 and set ypnq :“ x ` 1
n
v. Our next step is to use dominated
convergence to show:
lim
nÑ8
E
”
}∇fpZx,ypnqt q}
ı
“ E “}∇fpXxs,tq}‰ . (40)
Using Lemma 12, Zx,ypnqs,t Ñ Xxs,t a.s., hence }∇fpZx,ypnqs,t q} Ñ }∇fpXxs,tq}, a.s. By the assumption f P
C
p
1 pRdq, there exists a constant c ă 8 such that
}∇fpZx,ys,t q} ď cp1` }Zx,ys,t }2pq,
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and using the convexity of a ÞÑ a2p,
}∇fpZx,ypnqs,t q} ď c
”
1` 22p´1
´
}Zx,ypnqs,t ´Xxs,t}2p ` }Xxs,t}2p
¯ı
ď c
”
1` 22p´1}Xypnqs,t ´Xxs,t}2p ` 22p´1}Xxs,t}2p
ı
ď c
”
1` 22p´1}x´ ypnq}2pe´2pKpt´sq{ǫ ` 22p´1}Xxs,t}2p
ı
ď c
”
1` 22p´1e´2pKpt´sq{ǫ ` 22p´1}Xxs,t}2p
ı
.
Therefore
E
„
sup
n
}∇fpZx,ypnqs,t q}

ď c
”
1` 22p´1e´2pKpt´sq{ǫ ` 22p´1E “}Xxs,t}2p‰ı ă `8,
using Lemma 13 for the final inequality. Thus we have proved that indeed (40) holds.
As f P Cp1 pRdq, (33) implies ∇Ps,tfpxq exists and is continuous in x. Since ypnq ´ x “ v{n, we have for
some zpnq between ypnq and x,
Ps,tfpypnqq ´ Ps,tfpxq “ 1
n
x∇Ps,tfpzpnqq, vy ,
so by the continuity of ∇Ps,tf we then obtain from (39) and (40):
|x∇Ps,tfpxq, vy| “ lim
n
|Ps,tfpxq ´ Ps,tfpypnqq|
}x´ ypnq} ď e
´Kpt´sq{ǫPs,tp}∇f}qpxq.
Taking v “ ∇Ps,tfpxq{}∇Ps,tfpxq} completes the proof.
Remark 18. It can be shown that in fact the strong log-concavity assumption (A4) is necessary for the
statement of Lemma 17 to hold. Indeed, when that statement does hold, the same line of argument as [25,
Lem. 1.2 or 1.3] shows that the Bakry-Émery criterion holds for Ut with constant K, uniformly in t, i.e. for
all f P Cp2 pRdq,
inf
tPr0,1s
A
∇p2qUt ¨∇f,∇f
E
` }∇p2qf}2H.S. ě K}∇f}2.
So for an arbitrary v “ pv1, . . . , vdq P Rd, choosing fpxq “
řd
i“1 vixi gives ∇f “ v and }∇p2qf}2H.S. “ 0,
hence
inf
tPr0,1s
A
∇p2qUt ¨ v, v
E
ě K}v}2,
which is exactly (A4).
2.2.2 Poincaré inequalities
Lemma 19. For any s ď t and f P Cp2 pRdq,
Ps,tpf2q ´ pPs,tfq2 ď 1
K
p1 ´ e´2Kpt´sq{ǫqPs,tp}∇f}2q. (41)
Proof. Consider t fixed and write gpu, xq “ pPu,tfpxqq2. By Proposition 15, pu, xq ÞÑ Pu,tftpxq is a member
of Cp`1{21,2 pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq, so g P C2p`11,2 pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq. We then may apply (35) with ν “ δx to obtain:
BuPs,u
“pPu,tfq2‰ “ BuPs,ugu
“ Ps,u
„Bg
Bu ` Lugu

“ ´2Ps,u rpPu,tfqpLuPu,tfqs ` Ps,u
“
LupPu,tfq2
‰
“ 2ǫ´1Ps,up}∇Pu,tf}2q
ď 2ǫ´1e´2Kpt´uq{ǫPs,tp}∇f}2q,
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where the penultimate equality is an application of (36), the final equality holds due to the well known Carré
du champ identity: LupPu,tfq2 ´ 2pPu,tfqpLuPu,tfq “ 2ǫ´1}∇Pu,tf}2, and the inequality is due to Lemma
17 and Jensen’s inequality. Integrating w.r.t. to u from s to t gives (41).
Remark 20. It is well known that under (A4), each πt satisfies a Poincaré inequality with constant K, that
is
varπtrf s ď
1
K
πtp}∇f}2q, (42)
for f in some class of suitably smooth functions. We have particular interest in the case f P Cp2 pRdq, and
one can verify that indeed (42) holds for that class of functions using Lemma 19; for example considering
π0, assume that Ut “ U0 for all t P p0, 1s, so that Ps,t becomes time-homogeneous and π0P0,t “ π0. Then
with s “ 0, t “ 1, integrating (41) w.r.t. π0 gives
varπ0 rf s ď varπ0 rP0,1f s `
1
K
p1´ e´2K{ǫqπ0p}∇f}2q,
and varπ0rP0,1f s Ñ 0 as ǫÑ 0 by standard results for the time-homogeneous Langevin diffusion (a particular
rate of convergence for varπ0rP0,1f s Ñ 0 is not need for this computation).
Lemma 21. Fix p ě 1. If for some given ν P P2ppRdq and constant Kν ą 0,
varν rf s ď 1
Kν
νp}∇f}2q, @f P Cp2 pRdq, (43)
then for all s ď t,
varνPs,t rf s ď
„
p1´ e´2Kpt´sq{ǫq 1
K
` e´2Kpt´sq{ǫ 1
Kν

νPs,tp}∇f}2q, @f P Cp2 pRdq.
Proof. Since ν P P2ppRdq we are guaranteed νp}∇f}2q ă `8, and using Lemma 13, νPs,tp}∇f}2q ă `8.
Integrating (41) w.r.t. ν gives
νPs,tpf2q ´ νrpPs,tfq2s ď 1
K
p1´ e´2Kpt´sq{ǫqνPs,tp}∇f}2q.
By Proposition 14, if f P Cp2 pRdq then Ps,tf P Cp2 pRdq, so under the hypotheses of the lemma, the inequality
(43) holds with f replaced by Ps,tf . This observation, together with Lemma 17 and Jensen’s inequality give:
varνPs,t rf s ď varνrPs,tf s `
1
K
p1 ´ e´2Kpt´sq{ǫqνPs,tp}∇f}2q
ď 1
Kν
νp}∇Ps,tf}2q ` 1
K
p1´ e´2Kpt´sq{ǫqνPs,tp}∇f}2q
ď 1
Kν
νPs,tp}∇f}2qe´2Kpt´sq{ǫ ` 1
K
p1´ e´2Kpt´sq{ǫqνPs,tp}∇f}2q.
2.2.3 Variance bounds
Lemma 22. Fix p ě 1 and s ď t. If for some given ν P P2ppRdq and a strictly positive, continuous function
κν : u P rs, ts ÞÑ κνpuq P R`,
varνPs,u rf s ď
1
κνpuqνPs,up}∇f}
2q, @f P Cp2 pRdq, u P rs, ts,
then
varνPs,u rPu,tf s ď exp
„
´2
ǫ
ż t
u
κνpτqdτ

varνPs,t rf s, @f P Cp2 pRdq, u P rs, ts.
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Proof. Arguing similarly to the proof of Lemma 19, the map pu, xq ÞÑ pPu,tfpxqq2 is a member ofC2p`11,2 pr0, 1sˆ
Rdq and Pu,tf P Cp2 pRdq. Applying (35) and (36),
BuvarνPs,u rPu,tf s “ BuνPs,urpPu,tfq2s
“ νPs,uLurpPu,tfq2s ´ 2νPs,urpPu,tfqpLuPu,tfqs
“ 2
ǫ
νPs,up}∇Pu,tf}2q
ě 2
ǫ
κνpuqvarνPs,u rPu,tf s,
where the inequality holds by the hypothesis of the lemma. With βpuq :“ varνPs,u rPu,tf s we have shown
β1puq ě 2
ǫ
κνpuqβpuq,
so
u ÞÑ βpuq exp
„
´2
ǫ
ż u
s
κνpτqdτ

is a non-decreasing function on rs, ts, which implies
βpuq ď βptq exp
„
´2
ǫ
ż t
u
κνpτqdτ

,
as required.
2.2.4 Bias bounds
Introduce
W ppqpν, ν¯q :“ inf
γPΓpν,ν¯q
ż
R2d
`
1` }x}2p _ }y}2p˘ }x´ y}γpdx, dyq,
where Γpν, ν¯q is the set of all couplings of two probability measures ν, ν¯ on BpRdq.
Lemma 23. For any p ě 1, f P Cp2 pRdq and ν, ν¯ P PppRdq,
|νPs,tf ´ ν¯Ps,tf | ď αp}∇f}pe´Kpt´sq{ǫW ppqpν, ν¯q
where αp is the constant from Lemma 13, which depends on ǫ,K, p, d, supt }Btx‹t } and supt }x‹t }.
Proof. Pick any x, y P Rd and s ď t. Then by the mean value theorem there exists a point z on the line
segment between x and y such that,
|Ps,tfpxq ´ Ps,tfpyq| “ |x∇Ps,tfpzq, x´ yy|
ď }∇Ps,tfpzq}}x´ y}
ď e´Kpt´sq{ǫPs,tp}∇f}qpzq}x´ y}
ď }∇f}pe´Kpt´sq{ǫp1 ` Er}Xzs,t}2psq}x´ y}
ď αp}∇f}pe´Kpt´sq{ǫ
“
1` }x}2p _ }y}2p‰ }x´ y},
where the second inequality is due to Lemma 17, and the fourth inequality uses Lemma 13 and the fact
}z} ď }x} _ }y}. The proof is completed by noting:
|νPs,tf ´ ν¯Ps,tf | ď
ż
|Ps,tfpxq ´ Ps,tfpyq|γpdx, dyq, @γ P Γpν, ν¯q.
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Lemma 24. For any p ě 1,
sup
t
ż
Rd
}x}2pπtpdxq ă `8, (44)
and for any f P Cp2 pRdq, ż
Rd
sup
s
ˇˇˇˇ
Bs
"
expr´Uspxqs
Zs
Ps,tfpxq
*ˇˇˇˇ
dx ă `8. (45)
Proof. We have ˇˇˇˇ
Bs
"
expr´Uspxqs
Zs
Ps,tfpxq
*ˇˇˇˇ
“ expr´Uspxqs
Zs
|φspxqPs,tfpxq ´ LsPs,tfpxq|
ď expr´Uspxqs
Zs
r|φspxq||Ps,tfpxq| ` |LsPs,tfpxq|s
Under (A2) and (A4), for all s P r0, 1s and x P Rd,
inf
t
Utpx‹t q `
´
}x} ´ inf
t
}x‹t }
¯2 K
2
ď Uspxq ď L
2
ˆ
}x} ` sup
t
}x‹t }
˙2
` sup
t
Utpx‹t q, (46)
where the infima and suprema are finite, since by Lemma 65, t ÞÑ }x‹t } is continuous on r0, 1s, and Utpxq is
continous in pt, xq by (A1). It follows from (46) that inft Zt ą 0 and sups expr´Uspxqs ď expr´c1}x}2 ` c2s
for some finite constants c1, c2 ą 0, which implies (44). Also, since U P Cp01,2pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq under (A1), it
follows from (46) and Lemma 63 that pt, xq ÞÑ φtpxq is a member of Cp00,2pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq. Since f P Cp2 pRdq, it
follows from Proposition 15 that ps, xq ÞÑ Ps,tfpxq is a member of Cp`1{21,2 pr0, 1s ˆRdq and from Proposition
14 that ps, xq ÞÑ LsPs,tfpxq is a member of Cp`1{20,0 pr0, 1sˆRdq. These observations together imply (45).
Lemma 25. For any p ě 1 and f P Cp2 pRdq,
|π0P0,tf ´ πtf | ď sup
sPr0,ts
varπsrφss1{2varπt rf s1{2
ǫ
K
p1´ e´Kt{ǫq.
Proof. Write
πtf ´ π0P0,tf “
ż t
0
BsπsPs,tfds, (47)
and
BsπsPs,tf “
ż
Rd
Bs
„
expr´Uspxqs
Zs
Ps,tfpxq

dx
“ ´πsrφsPs,tf s ´ πsLsPs,tf
“ ´πsrpφs ´ πsφsqpPs,tf ´ πsPs,tfqs,
where the first equality is validated by Lemma 24; the second equality holds by the definition of φs, see (11),
and Proposition 15; and the third equality holds because by Lemma 63 πsφs “ 0, and Ls is the generator of
a Langevin diffusion with invariant distribution πs. Therefore
|BsπsPs,tf |2 ď varπsrφssvarπsrPs,tf s
ď varπsrφssvarπt rf se´2Kpt´sq{ǫ
where Cauchy-Schwartz and Lemmas 21 and 22 with ν “ πs have been applied, noting Remark 20. Plugging
this bound into (47) and integrating completes the proof.
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3 Quantitative CLT bound for the diffusion skeleton
3.1 Set-up and main results
As before we assume throughout section 3 that for s P r0, 1s πsfs “ 0 and for ǫ ą 0 we letf¯s,ǫ :“ fs ´ µǫsfs.
LetpBtqtPR` be a d´dimensional Brownian motion. As earlier, for any ǫ ą 0 we define
`
Xǫt
˘
tPr0,1s
as the
continuous solution for t P r0, 1s of
Xǫt “ Xǫ0 ´ ǫ´1
ż t
0
∇UupXǫuqdu `
?
2ǫ´1
ż t
0
dBu, (48)
with Xǫ0 “: X0 being F0´measurable and of distribution µ0. One may be interested in the distributional
limiting behaviour as ǫÑ 0 of
ǫ´1{2Sǫ “ ǫ´1{2
ż 1
0
ftpXǫt qdt,
and it is expected that a central limit theorem (CLT) may hold. We do not focus on this here, but rather
investigate the following related problem. Define, for any h P p0, 1q, quantities resulting from a Riemann
sum approximation of the integral above,
ǫ´1{2Sǫ,h :“ ǫ´1{2h
n´1ÿ
i“0
fihpXǫihq.
where n :“ t1{hu (note that n ě 1 by assumption). The aims of this section are to characterize limǫÑ0 var
“
ǫ´1{2Sǫ,hpǫq
‰
and the limiting distributional behaviour of ǫ´1{2Sǫ,hpǫq as ǫ Ñ 0, for various choices of hp¨q : R` Ñ p0, 1q.
Note that in order to alleviate notation below we may use h for hpǫq when no confusion is possible.
In order to present the main result of this section we introduce quantities related to the following family
of time homogeneous and stationary processes
`
Y
s,ǫ
t
˘
ps,tqPr0,1sˆR`,ǫą0
. Let for any s P r0, 1s, ǫ ą 0, t P R` ,
Y
s,ǫ
t “ Y s,ǫ0 ´ ǫ´1
ż t
0
∇UspY s,ǫu qdu`
?
2ǫ´1
ż t
0
dBu
with Y s,ǫ0 “: Y s0 F0´measurable of distribution πs. We naturally use P
“ ¨ ‰ and E“ ¨ ‰ for the laws and
expectations of both
`
Xǫt
˘
tPr0,1s,ǫą0
and
`
Y
s,ǫ
t
˘
ps,tqPr0,1sˆR`,ǫą0
. For s P r0, 1s we let L2pπsq be the set of real
valued and πs´square integrable functions on Rd. For any ps, tq P r0, 1s ˆ R`, f P L2pπsq, ǫ ą 0 and x P Rd
we let Qs,ǫt fpxq :“ E
“
fpY s,ǫt q | Y s0 “ x
‰
, Qstfpxq :“ Qs,1t fpxq and P ǫs,tfpxq :“ E
“
fpXǫt q | Xs “ x
‰
. Standard
results on stationary reversible Markov processes and Markov chains, together with our geometric ergodicity
assumptions ensure that the following limits exist and are finite for fs P L2pπsq,
ς0psq :“ lim
ǫÑ0
var
„
ǫ´1{2
ż 1
0
fspY s,ǫt qdt

and ςℓpsq :“ lim
ǫÑ0
var
«
ǫ´1{2hpǫq
n´1ÿ
i“0
fspY s,ǫihpǫqq
ff
whenever ℓ “ hpǫqǫ´1 ą 0,
where var
“ ¨ ‰ is the variance operator associated with E“ ¨ ‰. Note the broad use we make throughout of ℓ to
refer to scenarios and not just a numerical value. It is well known that the following upper bounds, in terms
of either spectral gap or K in (A4), hold
ςℓpsq ď 2varπs
`
fs
˘ ¨#ℓGapR`Qsℓ˘´1 ď “p1 ´ expp´Kℓqq{ℓ‰´1 for ℓ ą 0
Gap
`
Ls
˘´1 ď K´1 for ℓ “ 0 .
The last inequality follows from the fact that from Poincaré’s inequality varπs
“
fs
‰ ď K´1ELs“fs‰ (with
ELs
“
fs
‰
:“ ´ ş fsLsfsqdπs) and the variational representation of the spectral gap. These spectral gap bounds
are classic, and can, for example, be deduced from the spectral representations in Theorem 27. Under our
assumptions, for any ℓ ě 0, s ÞÑ ςℓp¨q, varπs
`
fs
˘
can be shown to be continuous functions (see the proof of
Lemma 45, which exploits the results of Lemma 59 and the representation (52) of ςℓp¨q), and
σ2ℓ :“
ż 1
0
ςℓpsqds (49)
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is therefore well defined. The results of this section rely on the following assumptions. We consider a sequence
of processes as above, indexed by the dimension of the problem d, for which we assume the following.
(A10) (Polynomial dependence on dimension)We assume that (A7) holds and that in addition we have
1. ǫ
K
suptPp0,1q }Btx‹t } “ Op1q,
2. supsPr0,1s }Btfs}p and supsPr0,1s 1{ςpdqpsq grow at most polynomially in d as dÑ8.
We impose the following dependence of h on ǫ.
(A11) (Dependence between ǫ and h)
1. for any ℓ ą 0 we set hpǫq :“ ℓǫ,
2. for ℓ “ 0 we set hpǫq “ O`ǫc˘ for some c ą 1.
We can now formulate our first result. Throughout C is a constant, not dependent on the quantities in
assumptions (A1-5), and whose value may change upon each appearance.
Theorem 26. Let p ě 1 and for any d P N, let pXǫt pdqqtPr0,1s be as defined in (48) and f pdq P Cp1,2pr0, 1sˆRdq.
Assume that for any d P N (A1-5) and (A10) hold. Then for any ℓ ě 0 there exists a ą 0 such that with
ǫpdq “ Opd´aq and d ÞÑ hpdq satisfying (A11), then
lim
dÑ8
ˇˇˇ
var
”
ǫpdq´1{2Sǫpdq,hpdq
ı
´ σ2ℓ pdq
ˇˇˇ
“ 0.
This result is a consequence of Theorem 39. As an aside, it is natural to investigate the impact of ℓ
on this asymptotic variance σ2ℓ . The following result confirms our intuition that the smaller ℓ, the better;
the result below can be understood as being a generalisation of [16, Theorem 3.3], an important fact in the
area of discrete time Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, concerned with thinning in the context of ergodic
averages. The proof can be found in Section C.1.
Theorem 27. For s P r0, 1s and any fs P L2pπsq there exists a non-negative measure νs on
`r0,8q,Bpr0,8qq˘
such that for ℓ ą 0
ςℓpsq “ ℓ
ż 8
0
1` expp´ℓλq
1´ expp´ℓλqνspdλq,
and
ς0psq “ 2
ż 8
0
λ´1νspdλq.
Further, for any s P r0, 1s, ℓ ÞÑ ςℓpsq is a non-decreasing function on r0,8q.
Let Φp¨q be the cumulative distribution function of the standardized normal distribution. The main result
of this section is
Theorem 28. Let p ě 1 and for any d P N, let pXǫt pdqqtPr0,1s be as defined in (48) and f pdq P Cp1,2pr0, 1sˆRdq.
Assume that for any d P N (A1-5) and (A10) hold. Then for any ℓ ě 0 there exists a ą 0 such that with
ǫpdq “ Opd´aq and d ÞÑ hpdq satisfying (A11), then
lim
dÑ8
sup
wPR
ˇˇ
P
”
ǫpdq´1{2Sǫpdq,hpdq{
b
σ2ℓ pdq ď w
ı
´ Φpwqˇˇ “ 0.
As seen in Proposition (10), the scenario we are particularly interested in corresponds to the choice
hpdq “ o`ǫpdq2{d˘ or h “ hpǫq “ O`ǫpdq2{d˘ as d Ñ 8 (or even fixed d and ǫ Ñ 0), in which case the CLT
is inherited by the discretized Langevin process, see Section E. The proof of the theorem above relies on a
martingale approximation and a quantitative bound for the CLT for martingales.
Proof. First we consider the upper bound suggested by Proposition 30. Then we choose ε1pdq “ Cd´c with
c P p0, 1{2q as in Lemma 31 and Lemma 32, ε2pdq as in Corollary 40 with, say r2 ą 1{2, implying that
limdÑ8 ε1pdqε´12 pdq “ 8. The result then follows from Theorem 33.
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3.2 Quantitative Martingale approximation for the CLT
The main result of this section is Proposition 30 which establishes a bound on supwPR
ˇˇ
P
“
Sǫ,h{
a
ǫσ2ℓ ď
w
‰ ´ Φpwqˇˇ in terms of the sum of supwPR ˇˇP“Mǫ ď w‰ ´ Φpwqˇˇ, where Mǫ is the last term of a Martingale
sequence, and additional negligible terms for which we derive quantitative bounds. We find a quantitative
upper bound on supwPR
ˇˇ
P
“
Mǫ ď w
‰´Φpwqˇˇ in section 3.3. There are essentially two routes to constructing
such an approximation. An approach consists of using solutions to the set of time homogeneous Poisson
equations gs´Qshǫ´1gs “ fs, but we here follow an approach inspired by [34], which consists of treating bias
and variance separately by centering ft around µǫtft, and not πtft. Note that we have also avoided the use
of the solutions of the Poisson equation for the continous time processes involved (that is either Lsgs “ ´fs
or its time inhomogeneous counterpart) as this would have required quantitative bounds on their gradients
with respect to x and on their time derivatives. Such bounds are currently not available with sufficient
generality [31, 30, 35] to cover our scenario. We introduce Bǫ,h :“ E
“
Sǫ,h
‰
, and construct our martingale
approximation of Sǫ,h{
a
ǫσ2ℓ . Following [34] we introduce for k P t0, . . . , n´ 1u and x P Rd
γk,ǫpxq : “
n´1ÿ
i“k
P ǫkh,ihf¯ih,ǫpxq.
Remark that for 0 ď k ď n´ 2, γk,ǫ satisfies
f¯kh,ǫpxq “ γk,ǫpxq ´ P ǫkh,pk`1qhγk`1,ǫpxq (50)
for any x P Rd–this can be thought of as a generalization of Poisson’s equation. In order to formulate our
explicit bounds concisely and in a unified manner we introduce some notation and establish useful identities in
Proposition 54. Define for q ą 0 V pqqpxq :“ }x}2q, V¯ pqqpxq :“ 1`}x}2q, V¯ pqqt pxq :“ 1`V pqqt pxq :“ 1`}x´x‹t}2q
(with notational simplifications V¯t :“ V¯ p1qt and Vt :“ V p1qt etc.). In addition to what is proposed in Section
1.2, for f : r0, 1s ˆ Rd Ñ R we let }Btf}p :“ suptPr0,1s }Btft}p and }∇prqf}p :“ suptPr0,1s }∇prqft}p. We let
~f~p :“ }f}V¯ ppq _}∇f}V¯ ppq_}∆f}V¯ ppq . The proofs not present in this subsection can be found in subsection
3.4.
Lemma 29. Let p ě 1 and f P Cp0,2pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq.
1. For any ǫ, h ą 0 and k P t0, . . . , n´ 1u, γk,ǫ P Cp2 pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq and we have the quantitative bound
max
kPt0,...,n´1u
 ˇˇ
P ǫkh,pk`1qhγk`1,ǫpxq
ˇˇ_ ˇˇγk,ǫpxqˇˇ( ď αp }∇f}p
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘W ppqpδx, µ0q.
2. P´a.s. we have
Sh,ǫ ´ E
“
Sh,ǫ
‰ “ n´1ÿ
k“0
f¯kh,ǫpXǫkhq “ γ0,ǫpXǫ0q `
n´1ÿ
k“1
γk,ǫpXǫkhq ´ P ǫpk´1qh,khγk,ǫpXǫpk´1qhq,
3. For 1 ď k ď n´ 1 define ξk,ǫ :“
´
γk,ǫpXǫkhq ´ P ǫpk´1qh,khγk,ǫpXǫpk´1qhq
¯
, ξ0,ǫ :“ 0,
υpǫq :“ ǫ´1h2var
«
n´1ÿ
i“0
ξi,ǫ
ff
,
and for 0 ď k ď n´ 1 and ǫ ą 0 such that υpǫq ą 0 we let
Mk,ǫ :“ ǫ´1{2h
kÿ
i“0
ξi,ǫ{
a
υpǫq.
Then
`
Mi,ǫ,Fih
˘
iPt0,...,n´1u
is a martingale.
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Proof. For notational simplicity we drop ǫ from P ǫs,t here. For the first statement we first apply Proposition
14 and then use Lemma 23 in order to obtain the quantitative bound : for any x P Rd
|δxP ǫ0,tft ´ µǫ0,tft| ď αp}∇ft}pW ppqpδx, π0q exp
`´Kǫ´1t˘
and therefore for k P t0, . . . , n´ 1u,ˇˇ
P ǫkh,pk`1qhγk`1,ǫpxq
ˇˇ _ ˇˇγk,ǫpxqˇˇ ď αp }∇f}p
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘W ppqpδx, µ0q.
The second statement: from (50) we have for 1 ď k ď n´ 2
f¯kh,ǫpXǫkhq “ γk,ǫpXǫkhq ´ Ppk´1qh,khγk,ǫpXǫpk´1qhq ` Ppk´1qh,khγk,ǫpXǫpk´1qhq ´ Pkh,pk`1qhγk`1,ǫpXǫkhq
and therefore
n´2ÿ
k“1
f¯kh,ǫpXǫkhq “ P0,hγ1,ǫpXǫ0q ´ Ppn´2qh,pn´1qhγn´1,ǫpXǫpn´2qhq `
n´2ÿ
k“1
γk,ǫpXǫkhq ´ Ppk´1qh,khγk,ǫpXǫpk´1qhq
Now, since f¯pn´1qh,ǫpXǫpn´1qhq “ γn´1,ǫpXǫpn´1qhq and f¯0,ǫpXǫ0q “ γ0,ǫpXǫ0q ´ P0,hγ1,ǫpXǫ0q, we conclude. The
third statement follows from E
”
γk,ǫpXǫkhq ´ Ppk´1qh,khγk,ǫpXǫpk´1qhq | Fpk´1qh
ı
“ 0 for k P t1, . . . , n ´ 1u
and the first statement combined with Lemma 13 (for the lemma’s p sufficiently large) and the fact that
suptPr0,1s }x‹t } ă 8 from Lemma 65, which establishes that for any i P t0, . . . , n´ 1u, Ep|Mi,ǫ|q ă 8.
In what follows we let Mǫ :“Mn´1,ǫ where the latter is defined in Lemma 29. The following proposition
will be used to establish that one can obtain the desired quantitative CLT bounds by focusing on the
martingale approximation (Section 3.3) and the appropriate control of vanishing terms (Lemma 31 and
Lemma 32).
Proposition 30. For any ε1, ε2 ą 0 and ǫ ą 0 such that υpǫq ą 0,
sup
wPR
ˇˇ
P
“
Sǫ,h{
a
ǫυpǫq ď w‰ ´ Φpwqˇˇ ď sup
wPR
ˇˇ
P
“
Mǫ ď w
‰´ Φpwqˇˇ ` P“|Bǫ,h|{aǫυpǫq ą ε1{2‰
` P“h|γ0,ǫpXǫ0q|{aǫυpǫq ą ε1{2‰` p2πq´1{2ε1,
and
sup
wPR
ˇˇ
P
“
Sǫ,h{
b
ǫσ2ℓ ď w
‰´ Φpwqˇˇ ď 2 sup
wPR
ˇˇ
P
“
Sǫ,h{
a
ǫυpǫq ď w‰´ Φpwqˇˇ ` 1´ Φpε1ε´12 q
` P“ˇˇυ1{2pǫq{σℓ ´ 1ˇˇ ą ε2‰` p2πq´1{2ε1.
Proof. We have the general result that for ε ą 0 and two random variables Z1, Z2
P
“
Z1 ď w ´ ε
‰´ P“|Z2| ą ε‰ ď P“Z1 ` Z2 ď w‰ ď P“Z1 ď w ` ε‰` P“|Z2| ą ε‰,
and therefore
P
“
Z1 ď w ´ ε
‰´ Φpw ´ εq ` Φpw ´ εq ´ Φpwq ´ P“|Z2| ą ε‰ ď P“Z1 ` Z2 ď w‰´ Φpwq
ď P“Z1 ď w ` ε‰´ Φpw ` εq ` Φpw ` εq ´ Φpwq ` P“|Z2| ą ε‰.
Now notice that maxaPtε,´εu
ˇˇ
Φpw ` aq ´ Φpwqˇˇ ď p2πq´1{2ε and conclude that
sup
wPR
ˇˇ
P
“
Z1 ` Z2 ď w
‰´ Φpwqˇˇ ď sup
w1PR
ˇˇ
P
“
Z1 ď w1
‰´ Φpw1qˇˇ` P“|Z2| ą ε‰` p2πq´1{2ε.
We have
Sǫ,h{
a
ǫυpǫq “ phγ0,ǫpXǫ0q `Bǫ,hq{
a
ǫυpǫq `Mǫ,
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and
Sǫ,h{
b
ǫσ2ℓ “ Sǫ,h{
a
ǫυpǫq ` ǫ´1{2Sǫ,h
`
σ´1ℓ ´ υ´1{2pǫqq.
We can apply the above general inequality to these two identities in turn. In the first case we also note the
fact that P
“|Z1`Z2| ą ε‰ ď P“|Z1| ` |Z2| ą ε‰ ď P“|Z1| ą ε{2‰` P“|Z2| ą ε{2‰. In the second case we have
that, in general, for non-negative random variables Z1, Z2 and any ε1, ε2 ą 0
P
“
Z1Z2 ą ε1
‰ ď P“Z1 ą ε1ε´12 ‰` P“Z2 ą ε2‰
and therefore
P
“
ǫ´1{2
ˇˇ
Sǫ,h
ˇˇˇˇ
σ´1ℓ ´ υ´1{2pǫq
ˇˇ ą ε1‰ ď P“ˇˇSǫ,hˇˇ{aǫυpǫq ą ε1ε´12 ‰` P“ˇˇυ1{2pǫq{σℓ ´ 1ˇˇ ą ε2‰.
Finally
P
“ˇˇ
Sǫ,h
ˇˇ{aǫυpǫq ą ε1ε´12 ‰ “ 1´ P“ˇˇSǫ,h ˇˇ{aǫυpǫq ď ε1ε´12 ‰` Φpε1ε´12 q ´ Φpε1ε´12 q,
from which we conclude.
The following lemmata, whose proofs can be found in Subsection C.2, establish quantitative bounds for
some of the vanishing terms appearing in one of the upper bounds in Proposition 30. A quantitative bound
for P
“ˇˇ
υ1{2pǫq{σℓ ´ 1
ˇˇ ą ε2‰ is established later in Corollary 40.
Lemma 31. Let p ě 1 and f P Cp0,2pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq, and assume (A1-5) and (A10). Then
1. for any ε1 ą 0, ℓ ě 0, ג ą 1 and ǫ, h,K ą 0 such that ג´1 ď 1´Khǫ´1{2,
P
“|Bǫ,h|{aǫυpǫq ą ε1{2‰ ď ItF pdq ą υpǫq1{2ǫ´1{2ε1u,
where, with the notation of Corollary 3,
F pdq :“ C 1
K
rr2pdq ` גr3pdqs ,
2. further assuming (A11), we deduce that for any c P p0, 1{2q and the choice ε1pdq “ Cǫpdqc there exists
a0 ą 0 and d0 P N such that with ǫpdq “ Cd´a, for a ě a0 and d ě d0
P
“|Bǫpdq,hpdq|{bǫpdqυd`ǫpdq˘ ą ε1pdq{2‰ “ 0.
Lemma 32. Assume (A1-5) and (A10). Then
1. there exists C ą 0 such that for any ǫ, ε1, h ą 0 such that υpǫq ą 0 and for some ג ą 1 and ג´1 ď
1´Khǫ´1{2
P
“
h|γ0,ǫpXǫ0q|{
a
ǫυpǫq ą ε1{2
‰ ď C ˜ αp
ǫ´1{2ε1
a
υpǫq
ג}∇f}p
K
µ0V¯
pp`1{2qµ0V¯
pp`1{2q
¸
,
2. for any c P p0, 1{2q and the choice ε1pdq “ Cǫpdqc there exists a0 ą 0 sufficiently large such that for
any a ą a0 and ǫpdq “ Cd´a
lim
dÑ8
P
“
hpdq|γ0,ǫpdqpXǫpdq0 q|{
b
ǫpdqυd
`
ǫpdq˘ ą ε1pdq{2‰ “ 0
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3.3 Quantitative bound in the CLT for the Martingale approximation
We now state an intermediate result which motivates subsequent developments to prove the quantitative
bounds in Theorem 28.
Theorem 33. Let p ě 1 and for any d P N, let pXǫt pdqqtPr0,1s be as defined in (48) and f pdq P Cp1,2pr0, 1sˆRdq.
Assume that for any d P N (A1-5) and (A10) hold. Let Mǫ :“ Mn´1,ǫ where the latter is defined in Lemma
29. Then for any ℓ ě 0 there exists a ą 0 such that with ǫpdq “ Opd´aq and d ÞÑ hpdq satisfying (A11)
lim
dÑ8
sup
wPR
ˇˇ
P
“
Mǫpdq ď w
‰ ´ Φpwqˇˇ “ 0.
Proof. The proof relies on the upper bound established in Proposition 34 and bounds for Aǫ, Bǫ and Cǫ
which can be deduced from Lemma 35 and 37, and Theorem 39. More precisely, choose κ ą c´ 1, where c
is given in (A11). For Aǫ: from (A10) and Lemma 67 one deduces that the bound on E
“ˇˇ
Dǫ
ˇˇ
1`κ
‰1{p1`κq
in
Lemma 37 grows at most as a polynomial of d, say of power δ. (A10) implies the existence of r ą 0 such
that σ2ℓ pdq ě Cd´r and Theorem 39 implies the existence of a0, d0 ą 0 such that for any a ě a0 and d ě d0
σ2ℓ pdq ` υ
`
ǫpdq˘´ σ2ℓ pdq ě σ2ℓ pdq{2, (51)
providing us with an upper bound on υ´1
`
ǫpdq˘. Further, again from Theorem 39 we can choose b sufficiently
large (and hence a sufficiently large) such that the termˇˇ
υ
`
ǫpdq˘´ σ2ℓ pdqˇˇE“ˇˇDǫˇˇ1`κ‰1{p1`κqσ´4ℓ pdq ď Cd´bdδd2r
vanishes. Therefore limdÑ0Aǫpdq “ 0. For Bǫ we use Lemma 35, its Corollary, the lower bound ((51))
and Corollary 3 of Theorem 1 to conclude that for a ě a0 sufficiently large limdÑ0Bǫpdq “ 0. Finally
limdÑ0 Cǫpdq “ 0 follows from Lemma 37 and its Corollary 38, since we have assumed κ ą c´ 1 in order to
cover the scenario ℓ “ 0.
Let
Dǫ :“ ǫ´1h2
n´1ÿ
k“0
E
“
ξ2k,ǫ|Fpk´1qh
‰
,
where ξk,ǫis as in Lemma (29).
Proposition 34. For any κ ą 0 that there exists a finite C κ ą 0, dependent on κ only, such that
sup
wPR
ˇˇ
P
“
Mǫ ď w
‰ ´ Φpwqˇˇ ď C κ!´Aǫ `Bǫ¯1`κ ` Cǫ)1{p3`2κq,
where
Aǫ :“
ˇˇ
υpǫq ´ σ2ℓ
ˇˇ”
1` E“ˇˇDǫ ˇˇ1`κ‰1{p1`κq{υpǫqı{σ2ℓ ,
Bǫ :“ E
”ˇˇ
Dǫ ´ υpǫq
ˇˇ
1`κ
ı1{p1`κq
{σ2ℓ ,
Cǫ :“ pǫ´1h2{υpǫqqp1`κq
n´1ÿ
i“0
E
”ˇˇ
ξi,ǫ
ˇˇ2p1`κqı
.
Proof. Let ∆ǫ :“ supwPR
ˇˇ
P
“
Mǫ ď w
‰´ Φpwqˇˇ. From [18, Theorem 1] we have
∆ǫ ď C κ
!
E
”ˇˇ
Dǫ{υpǫq ´ 1
ˇˇ
1`κ
ı
`pǫ´1h2{υpǫqqp1`κq
n´1ÿ
i“0
E
”ˇˇ
ξi,ǫ
ˇˇ2p1`κqı)1{p3`2κq.
We upper bound the first term between braces using Minkowski’s inequality
E
”ˇˇ
Dǫ{υpǫq ´ 1
ˇˇ
1`κ
ı1{p1`κq
ď E
”ˇˇ
Dǫ{σ2ℓ ´ 1
ˇˇ
1`κ
ı1{p1`κq
`E
”ˇˇ
Dǫ
`
υ´1pǫq ´ σ´2ℓ
˘ ˇˇ
1`κ
ı1{p1`κq
ď E
”ˇˇ
Dǫ ´ σ2ℓ
ˇˇ
1`κ
ı1{p1`κq
{σ2ℓ `
ˇˇ
υ´1pǫq ´ σ´2ℓ
ˇˇ
E
”ˇˇ
Dǫ
ˇˇ
1`κ
ı1{p1`κq
,
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and further
E
”ˇˇ
Dǫ ´ σ2ℓ
ˇˇ
1`κ
ı1{p1`κq
ď E
”ˇˇ
Dǫ ´ υpǫq
ˇˇ
1`κ
ı1{p1`κq
`ˇˇυpǫq ´ σ2ℓ ˇˇ,
from which we conclude.
We need to find explicit upper bounds for the three terms above. In the next two propositions we will
make use of the following alternative expression for Dǫ
Dǫ “ ǫ´1h2
n´1ÿ
k“1
E
“
γ2k,ǫpXǫkhq ´
`
P ǫpk´1qh,khγk,ǫpXǫpk´1qhq
˘2 | Fpk´1qh‰
“ ǫ´1h2
!
P ǫpn´2qh,pn´1qhγ
2
n´1,ǫpXǫpn´2qhq ´
“
P ǫ0,hγ1,ǫpXǫ0q
‰2
`
n´2ÿ
k“1
E
“
γ2k,ǫpXǫkhq ´
`
P ǫkh,pk`1qhγk`1,ǫpXǫkhq
˘2 | Fpk´1qh‰
+
“ ǫ´1h2
!
P ǫpn´2qh,pn´1qhf¯
2
n´1,ǫpXǫpn´2qhq ´
“
P ǫ0,hγ1,ǫpXǫ0q
‰2)` D˜ǫ.
where
D˜ǫ :“ ǫ´1h2
n´2ÿ
k“1
E
“
f¯kh,ǫpXǫkhq
`
γk,ǫpXǫkhq ` P ǫkh,pk`1qhγk`1,ǫpXǫkhq
˘ | Fpk´1qh‰.
The proof of the following two lemmata can be found in Subsection C.3.
Lemma 35. For any κ ą 1, r ą p1` κq{2, ג ą 1 and K,h and ǫ´1 such that ג´1 ă 1´Khǫ´1{2, then with
m :“ `p1` κqr ´ 2˘{pr ´ 1q we have
}Dǫ ´ υpǫq}L1`κ ď C
`}D˜ǫ ´ E`D˜ǫ˘}L2˘1{rp1`κqrs ´α1{m2pm`µ0V¯ p2pmq˘1{m ` α2pµ0V¯ p2pq¯m{p1`κq
ˆ
ˆ
αpα2p`1{2
גr1` αpµ0V¯ ppqs}f}p}∇f}p
K
π0V¯
pp`1{2q
˙m{p1`κq
` Cǫ
ˆ
αp
ג}∇f}p
K
π0V¯
pp`1{2q
˙2
¨
´
αp1`κqp2p`1qµ0V¯
pr1`κsr2p`1sq
¯1{p1`κq
` Cǫ´1h2α2pr1` αpµ0V¯ ppqs2}f}2p
´
α2pp1`κqµ0V¯
p2pr1`κsq
¯1{p1`κq
.
Corollary 36. From Theorem 1 we can conclude that under (A10) and (A11), for any κ ą 1, there exist
r1, r2 ą 0 such that }Dǫpdq ´ υpǫpdqq}L1`κ ď Cdr1ǫr2pdq.
Lemma 37. For any κ ą 0 there exist C dependent on κ only, such that for any ג ą 1 and K, ǫ, h ą 0 such
that ג´1 ď 1´Khǫ´1{2 and ℓ ě 0, then
Cǫ ď Cυpǫq´p1`κqpǫh´1`κ{p1`κqq1`κ
!
αp
ג}∇f}p
K
µ0V¯
pp`1{2q
)2p1`κq
¨ α2p1`κqpp`1{2qµ0V¯ p2r1`κsrp`1{2sq,
and
E
”ˇˇ
Dǫ
ˇˇ
1`κ
ı1{p1`κq
ď Cαpα2p`1{2αp1`κqp2p`1{2q ג}f}p}∇f}pr1` αpµ0V¯
ppqs
K
µ0V¯
pp`1{2q ¨  µ0V¯ pr1`κsr2p`1{2sq(1{p1`κq.
` Cǫ
ˆ
αp
ג}∇f}p
K
µ0V¯
pp`1{2q
˙2
¨
´
αp1`κqp2p`1qµ0V¯
pr1`κsr2p`1sq
¯1{p1`κq
` Cǫ´1h2α2p}f}2p
´
α2pp1`κqµ0V¯
p2pr1`κsq
¯1{p1`κq
.
Corollary 38. With hpǫq “ Cǫι where ι ě 1
Cǫ ď Cυpǫq´p1`κqǫ1`κ´ι
!
αp
ג}∇f}p
K
µ0V¯
pp`1{2q
)2p1`κq
¨ α2p1`κqpp`1{2qµ0V¯ p2r1`κsrp`1{2sq.
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3.4 Quantitative bound on the convergence of the CLT constants
For ǫ ą 0, and x P Rd we define for k P t0, . . . , n´ 1u
ηk,ǫpxq :“ E
«
n´1ÿ
i“0
fkhpY s,ǫih q | Y s0 “ x
ff
“
n´1ÿ
i“0
Qkhihǫ´1fkhpxq
and for s P r0, 1s
gspxq :“
#
ℓ
ř8
k“0Q
s
kℓfspxq if ℓ “ ǫ´1h ą 0ş8
0
Qstfspxqdt if ℓ “ 0
.
Note that it is not difficult to show that with our assumptions, for ℓ ě 0 and s P r0, 1s,
ςℓpsq “ 2E
”
fspY s0 qgspY s0 q
ı
´ ℓvar`fspY s0 q˘. (52)
Before presenting our results, we discuss a couple of presentational points. The term 1{“1´expp´Khǫ´1q‰ ap-
pears repeatedly in a number of upper bounds. This term will not pose any problem wheneverKpdqhpdqǫ´1pdq ě
z, for say d ě d0 and some z ą 0. Our statements therefore focus on the more “difficult” scenario where
lim supdÑ8Kpdqhpdqǫ´1pdq “ 0, but one should bear in mind that similar conclusions can be drawn in the
former “easier” scenario. We have moved the proofs of the lemmata supporting Theorem 39 to Subsection
C.4 in order to focus on the main important steps of the proof.
Theorem 39. Assume (A1-5) and (A10). Then, with the following choices
1. for ג ą 1, any ℓ ą 0 and d0 P N such that ג´1 ď 1´Kpdqℓ{2 for d ě d0 we set hpdq :“ ℓǫpdq,
2. for ℓ “ 0 we set hpdq “ Cǫcpdq for some c ą 1,
for any b ą 0 there exists a0 ą 0 such that for any a ě a0 and ǫpdq “ Cd´a we have
lim sup
dÑ8
db
ˇˇ
υd
`
ǫpdq˘´ σ2ℓ pdqˇˇ ă 8.
Corollary 40. With Lemma 30 in mind, we have
P
“ˇˇ
υ1{2
`
ǫpdq˘{σℓpdq ´ 1ˇˇ ą ε2pdq‰ “I ˇˇυ1{2pǫq ´ σℓpdqˇˇ ą σℓpdqε2pdq(
“I ˇˇυ`ǫpdq˘´ σ2ℓ pdqˇˇ ą σℓpdqpυ1{2pǫq ` σℓpdqqε2pdq(
ďI ˇˇυ`ǫpdq˘´ σ2ℓ pdqˇˇ ą σ2ℓ pdqε2pdq(.
Now say that from (A10) we have σ2ℓ pdq ě Cd´r1 for some r1 ą 0 and choose ε2pdq “ Cd´r2 for some
arbitrary r2 ą 0. Then we can choose b in Theorem 39 such that b ą r1 ` r2 and conclude that for some
d0 P N, for d ě d0, P
“ˇˇ
υ1{2
`
ǫpdq˘{σℓpdq ´ 1ˇˇ ą ε2pdq‰ “ 0.
Proof. The proof relies on the decomposition in Proposition 41 and bounding of the terms Υi,ǫ, i P t0, . . . , 7u.
Bounds on Υ1,ǫ and Υ2,ǫ are given in Lemma 42 and Lemma 43. Bounds on Υ3,ǫ and Υ5,ǫ are given in Lemma
44. Bounds on Υ4,ǫ and Υ6,ǫ are given in Lemma 45. Bounds on Υ0,ǫ and Υ7,ǫ are given in Lemma 46. By
inspection we notice that under our assumptions, with ι ą 1{3 in Lemma 43 and ζ P p0, 1q in Lemma 45,
each of this term is upperbounded by the product of a polynomial in the quantities defined in (A10) only,
times a positive power of ǫpdq. Consequently there exist C, r1, r2 ą 0, such that
max
iPt0,...,7u
ˇˇ
Υi,ǫpdq
ˇˇ ď Cdr1ǫr2pdq.
Consequently, by choosing a0 such that a0r2 ą pr1 ` bq we conclude that for ǫpdq “ Cd´a and a ě a0
lim sup
dÑ8
max
iPt0,...,7u
db
ˇˇ
Υi,ǫpdq
ˇˇ ă 8,
and we conclude.
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Proposition 41. For any ℓ ě 0 and ǫ ą 0 such that n ě 2 one has υpǫq ´ σ2ℓ “
ř7
i“0Υi,ǫ with
Υ0,ǫ :“´ ǫ´1h2
n´2ÿ
k“1
πkhpf¯kh,ǫqE
`
2γk,ǫpXǫkhq ´ f¯kh,ǫpXǫkhq
˘
,
Υ1,ǫ :“2ǫ´1h2
n´2ÿ
k“1
E pfkhpXǫkhq tγk,ǫpXǫkhq ´ ηk,ǫpXǫkhquq ,
Υ2,ǫ :“2h
n´2ÿ
k“1
E
`
fkhpXǫkhq
 
ǫ´1hηk,ǫpXǫkhq ´ gkhpXǫkhq
(˘
,
Υ3,ǫ :“2h
n´2ÿ
k“1
E pfkhpXǫkhqgkhpXǫkhqq ´ πkh
`
fkhgkh
˘
,
Υ4,ǫ :“2h
!n´2ÿ
k“1
πkh
`
fkhgkh
˘)´ 2 ż 1
0
πspfsgsqds,
Υ5,ǫ :“´ ǫ´1h2
n´2ÿ
k“1
E
`
fkhpXǫkhqf¯kh,ǫpXǫkhq
˘´ varπkh`fkh˘,
Υ6,ǫ :“´ ǫ´1h2
!n´2ÿ
k“1
varπkh
`
fkh
˘)` ℓ ż 1
0
varπs
`
fs
˘
ds,
Υ7,ǫ :“ǫ´1h2E
´
f¯2pn´1qh,ǫpXǫpn´1qhq ´
“
P0,hγ1,ǫpXǫ0q
‰2¯
.
Proof. For notational simplicity we drop ǫ from P ǫs,t here. For n ě 2, noting that ξ0,ǫ “ 0,
υpǫq “ ǫ´1h2
n´1ÿ
k“1
E
”
γ2k,ǫpXǫkhq ´
“
Ppk´1qh,khγk,ǫpXǫpk´1qhq
‰2ı
“ ǫ´1h2E
«
γ2n´1,ǫpXǫpn´1qhq ´
“
P0,hγ1,ǫpXǫ0q
‰2 ` n´2ÿ
k“1
f¯kh,ǫpXǫkhq
 
γk,ǫpXǫkhq ` Pkh,pk`1qhγk`1,ǫpXǫkhq
(ff
“ ǫ´1h2E
”
f¯2pn´1qh,ǫpXǫpn´1qhq ´
“
P0,hγ1,ǫpXǫ0q
‰2ı` ǫ´1h2 n´2ÿ
k“1
E
“
f¯kh,ǫpXǫkhq
 
2γk,ǫpXǫkhq ´ f¯kh,ǫpXǫkhq
(‰
,
where the second line follows from the fact that withW0,ǫ “ γ2n´1,ǫpXǫpn´1qhq´
“
Ppn´2qh,pn´1qhγn´1,ǫpXǫpn´2qǫq
‰2
,
W1,ǫ “
řn´2
k“1 γ
2
k,ǫpXǫkhq ´
“
Pkh,pk`1qhγk,ǫpXǫkhq
‰2
and
W2,ǫ “
n´2ÿ
k“1
“
Pkh,pk`1qhγk,ǫpXǫkhq
‰2 ´ “Ppk´1qh,khγk,ǫpXǫpk´1qhq‰2
“ “Ppn´2qh,pn´1qhγn´2,ǫpXǫpn´2qhq‰2 ´ “P0,hγ1,ǫpXǫ0q‰2,
we have
n´1ÿ
k“1
γ2k,ǫpXǫkhq ´
“
Ppk´1qh,khγk,ǫpXǫpk´1qhq
‰2 “W0,ǫ `W1,ǫ `W2,ǫ
“ γ2n´1,ǫpXǫpn´1qhq ´
“
P0,hγ1,ǫpXǫ0q
‰2 `W1,ǫ,
and the fact that by definition f¯kh,ǫpxq “ γk,ǫpxq ´ Pkh,pk`1qhγk`1,ǫpxq, which is also used on the third
line.
In order to control Υ1,ǫ and Υ2,ǫ we show that ηk,ǫ approximates γk,ǫ in Lemma 43 and that ηk,ǫ can be
approximated by gkh in Lemma 42.
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Lemma 42. Let p ě 1. Assume that µ0 satisfies (43) for some Kµ0 ą 0 and that hpǫqǫ´1 “ Op1q. Then
there exists C ą 0 such that for any f P Cp1,2
`r0, 1s ˆ Rd˘
1. for ℓ “ 0 and any ג ą 1, defining
A1 : “ Cα2p`1{2
 
Lα˜p`1{2 ` α˜p
( ¨ ~f~2p ¨ µ0`V¯ p2p`1{2q˘.
A2 : “ Cα2pK´1
 
1` ג( α˜pαp`1{2 sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q ` `α˜2pα2p“K´1 `K´1µ0 ‰˘1{2(~f~2p ¨ µ0`V¯ p2pq˘2,
then for any ǫ ą 0 satisfying 1{ג ď 1´Khpǫqǫ´1{2ˇˇ
Υ2,ǫ
ˇˇ ď rA2 `A1`r´ logphpǫqǫ´1qs{K˘2shpǫqǫ´1,
2. for ℓ ą 0 and ǫ ą 0
ˇˇ
Υ2,ǫ
ˇˇ ď Cℓ2µ0`V¯ ppq˘2~f~2p!α˜pαp`1{2 sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q ` `α˜2pα2p“K´1 `K´1µ0 ‰˘1{2)exp
´
´Knpǫqℓ
¯
1´ exp `´Kℓ˘ .
Lemma 43. Let p ě 1, f P Cp1,2pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq, ι P
`
0, 1
˘
, define for any ǫ ą 0 and k P t0, . . . , n ´ 1u
τk,ǫ :“ pkh` khιq ^ 1 for some k ą 0, and define for k P t0, . . . , n´ 1u and x P Rd
T1,k,ǫ :“
tτk,ǫh
´1u´1ÿ
i“k
P ǫkh,ihf¯ih,ǫ
`
x
˘´Qkh,ǫpi´kqhf¯ih,ǫpxq, T2,k,ǫ :“ tτk,ǫh
´1u´1ÿ
i“k
Q
kh,ǫ
pi´kqhfihpxq ´Qkh,ǫpi´kqhfkhpxq,
T3,k,ǫ :“ ´
tτk,ǫh
´1u´1ÿ
i“k
µǫihfih,ǫ T4,k,ǫ :“
n´1ÿ
i“tτk,ǫh´1u
P ǫkh,ihf¯ih,ǫ
`
x
˘´Qkh,ǫpi´kqhfkh`x˘,
with the standard conventions that that T1,k,ǫ “ T2,k,ǫ “ T3,k,ǫ “ 0 when tτk,ǫh´1u “ k and T4,k,ǫ “ 0 when
tτk,ǫh
´1u “ n. Then
ˇˇ
Υ1,ǫ
ˇˇ ď 2ǫ´1h2 n´1ÿ
k“1
ˇˇˇ
E rfkhpXǫkhqT3,k,ǫs
ˇˇˇ
` 2ǫ´1h
4ÿ
i“1,i‰3
max
kPt0,...,n´1u
ˇˇˇ
E rfkhpXǫkhqTi,k,ǫs
ˇˇˇ
,
and there exists C ą 0 such that for any ǫ ą 0 and ℓ ě 0,
max
kPt0,...,n´1u
ˇˇˇ
E rfkhpXǫkhqT1,k,ǫs
ˇˇˇ
ď Ck3αpα˜p`1{2α2p`1{2M ¨ ~f~2p ¨ sup
sPr0,1s
V¯ px‹sq1{2 ¨ µ0
´
V¯ p2p`1{2q
¯
¨ ǫ´1h3ι,
max
kPt0,...,n´1u
ˇˇˇ
E rfkhpXǫkhqT2,k,ǫs
ˇˇˇ
ď Ck2α˜pα2p~f~2pµ0
´
V¯ p2pq
¯
h2ι,
2ǫ´1h2
n´1ÿ
k“0
ˇˇˇ
E rfkhpXǫkhqT3,k,ǫs
ˇˇˇ
ď Ck
#
~f~p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2rp_p0s`1{2q
”}∇φ}p0
K2
` αpµ0V¯ pp`1{2q
ı+2
ˆ
!
´ h lnpǫq{K ` ǫ´1h2 ` ǫhι
)
.
Define
A :“ גα2p~f~2pµ0V p2pq
“
K´1 `K´1µ0
‰
1{2
` ג
K
α2pµ0
`
V¯ p2pq
˘2~f~2p!α˜pαp`1{2 sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q ` `α˜2pα2p“K´1 `K´1µ0 ‰˘1{2)
then there exists C ą 0 such that for any ג ą 1 and ג´1 ă 1´Khǫ´1{2
max
kPt0,...,n´1u
ˇˇˇ
E rfkhpXǫkhqT4,k,ǫs
ˇˇˇ
ď C ¨ A exp
´
´Krkhι´1 ´ 1shǫ´1
¯
¨ “pǫh´1q _ 1‰.
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Lemma 44. For any ג ą 1 and ǫ, h,K ą 0 such that ג´1 ă 1´Kǫ´1h{2 we have for ℓ ě 0,
ˇˇ
Υ3,ǫ
ˇˇ ď C גα˜p
K
~f~2p
«
sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2rp2p`1{2q_p0s`1{2q
ff3
ˆ
"
1`K´2}∇φ}p0 ` µ0V¯ p2p`1qα2p`1{2
ˆ
1` ג
K
˙*
ǫ,
and ˇˇ
Υ5,ǫ
ˇˇ ď C~f~22p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2rp2pq_p0s`1{2q
!
K´2}∇φ}p0h`
גα2p
K
µ0V¯
p2p`1{2q
)
h.
Lemma 45. For any ג ą 1 and ǫ, h,K ą 0 such that ג´1 ă 1´Kǫ´1h{2 we have,ˇˇ
Υ4,ǫ
ˇˇ ď Υp1q4,ǫ `Υp2q4,ǫ
where, with the convention pℓ_ 1q{ℓ “ 1 for ℓ “ 0, for any ζ P p0, 1q, with
Cfg :“ p1` ~f~pq2α˜p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q
#
ג
K
` Cpג, ζqpℓ _ 1qp1^Kqℓ
´
2` α˜pM
K
sup
τPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹τ q
¯+
,
Υ
p1q
4,ǫ :“Chζ α˜2p`1{2
“
Cfg _
`
ג
α˜p
K
~f~2p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q
˘‰ «
1` α˜2p`1{2
M
K
sup
sPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹sq
ff
Υ
p2q
4,ǫ :“Cג}f}2p
α˜p
K
sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q ¨ sup
sPr0,1s
πs
`
V¯ p2p`1{2q
˘
ǫ
and for ℓ ą 0
ˇˇ
Υ6,ǫ
ˇˇ ď Cℓh~f~2ppα˜2p _ α˜pq sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
ppq
«
1` pα˜2p _ α˜pqM
K
sup
sPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹sq
ff
while for ℓ “ 0 we have ˇˇ
Υ6,ǫ
ˇˇ ď sup
sPr0,1s
varπs
`
fs
˘ ¨ hǫ´1.
Lemma 46. There exists C ą 0 such that for any ג ą 1 and ǫ, h ą 0 and K ą 0 satisfying ג´1 ă 1´Khǫ´1{2
ǫ ą 0 we haveˇˇ
Υ0,ǫ
ˇˇ ď Cαpαp`1{2 ג}∇f}2p
K
.
!
µ0V¯
pp`1{2qpxq
)2
sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2rp_p0s`1{2q
ˆ
!
K´2}∇φ}p0 ` αpµ0V¯ pp`1{2q
exp
`´Kǫ´1h˘
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘ǫ´1h
)
ǫ
ˇˇ
Υ7,ǫ
ˇˇ ď C!ǫ´2h2 ` ´ ג
K
¯2)
}∇f}2α2p
“
K´1 `Kµ0
‰
µ0V¯
p2pqǫ.
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A Proofs for section 1
Proof of Theorem 1. Write P0,tfpxq “ ErfpXǫt q|X0 “ xs so that µǫt “ µ0P0,t. For part 1) note that by
Lemma 21 applied with ν “ µ0,
varµǫt rf s ď
„
p1 ´ e´2Kt{ǫq 1
K
` e´2Kt{ǫ 1
K0

µǫtp}∇f}2q
ď 1
K0 ^Kµ
ǫ
tp}∇f}2q, @f P Cp2 pRdq,
and then by Cauchy-Schwartz and Lemma 22 applied with κνpuq “ K0 ^K,
|ErpfspXǫsq ´ µǫsfsqpftpXǫt q ´ µǫtftqs| ď varµǫs rfss1{2varµǫs rPs,tfts1{2
ď varµǫs rfss1{2varµǫt rfts1{2e´pK0^Kqpt´sq{ǫ.
Therefore, for part 2),
varrSǫs “ E
«ˆż 1
0
ftpXǫt q ´ µǫtftdt
˙2ff
“ 2E
„ż 1
0
ż 1
s
pfspXǫsq ´ µǫsfsqpftpXǫt q ´ µǫtftqdtds

ď 2 sup
t
varµǫt rfts
ż 1
0
ż 1
s
e´pK0^Kqpt´sq{ǫdtds
ď 2 ǫ
K0 ^K supt varµ
ǫ
t
rfts.
Similarly,
varrSǫ,hs “ E
»—–
¨˝
h
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
fkhpXǫkhq ´ µǫkhfkh‚˛
2
fiffifl
ď h2
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
varµǫ
kh
rfkhs ` 2h2
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
ÿ
jąk
varµǫ
kh
rfkhs1{2varµǫ
kh
rPkh,jhfjhs1{2
ď
¨˝
h` 2h2
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
ÿ
jąk
e´pK0^Kqpj´kqh{ǫ‚˛sup
t
varµǫt rfts
ď h
ˆ
1` 2
1´ e´pK0^Kqh{ǫ
˙
sup
t
varµǫt rfts.
For the bias bounds, we have by Lemmas 25 and 23,
|ErftpXǫt qs| “ |µ0P0,tft|
ď |π0P0,tft ´ πtft| ` |pµ0 ´ π0qP0,tft|
ď sup
sPr0,ts
varπsrφss1{2varπt rfts1{2
ǫ
K
p1´ e´Kt{ǫq
` αp}∇ft}pW ppqpµ0, π0qe´Kt{ǫ.
Therefore
|ErSǫs| ď sup
t
varπt rφts1{2 sup
t
varπt rfts1{2
ǫ
K
` αpW ppqpµ0, π0q
ż t
0
e´Kt{ǫdt sup
t
}∇ft}p
“ sup
t
varπt rφts1{2varπtrfts1{2
ǫ
K
` αpW ppqpµ0, π0q ǫ
K
sup
t
}∇ft}p,
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and
|ErSǫ,hs| ď h
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
|ErfkhpXǫkhqs|
ď sup
t
varπt rφts1{2 sup
t
varπt rfts1{2
ǫ
K
h
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
”
1´ e´khK{ǫ
ı
` αp sup
t
}∇ft}phW ppqpµ0, π0q
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
e´Kkh{ǫ
ď sup
t
varπt rφts1{2 sup
t
varπt rfts1{2
ǫ
K
` sup
t
}∇ft}p αph
1´ e´hK{ǫW
ppqpµ0, π0q.
Proof of Corollary 3. Let us first obtain upper bounds on:
sup
t
varµǫt rfts, sup
t
varπtrφts sup
t
varπtrfts,
By part 1) of Theorem 1, Lemma 13, Lemma 67 and (A7),
sup
t
varµǫt rfts ď sup
t
µǫtp}∇ft}2q
K ^K0
ď 3
K ^K0 supt µ
ǫ
tpV¯ p2pqq sup
tPr0,1s
}∇ft}2p
ď 3α2p
K ^K0 r1` µ0pV
2pqs sup
t
}∇ft}2p
“ Opdqd2ppq`1qdq`1d2qq
“ Opd4q`2ppq`1q`1q.
By Remark 20, (A3), Lemma 68 with there p “ 1, and (A7),
sup
t
varπtrφts ď
1
K
sup
t
πtp}∇Ut}2q ď 3L
2
K
sup
t
πtpV¯ q “ Opd3q{2dq`1q “ Opd5q{2`1q.
Lastly, supt varπt rfts can be similarly controlled using Remark 20, (A7) and Lemma 68, to give
sup
tPr0,1s
varπt rfts ď
1
K
sup
tPr0,1s
πtpV¯ 2pq sup
tPr0,1s
}∇ft}2p “ Opdqdpd2pq`2pq “ Opdq`pp3`2qqq.
Using the above estimates, we have from the expressions in Theorem 1 and Lemma 67,
varrSǫs “ O
ˆ
ǫ
K0 ^Kd
4q`2ppq`1q`1
˙
,
|ErSǫs| “ O
´ ǫ
K
d5q{4`1{2dq{2`pp3`2qq{2 ` dppq`1qdq ǫ
K
dq
¯
“ O
´ ǫ
K
d7q{4`3pq`3p{2`1{2 ` ǫ
K
d2q`pq`p
¯
.
Similarly,
varrSǫ,hs “ O
ˆ
h
ˆ
1` 2
1´ e´pK0^Kqh{ǫ
˙
d4q`2ppq`1q`1
˙
|ErSǫ,hs| “ O
ˆ
ǫ
K
d7q{4`3pq`3p{2`1{2 ` h
1´ e´Kh{ǫ d
2q`pq`p
˙
.
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Proof of Lemma 9. The first inequality is an immediate consequence of the definition of the total variation
distance. For the second inequality, since E is Polish there exists a maximal coupling of X, rX, [26, Ch.
I, Sec. 5, p. 18], that is a probability space pΩ¯, F¯ ,Pq on which are defined two pE,BpEqq-valued random
elements Z, rZ such that
PrZ P As “ µpAq, Pr rZ P As “ rµpAq, A P BpEq,
PrZ ‰ rZs “ }µ´ rµ}tv.
With expectation w.r.t. P denoted by E, we then have, using Holder’s inequality,
Er|ϕp rXq|ps1{p “ Er|ϕp rZq|ps1{p
ď Er|ϕpZq|ps1{p `Er|ϕp rZq ´ ϕpZq|ps1{p
“ Er|ϕpXq|ps1{p `ErItZ ‰ rZu|ϕp rZq ´ ϕpZq|ps1{p
ď Er|ϕpXq|ps1{p `PrZ ‰ rZs1{pqEr|ϕp rZq ´ ϕpZq|prs1{pr
ď Er|ϕpXq|ps1{p ` }µ´ rµ}1{pqtv !Er|ϕpXq|prs1{pr ` Er|ϕp rXq|prs1{pr) .
Lemma 47. If (A9) holds for some given q, then ft taken to be
ftpxq “ ´BtUtpxq ` πtpBtUtq, (53)
and K,L,M as in (23) satisfy
sup
tPr0,1s
}∇ft}1 _K´1 _ L4 _M2 _ sup
t
}x‹t }2 _ sup
t
}Btx‹t }2 “ Opdqq,
and π0 as in (2) with U0 as in (19) satisfies
π0pV q “ Opdq`1q,
as dÑ8.
Proof. By Lemma 65, (23) and (A9),
sup
t
}Btx‹t } _ sup
t
}x‹t } ď
M
K
“ ξσ˜2 “ Opdq{2q.
This fact together with K´1 “ σ˜2 “ Opdq{4q by (A9) validates an application of Lemma 68 with there p “ 1
to give
π0pV q “ Opdq`1q.
Once more using (A9),
sup
t
}∇ft}1 ď }yTC} `
mÿ
i“1
}ci} “ ξ “ Opdq{4q.
The proof is complete since (A9) directly implies that L4 “ p0.25mλmax ` σ˜´2q4 _ pξ _ σ˜´2q4 “ Opdqq and
M “ ξ “ Opdq{4q.
Proof of Proposition 11. For part 1), using Lemma 63 and Lemma 9, we have
Er|∆ǫ,h|s ď T1pǫ, hq ` T2phq,
where
T1pǫ, hq :“ E r|Sǫ,h|s ` }µǫ ´ rµǫ,h}1{2tv !Er|Sǫ,h|2s1{2 ` Er|rSǫ,h|2s1{2) , (54)
T2phq :“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇh t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
πkhpBtUt|t“khq ´
ż 1
0
πtpBtUtqdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ , (55)
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Sǫ,h is as in (14) with (53), and rSǫ,h is defined by replacing Xǫkh in Sǫ,h with rXǫkh.
We shall estimate T1pǫ, hq using Corollary 3. To this end, note that Lemma 47 implies that (A7) is
satisfied with there p “ 1; µ0 “ π0 hence K0 “ K, see Remark 20; and f as in (53). Also by Lemma
47, K´1 “ Opdqq and supt }Btx‹t } “ Opdq{2q, so the hypothesis of the proposition ǫd7q`3 “ Op1q implies
ǫ supt }Btx‹t }{K “ Op1q. Therefore the hypotheses of Corollary 3 are satisfied, giving:
E r|Sǫ,h|s2 ď E
“|Sǫ,h|2‰ “ varrSǫ,hs ` ErSǫ,hs2
“ O
˜
h
„
1` 2
1´ e´Kh{ǫ

r1pdq `
„
ǫ
K
r2pdq ` h
1´ e´Kh{ǫ r3pdq
2¸
, (56)
where
r1pdq “ d6q`3, r2pdq “ d19q{4`2, r3pdq “ d3q`1. (57)
Now (A9) implies that K “ σ˜´2 “ Opdq{4q, which combined with the hypotheses of the proposition ǫ “
op1q and h
ǫ2
d3q{2`1 “ Op1q implies Kh{ǫ “ op1q. Using this and the facts that by Lemma 47, K´1 “ Opdqq,
and that the hypothesis of the proposition ǫd7q`3 “ Op1q implies ǫd9q{2`1 “ Op1q, it follows from (56) and
(57) that
E r|Sǫ,h|s ď Er|Sǫ,h|2s1{2 “ O
˜c”
h` ǫ
K
ı
r1pdq `
” ǫ
K
tr2pdq _ r3pdqu
ı2¸
“ O
˜c
ǫ
K
r1pdq `
” ǫ
K
r2pdq
ı2¸
“ O
´a
ǫd7q`3 ` ǫ2d23q{2`4
¯
“ O
ˆb
ǫd7q`3p1` ǫd9q{2`1q
˙
“ O
´?
ǫd7q`3
¯
.
For the second term in T1pǫ, hq, first note that by Lemma 47, L2{K “ Opd3q{2q, which combined with
the hypotheses of the proposition ǫ “ op1q and h
ǫ2
d3q{2`1 “ Op1q implies hL2
ǫK
“ op1q and hd{ǫ “ Op1q. These
facts combined with Lemma 47 validate an application of Proposition 10 to give
}µǫ ´ rµǫ,h}1{2tv “ O
˜„
h
ǫ2
d4q`1
1{4¸
. (58)
Lemma 47 and (26) also validate an application of Lemma 62 to give
Er|rSǫ,h|2s1{2 ď sup
t
}f2t }1{21 h
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
p1` Er} rXǫ,hkh }2sq “ O
˜
sup
tPr0,1s
}f2t }1{21 tǫd2q`1 ` hdq`1 ` dqu
¸
, (59)
where
}f2t }1{21 ď
d
3 sup
x
ftpxq2
p1 ` }x}q2 “
?
3}ft}1{2
ď
?
3
"
sup
x
|BtUtpxq|
1` }x} ` πtpV¯ q}BtUt}1
*
, (60)
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}BtUt}1 ď 3 sup
x
|BtUtpxq|
1` }x}
ď 3}yTC} ` 3
dÿ
i“1
sup
x
logp1` e}x}}ci}q
1` }x}
ď 3}yTC} ` 3
dÿ
i“1
sup
x
log 2` }x}}ci}
1` }x}
ď 3}yTC} ` 3d log 2` 3
dÿ
i“1
}ci}
“ O pd` ξq , (61)
and by Lemma 68,
sup
tPr0,1s
πtpV¯ q “ Opdq`1q. (62)
Combining (56)-(62) and using the hypotheses of the proposition ǫ “ op1q and h “ op1q, we find
Er|rSǫ,h|2s1{2 “ O `tpd` ξqdq`1utǫd2q`1 ` hdq`1 ` dqu˘
“ O `dqtdpd` ξq ` ǫdq`1 ` hd` 1u˘
“ O `dq`2 ` dq`1ξ˘ .
Collecting the above estimates for E r|Sǫ,h|s, }µǫ ´ rµǫ,h}1{2tv , Er|Sǫ,h|2s1{2, Er|rSǫ,h|2s1{2, returning to (54) and
using that ξ “ Opdq{4q by (A9) and the hypothesis of the proposition ǫd7q`3 “ Op1q, we have established
T1pǫ, hq “ O
˜?
ǫd7q`3 `
„
h
ǫ2
d4q`1
1{4 ”?
ǫd7q`3 ` dq`2 ` dq`1ξ
ı¸
“ O
˜?
ǫd7q`3 `
„
h
ǫ2
d4q`1
1{4 ”
dq`2 ` d5q{4`1
ı¸
“ O
˜?
ǫd7q`3 `
„
h
ǫ2
1{4
d9pq`1q{4
¸
.
To estimate T2phq, an application of Lemma 60 with there p “ 1, ft “ ´BtUt, β “ 1, Rf “ 1, Cf “M “ ξ
as in (22) and K “ σ˜´2 as in (23), followed by Lemma 47 and Lemma 60, gives:
T2phq “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇh t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
πkhpBtUt|t“khq ´
ż 1
0
πtpBtUtqdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď hβα˜1`M _ sup
t
}∇BtUt}1
˘ «
1` α˜1M
K
sup
tPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹t q
ff
“ O
´
hd2q`1
”
1` d5q{2`1
?
1` dq
ı¯
“ O `hd5q`2˘ . (63)
For part 2), first regard ǫ and h as fixed. Noting
∆ǫ,h “ rSǫ,h ´
»–h t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
πkhpBtUt|t“khq ´
ż 1
0
πtpBtUtqdt
fifl ,
and using the fact, established in the proof of Proposition 30, that for any two random variables Z1 and Z2
and any δ ą 0,
sup
wPR
|PrZ1 ` Z2 ď ws ´ Φpwq| ď sup
wPR
|PrZ1 ď ws ´ Φpwq| ` Pr|Z2| ą δs ` p2πq´1{2δ,
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we have
sup
wPR
ˇˇˇˇ
P
„
ǫ´1{2∆ǫ,h{
b
σ20 ď w

´ Φpwq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď sup
wPR
ˇˇˇˇ
P
„
ǫ´1{2Sǫ,h{
b
σ20 ď w

´ Φpwq
ˇˇˇˇ
(64)
` sup
wPR
ˇˇˇˇ
P
„
ǫ´1{2Sǫ,h{
b
σ20 ď w

´ P
„
ǫ1{2 rSǫ,h{bσ20 ď wˇˇˇˇ (65)
` Irǫ´1{2|T2phq|{
b
σ20 ą δs ` p2πq´1{2δ. (66)
Now let ǫpdq and hpdq be dependent on d as in the statement of part 2) of the proposition. Note that this
places us in the case ℓ “ 0 in (A8).
To show that the term on the right of the inequality in (64) converges to zero as dÑ8, let us check the
hypotheses of Theorem 4 in the case ℓ “ 0. We have already established that (A7) is satisfied with there
p “ 1, so it remains to check that supt }Btft}1 and supt 1{ς0ptq grow at most polynomially fast as d Ñ 8,
where ft is as in (24).
For supt }Btft}1, note that ft as in (24) does not depend on t and it is straightforward to check that
Btftpxq “ ´varπt rBtUts for all x, so supt }Btft}1 ď supt πtrpBtUtq2s ď supt πtpV¯ 2q}BtUt}21, which grows at
most polynormially fast as dÑ8 by Lemma 68 and (61).
For supt 1{ς0ptq, let us verify the hypotheses of Lemma 70 hold, i.e. that sups }L˜sfs}p`1{2 and suptPr0,1s 1{varπtrfts
grow at most polynomially fast as d Ñ 8. For the former, we have |L˜sfs| ď }∇Us}}∇fs} ` |∆fs|,
and by (A3) and Lemma 47, }∇Us}1{2 ď L “ Opdq{4q; also by Lemma 47, sups }∇fs}1 “ Opdqq, and
B2ft
Bx2
j
“ ´řmi“1 c2ij̺ipxqr1 ´ ̺ipxqs, hence |∆ft| ď řmi“1 }ci}2 ď ξ “ Opdq{4q by (A9). Therefore indeed
sups }L˜sfs}p`1{2 grows at most polynomially fast as dÑ8. By Lemma 66, varπtrfts ě L´1
řd
i“1 πt
´
BtUt BUtBxi
¯2
,
and
´πt
ˆ
BtUt BUtBxj
˙
“ t
ż
Rd
lpy;xq
˜
mÿ
i“1
cij pyi ´ ̺ipxqq ´ xj
σ˜2
¸
dx,
so that under the hypothesis of the proposition that (27) grows no faster than polynomially, we have by
Lemma 70 that supt 1{ς0ptq grows no faster than polynomially. Hence the term on the right of the inequality
in (64) indeed converges to zero as dÑ8.
By Lemma 9, Lemma 47 and Proposition 10, the term in (65) converges to zero as dÑ8 thanks to the
assumed scaling h “ ǫc for some c ą 2 and ǫ “ Opd´aq for a ą 0 large enough.
By (63), ǫ´1{2|T2phq| “ Opǫ´1{2hd5q`2q and we have already established that supt 1{ς0ptq grows at most
polynomially fast with d, hence the same is true of 1{ σ20 . Therefore increasing a in ǫ “ Opd´aq if necessary,
and then choosing δ in (66) to go to zero suitably slowly as d Ñ 8, the two terms in (66) tend to zero as
dÑ8.
We have shown that all the terms on the right of the inequality in (64)-(66) converge to zero as dÑ8,
and that completes the proof of the proposition.
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B Proofs and supporting results for section 2
B.1 Proof of Lemma 13
Proof of Lemma 13. We have
B
Bxi }x´ x
‹
t }2p “
B
Bxi
˜
dÿ
j“1
pxj ´ x‹t,jq2
¸p
“ 2p}x´ x‹t }2pp´1qpxi ´ x‹t,iq
B2
Bx2i
}x´ x‹t }2p “ 4ppp´ 1q}x´ x‹t }2pp´2qpxi ´ x‹t,iq2 ` 2p}x´ x‹t }2pp´1q
Bt}x´ x‹t }2p “ p}x´ x‹t }2pp´1q2
dÿ
j“1
pxj ´ x‹t,jq
`´Btx‹t,j˘
“ ´2p}x´ x‹t }2pp´1q xx´ x‹t , Btx‹t y
and via Lemma 64, (A4) implies
x∇Utpxq , x´ x‹t y ě
K
2
}x´ x‹t }2.
Therefore
´x∇Utpxq , ∇V pt pxqy “ ´2p}x´ x‹t }2pp´1q x∇Utpxq , x´ x‹t y
ď ´Kp}x´ x‹t }2p,
∆V
p
t pxq “ 4ppp´ 1q}x´ x‹t }2pp´2q
dÿ
i“1
pxi ´ x‹t,iq2 ` 2dp}x´ x‹t }2pp´1q
“ 2p p2pp´ 1q ` dq }x´ x‹t }2pp´1q,
|BtV pt pxq| ď 2p}x´ x‹t }2p´1}Btx‹t }
ď 2p}x´ x‹t }2p´1c,
where in the final inequality, c :“ suptPp0,1q }Btx‹t } is finite by Lemma 65. Combining the above we have
ǫBtV pt pxqpxq ` ǫLtV pt pxq
ď ´Kp}x´ x‹t }2p ` 2p}x´ x‹t }2p´1
“
ǫc` p2pp´ 1q ` dq }x´ x‹t }´1
‰
“ ´pKp´ κq}x´ x‹t }2p ´ κ}x´ x‹t }2p ` 2p}x´ x‹t }2p´1
“
ǫc` p2pp´ 1q ` dq }x´ x‹t }´1
‰
“ ´pKp´ κq}x´ x‹t }2p ´ }x´ x‹t }2p
ˆ
κ´ 2p
„
ǫc
}x´ x‹t }
` 2pp´ 1q ` d}x´ x‹t }2
˙
.
Hence
BtV pt pxq ` LtV pt pxq ď ´δ}x´ x‹t }2p ` bIt}x´ x‹t } ď ru,
where
δ :“ ǫ´1pKp´ κq,
r :“ sup
"
a ą 0 : ǫc
a
` 2pp´ 1q ` d
a2
ě κ
2p
*
,
b :“ 2pr2p´1
„
c` 2pp´ 1q ` d
ǫr

.
Solving the quadratic inequality in the expression for r completes the proof of (29).
In the remainder of the proof of the lemma, we write
V ppt, xq ” V pt pxq “ }x´ x‹t }2p,
LV ppt, xq ” BtV pt pxq ` LtV pt pxq.
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Fix s P r0, 1s and x P Rd. Define Tm :“ inftt ě s : }Xxs,t} ą mu, the dependence of Tm on x and s is not
shown in the notation. By non-explosivity of the process, Tm Ñ 8, a.s.
By Dynkin’s formula [23, Lem. 3.2, p.72] and (29), for any m such that }x} ď m,
ErV ppTm ^ t,Xxs,Tm^tqs ` δE
«ż Tm^t
s
V ppu,Xxs,uqdu
ff
“ V pps, xq ` E
«ż Tm^t
s
LV ppu,Xxs,uqdu
ff
` δE
«ż Tm^t
s
V ppu,Xxs,uqdu
ff
ď V pps, xq ` bpt´ sq ă `8,
hence E
”şt
s
V ppu,Xxs,uqdu
ı
“ limm E
”şTm^t
s
V ppu,Xxs,uqdu
ı
ă `8, where the limit exists by monotone
convergence. Also, by Tonelli’s theorem E
”şt
s
V ppu,Xxs,uqdu
ı
“ şt
s
Ps,uV
p
u pxqdu. This completes the proof of
(30).
Applying Fatou, (29) and (30) we have
ErV ppt,Xxs,tqs “ Erlim inf
m
V ppTm ^ t,Xxs,Tm^tqs ď lim infm ErV
ppTm ^ t,Xxs,Tm^tqs
ď lim inf
m
#
V pps, xq ´ δE
«ż Tm^t
s
V ppu,Xxs,uqdu
ff
` E
«ż Tm^t
s
bIr}Xxs,u} ď rsdu
ff+
“ V pps, xq ´ δE
„ż t
s
V ppu,Xxs,uqdu

` E
„ż t
s
bIr}Xxs,u} ď rsdu

,
hence
Ps,tV
p
t pxq ď V ps pxq ´ δ
ż t
s
Ps,uV
p
u pxqdu ` bpt´ sq.
This inequality is solved to give (31).
To establish (32), we have by (31),
1` E “}Xxs,t}2p‰ ď 1` 22p´1E “V pt pXxs,tq‰` 22p´1}x‹t }2p
ď 1` 22p´1V ps pxq ` 22p´1
b
δ
` 22p´1}x‹t }2p
ď 24p´2}x}2p ` 1` 22p´1 b
δ
` 22p´1p1` 22p´1q sup
uPr0,1s
}x‹u}2p
ď αpp1 ` }x}2pq,
where supuPr0,1s }x‹u}2p is finite since by Lemma 65 t ÞÑ x‹t is continuous on r0, 1s, and αp is as in the
statement of the Lemma. The proof is complete.
B.2 Proof and supporting results for Proposition 14
Lemma 48. For any p ě 1, and ν P PppRdq, the following condition holds:ż
Rd
E
«
sup
tPrs,1s
}Xxs,t}2p
ff
νpdxq ă `8, (67)
and for any f P Cp0,0pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq,
ş
Rd
Erfpt,Xxs,tqsνpdxq is continuous in s and t.
Proof. By assumption supt |fpt, xq| ď cp1`}x}2pq, so the assumption ν P PppRdq combined with equation (30)
of Lemma 13 guarantees that Erfpt,Xxs,tqs is integrable w.r.t. ν. As noted in section 2.1, Xxs,t is continuous
in t, a.s., and f is continuous by assumption, so to establish the continuity in t of
ş
Rd
Erfpt,Xxs,tqsνpdxq by
an application of dominated convergence, it suffices to show (67). From (28),
sup
tPrs,1s
}Xxs,t} ď }x} ` ǫ´1
ż 1
s
}∇UupXxs,uq}du`
?
2ǫ´1 sup
tPrs,1s
}Bt}.
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Using (A3), the fact that s P r0, 1s, Jensen’s inequality, the convexity of a ÞÑ a2p, and equation (30) of
Lemma 13,
E
«ˆż 1
s
}∇UupXxs,uq}du
˙2pff
ď L2p22p´1E
„ż t
s
1` }Xxs,u}2pdu

,
ď L2p22p´1αpp1` }x}2pq. (68)
The integral of (68) with respect to ν is finite due to the assumption ν P PppRdq. The expected value of
suptPrs,1s
›››şts dBu›››2p is finite by standard results for Brownian motion, e.g. [22, Prob. 3.29 and Rem. 3.30,
Ch. 3, p. 166], and does not depend on x. Therefore (67) holds as required so Erfpt,Xxs,tqs is continous in
t. The proof of continuity in s is very similar so the details are omitted.
The following notations are in force throughout the remainder of section B.2. For a matrix A and vector
b of appropriate sizes we write A ˝ b for the usual matrix vector product. We introduce the shorthands:
F xs,tris :“ ´
1
ǫ
BUt
Bxi pX
x
s,tq, DF xs,tri, js :“ ´
1
ǫ
B2Ut
BxiBxj pX
x
s,tq, D2F xs,tri, j, ks :“ ´
1
ǫ
B3Ut
BxiBxjBxk pX
x
s,tq.
Thus F xs,t is a random vector of length d, and DF
x
s,t is a random dˆ d matrix.
Proposition 49. Write (28) component-wise as
Xxs,tris “ xris `
ż t
s
F xs,urisdu`
?
2ǫ´1
ż t
s
dBuris, t P rs, 1s, i P t1, . . . , du. (69)
Then for pi, j, kq P t1, . . . , du3 and t P rs, 1s, the solutions of:
ζxs,tri, js “ Iri “ js `
ż t
s
@
DF xs,ur¨, is , ζxs,ur¨, js
D
du, (70)
ηxs,tri, j, ks “
ż t
s
@
D2F xs,ur¨, ¨, is ˝ ζxs,ur¨, ks , ζxs,ur¨, js
D` @DF xs,ur¨, is , ηxs,ur¨, j, ksDdu, (71)
satisfy
lim
nÑ8
E
„´
ζxs,tri, js ´ ntXxs,tris ´Xypnqs,t risu
¯2
“ 0, with ypnq :“ x` n´1ej (72)
and
lim
nÑ8
E
„´
ηxs,tri, j, ks ´ ntζxs,tri, js ´ ζypnqs,t ri, jsu
¯2
“ 0, with ypnq :“ x` n´1ek. (73)
Moreover ζxs,tri, js and ηxs,tri, j, ks are mean-square continuous in x.
Proof. Under (A2), (A3) and (A6), the existence of random functions ζxs,tri, js and ηxs,tri, j, ks which satisfy
(72)-(73) and are mean-square continuous in x is a direct application of [17, Thm. 2, p. 410]. The fact that
ζxs,tri, js and ηxs,tri, j, ks satisfy (70)-(71), i.e. the equations obtained by formally differentiating in (76), is a
classical fact noted for example by [23, Thm. 5.10, p.166], see also [24, Thm. 3.1, p. 218].
Lemma 50.
1) there exists a finite constant c1 such that supx sup0ďsďtď1 }ζxs,t}H.S. ď c1, a.s.,
2) for any s ď t and f P Cp1 pRdq, Ps,tfpxq is differentiable in x, the following identity holds:
BPs,tf
Bxi pxq “ E
“@
∇fpXxs,tq , ζxs,tr¨, is
D‰
, (74)
and ∇Ps,tfpxq is continuous in x, s and t.
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Lemma 51.
1) there exists a finite constant c2 such that supx sup0ďsďtď1 }ηxs,t}H.S. ď c2, a.s.
2) for any s ď t and f P Cp2 pRdq, Ps,tfpxq is twice differentiable in x, the following identity holds:
B2Ps,tf
BxiBxj pxq “ E
”A
∇p2qfpXxs,tq ˝ ζxs,tr¨, js , ζxs,tr¨, is
Eı
` E “@∇fpXxs,tq , ηxs,tr¨, i, jsD‰ , (75)
and ∇p2qPs,tfpxq is continuous in x, s and t.
Proof of Lemma 50. Throughout the proof, c is a finite constant whose value may change on each appearance.
For part 1), it follows from (70) that
}ζxs,tr¨, js}2 ď 2` 2
dÿ
i“1
ˆż t
s
@
DF xs,ur¨, is , ζxs,ur¨, js
D
du
˙2
ď 2` 2
dÿ
i“1
ˆż t
s
}DF xs,ur¨, is}}ζxs,ur¨, js}du
˙2
ď 2` 2pt´ sq
dÿ
i“1
ż t
s
}DF xs,ur¨, is}2}ζxs,ur¨, js}2du
“ 2` 2pt´ sq
ż t
s
}DF xs,u}2H.S.}ζxs,ur¨, js}2du
ď 2` cpt´ sq
ż t
s
}ζxs,ur¨, js}2du.
where the first inequality uses the fact that for any a, b P Rd }a` b}2 ď 2p}a}2` }b}2q; the second inequality
uses Cauchy-Schwartz; the third inequality uses Jensen’s inequality; the final inequality uses (A2), and there
c is a finite constant depending on L and ǫ but independent of j, x. It then follows from Gronwall’s lemma
that
}ζxs,tr¨, js}2 ď 2 exprcpt´ sq2s,
the r.h.s. of which is a finite constant independent of x and j. The claim of part 1) then holds.
Considering now that s, t are fixed, we de-clutter the notation by writing
Xx ” Xxs,t, ζx ” ζxs,t.
Fix any f P Cp2 pRdq, x P Rd and set ypnq :“ x ` n´1ei. To establish the identity in part 2) we shall show
that
lim
nÑ8
Ps,tfpxq ´ Ps,tfpypnqq
n´1
“ E rx∇fpXxq , ζxr¨, isys .
By the mean value theorem, let us introduce a random variable Zx,ypnq, valued on the line segment bewteen
Xx and Xypnq such that:
fpXxq ´ fpXypnqq “
A
∇fpZx,ypnqq , Xx ´Xypnq
E
, a.s.
Then using Cauchy-Schwartz we haveˇˇˇˇ
Ps,tpxq ´ Ps,tpypnqq
1{n ´ E rx∇fpX
xq , ζxr¨, isys
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
E
„
fpXxq ´ fpXypnqq
1{n ´ x∇fpX
xq , ζxr¨, isy
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
E
”A
∇fpZx,ypnqq ´∇fpXxq , npXx ´Xypnqq
E
`
A
∇fpXxq , npXx ´Xypnqq ´ ζxr¨, is
Eıˇˇˇ
ď E
”
}∇fpZx,ypnqq ´∇fpXxq}2
ı1{2
E
”
n2}Xx ´Xypnq}2
ı1{2
(76)
`E “}∇fpXxq}2‰1{2 E ”}npXx ´Xypnqq ´ ζxr¨, is}2ı1{2 . (77)
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Consider the first expectation in (76). We have
sup
n
}∇fpZx,ypnqq ´∇fpXxq} ď sup
n
}∇fpZx,ypnqq} ` }∇fpXxq}
ď sup
n
cp1` }Zx,ypnq}2pq ` cp1` }Xx}2pq
ď c sup
n
´
1` 22p´1}Xypnq ´Xx}2p ` 22p´1}Xx}2p
¯
` cp1` }Xx}2pq
ď c
´
1` 22p´1e´2pKpt´sq ` 22p´1}Xx}2p
¯
` cp1` }Xx}2pq, (78)
where the second inequality uses }∇fpxq} ď cp1 ` }x}2pq, the third uses }Zx,ypnq ´ Xx} ď }Xypnq ´ Xx}
and the fourth uses Lemma 12. The quantity on the right of the inequality in (78) has finite expectation
by Lemma 13. This observation combined with the facts that Zx,ypnq Ñ Xx a.s. by Lemma 12 and ∇f is
continuous, yield via the dominated convergence theorem that
lim
nÑ8
E
”
}∇fpZx,ypnqq ´∇fpXxq}2
ı1{2
“ 0. (79)
For the second expectation in (76), by Lemma 12,
sup
n
n2}Xx ´Xypnq}2 ď sup
n
e´2Kpt´sqn2}x´ ypnq}2 “ e´2Kpt´sq,
hence
sup
n
E
”
n2}Xx ´Xypnq}2
ı1{2
ă `8. (80)
For the first expectation in (77), again using }∇fpxq} ď cp1` }x}2pq and Lemma 13 gives
E
“}∇fpXxq}2‰1{2 ă `8. (81)
For the second expectation in (77), Proposition 49 implies
lim
n
E
”
}npXx ´Xypnqq ´ ζxr¨, is}2
ı1{2
“ 0. (82)
Combining (79)-(82) and (76)-(77) establishes (74).
To complete the proof of part 2), it remains to establish the continuity properties. Firstly for the
continuity in x, (74) and Cauchy-Schwartz give for any x, y P Rd,ˇˇˇˇBPs,tf
Bxi pxq ´
BPs,tf
Bxi pyq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď E “}∇fpXxq ´∇fpXyq}2‰1{2 E “}ζx}2‰1{2 ` E “}∇fpXyq}2‰1{2 E “}ζx ´ ζy}2‰1{2 .
The first expectation converges to zero as x Ñ y by very similar arguments used above to show (79). The
second expectation is finite by (80) and (72). The third expectation converges to E
“}∇fpXyq}2‰1{2 using a
dominated convergence argument similar to that above and the limit is finite by (83). The fourth expectation
converges to zero as y Ñ x because ζx is mean-square continuous in x according to Proposition 49.
Let us next check the continuity in t of BPs,tfBxi . Consider (74) and note that X
x
s,t and ζ
x
s,t are continuous
in t, almost surely. Then due to the almost sure and uniform in t bound on }ζxs,t}H.S. from part 1), the
assumption f P Cp2 pRdq and (67), the descired continuity follows by dominated convergence. The continuity
in s follows very similar arguments. This completes the proof of part 2).
Proof of Lemma 51. Throughout the proof, c is a finite constant whose value may change on each appearance.
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For part 1),
}ηxs,tr¨, j, ks}2 ď
2
ǫ2
dÿ
i“1
ˆż t
s
@
D2F xs,ur¨, ¨, is ˝ ζxs,ur¨, ks , ζxs,ur¨, js
D
du
˙2
` 2
ǫ2
dÿ
i“1
ˆż t
s
@
DF xs,ur¨, is , ηxs,ur¨, j, ks
D
du
˙2
ď 2
ǫ2
dÿ
i“1
ˆż t
s
}D2F xs,ur¨, ¨, is}H.S.}ζxs,ur¨, ks}}ζxs,ur¨, js}du
˙2
` 2
ǫ2
dÿ
i“1
ˆż t
s
}DF xs,ur¨, is}}ηxs,ur¨, j, ks}du
˙2
ď 2
ǫ2
pt´ sq
ż t
s
}D2F xs,u}2H.S.}ζxs,ur¨, ks}2}ζxs,ur¨, js}2du
` 2
ǫ2
pt´ sq
ż t
s
}DF xs,u}2H.S.}ηxs,ur¨, j, ks}2du
ď β1 ` pt´ sqβ2
ż t
s
}ηxs,ur¨, j, ks}2du,
where the first inequality uses the fact that }a ` b}2 ď 2p}a}2 ` }b}2q; the second inequality uses Cauchy-
Schwartz and the fact for a matrix A and vector b, }A˝b} ď supv‰0 }Av}}v} }b} ď }A}H.S.}b}; the third inequality
uses Jensen’s inequality; the final inequality uses (A6), (A2) and part 1) of Lemma 50, and here β1, β2 are
finite constants independent of x, j, k, s, t. Gronwall’s lemma then gives
}ηxs,tr¨, j, ks}2 ď β1 exprβ2pt´ sq2s,
which completes the proof of part 1) of the lemma.
For part 2), we de-clutter notation as in the proof of Lemma 50 and write
Xx ” Xxs,t, ζx ” ζxs,t, ηx ” ηxs,t.
Using (74), we have:
B
BxiPs,tfpxq ´
B
BxiPs,tfpyq
“ E rx∇fpXxq , ζxr¨, isys ´ E rx∇fpXyq , ζyr¨, isys
“ E rx∇fpXxq ´∇fpXyq , ζxr¨, isys ` E rx∇fpXyq , ζxr¨, is ´ ζyr¨, isys .
Therefore to prove the identity in part 2), with ypnq :“ x` n´1ej it is sufficient to establish
lim
nÑ8
nE
”A
∇fpXxq ´∇fpXypnqq , ζxr¨, is
Eı
“ E
”A
∇p2qfpXxq ˝ ζxr¨, js , ζxr¨, is
Eı
(83)
and
lim
nÑ8
nE
”A
∇fpXypnqq , ζxr¨, is ´ ζypnqr¨, is
Eı
“ E rx∇fpXxq , ηxr¨, i, jsys . (84)
Using the mean value theorem for vector-valued functions we have:
∇fpXxq ´∇fpXypnqq “
ˆż 1
0
∇p2qfpXypnq ` upXx ´Xypnqqqdu
˙
˝ pXx ´Xypnqq,
where the integral is element-wise. Therefore in terms of the matrices
Ax,ypnq :“ ∇p2qfpXxq ´
ż 1
0
∇p2qfpXypnq ` upXx ´Xypnqqqdu
Bx,ypnq :“
ż 1
0
∇p2qfpXypnq ` upXx ´Xypnqqqdu,
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where the integrals are elemnent-wise, we have
A
∇p2qfpXxq ˝ ζxr¨, js , ζxr¨, is
E
´ n
A
∇fpXxq ´∇fpXypnqq , ζxr¨, is
E
“
A
∇p2qfpXxq ˝ ζxr¨, js ´ n
´
∇fpXxq ´∇fpXypnqq
¯
, ζxr¨, is
E
“
B"
∇p2qfpXxq ´
ż 1
0
∇p2qfpXypnq ` upXx ´Xypnqqqdu
*
˝ ζxr¨, js , ζxr¨, is
F
`
Bˆż 1
0
∇p2qfpXypnq ` upXx ´Xypnqqqdu
˙
˝
!
ζxr¨, js ´ npXx ´Xypnqq
)
, ζxr¨, is
F
”
A
Ax,ypnq ˝ ζxr¨, js , ζxr¨, is
E
`
A
Bx,ypnq ˝
!
ζxr¨, js ´ npXx ´Xypnqq
)
, ζxr¨, is
E
.
Let us apply dominated convergence to show that
lim
n
E
”ˇˇˇA
Ax,ypnq ˝ ζxr¨, js , ζxr¨, is
Eˇˇˇı
“ 0. (85)
To this end, first note thatˇˇˇA
Ax,ypnq ˝ ζxs,tr¨, js , ζxr¨, is
Eˇˇˇ
ď }Ax,ypnq}H.S.}ζxr¨, js}}ζxr¨, is} ď c}Ax,ypnq}H.S.,
where c is a finite constant given by part 1) of Lemma 50. Also, by Lemma 12, Xypnq Ñ Xx a.s., and ∇p2qf
is continuous, hence }Ax,ypnq}H.S. Ñ 0 a.s. Also, again using Lemma 12,ˇˇˇ
Ax,ypnqri, js
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ B2f
BxiBxj pX
xq `
ż 1
0
B2f
BxiBxj pX
ypnq ` upXx ´Xypnqqqdu
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ B2f
BxiBxj pX
xq
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ż 1
0
ˇˇˇˇ B2f
BxiBxj pX
ypnq ` upXx ´Xypnqqq
ˇˇˇˇ
du
ď cp1` }Xx}2pq ` c
ż 1
0
1` }Xypnq ` upXx ´Xypnqq}2pdu
ď cp1` }Xx}2pq ` c
ż 1
0
1` 22p´1}Xx}2p ` 22p´1}Xx ´Xypnq}2pdu
ď cp2` p1` 22p´1q}Xx}2p ` 22p´1q.
Therefore using Lemma 13, Ersupně1 }Ax,ypnq}H.S.s ă `8, so indeed (85) holds.
Similarly let us now show that
lim
n
E
”ˇˇˇA
Bx,ypnq ˝
!
ζxr¨, js ´ npXx ´Xypnqq
)
, ζxr¨, is
Eˇˇˇı
“ 0. (86)
We have for a finite constant c given by part 1) of Lemma 50,ˇˇˇA
Bx,ypnq ¨
!
ζxs,tr¨, js ´ npXx ´Xypnqq
)
, ζxr¨, is
Eˇˇˇ
ď
›››Bx,ypnq ˝ !ζxs,tr¨, js ´ npXx ´Xypnqq)››› }ζxr¨, is}
ď }Bx,ypnq}H.S.}ζxs,tr¨, js ´ npXx ´Xypnqq}c.
By very similar arguments used to those used above in bounding
ˇˇ
Ax,ypnqri, jsˇˇ,ˇˇˇ
Bx,ypnqri, js
ˇˇˇ
ď cp1` 22p´1}Xx}2p ` 22p´1q,
and therefore by Cauchy-Schwartz,
E
”ˇˇˇA
Bx,ypnq ¨
!
ζxs,tr¨, js ´ npXx ´Xypnqq
)
, ζxr¨, is
Eˇˇˇı
ď cE “p1 ` 22p´1}Xx}2p ` 22p´1q2‰1{2 E ”}ζxs,tr¨, js ´ npXx ´Xypnqq}2ı1{2 ,
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the first expectation is finite by Lemma 13 and the second converges to zero by Proposition 49. Therefore
indeed (86) holds which together with (85) establishes (83).
Our next task is to prove (84). Using Cauchy-Schwartz,
ˇˇˇ
E
”
x∇fpXxq , ηxr¨, i, jsy ´
A
∇fpXypnqq , npζxr¨, is ´ ζypnqr¨, isq
Eıˇˇˇ
“ E
”ˇˇˇA
∇fpXxq ´∇fpXypnqq , ηxr¨, i, js
Eˇˇˇı
` E
”ˇˇˇA
∇fpXypnqq , ηxr¨, i, js ´ npζxr¨, is ´ ζypnqr¨, isq
Eˇˇˇı
ď E
”
}∇fpXxq ´∇fpXypnqq}2
ı1{2
E
“}ηxr¨, i, js}2‰1{2
`E
”
}∇fpXypnqq}2
ı1{2
E
”
}ηxr¨, i, js ´ npζxr¨, is ´ ζypnqr¨, isq}2
ı1{2
.
The first expectation converges to zero as n Ñ 8 by arguments very similar to those used to prove (79).
The second expectation is finite, since we have already established that }ηxr¨, i, js} is bounded by a fi-
nite constant, a.s. By yet another dominated convergence argument, the third expectation converges to
E
“}∇fpXypnqq}2‰1{2, which is finite by (81). The fourth expectation converges to zero by Proposition 49.
The proof of (75) is complete.
To complete the proof of the Lemma it remains to verify that ∇p2qPs,tfpxq is continuous in x, s and t.
From (75) we consider:
E
”A
∇p2qfpXxq ˝ ζxr¨, js , ζxr¨, is
Eı
´ E
”A
∇p2qfpXyq ˝ ζyr¨, js , ζyr¨, is
Eı
“ E
”A!
∇p2qfpXxq ´∇p2qfpXyq
)
˝ ζxr¨, js , ζxr¨, is
Eı
`E
”A
∇p2qfpXyq ˝ tζxr¨, js ´ ζyr¨, jsu , ζxr¨, is
Eı
`E
”A
∇p2qfpXyq ˝ ζyr¨, js , ζxr¨, is ´ ζyr¨, is
Eı
.
All three of these expectations converge to zero as y Ñ x, by arguments involving dominated convergence
and the mean-square continuity of ζxs,t asserted in Proposition 49. The details are omitted. Similary
E rx∇fpXxq , ηxr¨, i, jsys ´ E rx∇fpXyq , ηyr¨, i, jsys
“ E rx∇fpXxq ´∇fpXyq , ηxr¨, i, jsys ` E rx∇fpXyq , ηxr¨, i, js ´ ηyr¨, i, jsys
converges to zero as y Ñ x again using dominated convergence, and the mean-square continuity in x of ηx
asserted in Proposition 49. The continuity of B
2Ps,tf
BxiBxj
in s and t follows from very similar arguments to those
used to prove the continuity of BPs,tBxi in Lemma 50.
Proof of Proposition 14. Lemmas 50 and 51 together establish that for q “ 1, 2, if f P Cpq pRdq then Ps,tf
is q-times continuously differentiable in x, and by (32), Ps,tf P Cp0 pRdq . To complete the proof of (33), it
remains to obtain suitable bounds on }∇Ps,tf} and }∇p2qPs,tf}2H.S.. Using (74), (75), the almost sure bounds
on }ζxs,t}H.S, }ηxs,t}H.S, and Lemma 13, we have for some finite constant c depending only on f ,
}∇Ps,tfpxq}2 “
dÿ
i“1
E
“@
∇fpXxs,tq , ζxs,tr¨, is
D‰2
ď
dÿ
i“1
E
“}∇fpXxs,tq}}ζxs,tr¨, is}‰2
ď dc2c21
`
1` E “}Xxs,t}2p‰˘2
ď dc2c21α2pp1 ` }x}2pq2 (87)
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and similarly
}∇p2qPs,tfpxq}2H.S. “
dÿ
i,j“1
!
E
”A
∇p2qfpXxs,tq ˝ ζxs,tr¨, js , ζxs,tr¨, is
Eı
` E “@∇fpXxs,tq , ηxs,tr¨, i, jsD‰)2
ď
dÿ
i,j“1
2E
”
}∇p2qfpXxs,tq}H.S}ζxs,tr¨, js}}ζxs,tr¨, js}
ı2
` 2E “}∇fpXxs,tq}}ηxs,tr¨, i, js}‰2
ď 2d2c41c2
`
1` E “}Xxs,t}2p‰˘2 ` 2d2c22c2 `1` E “}Xxs,t}2p‰˘2
ď 2d2pc41 ` c22qc2α2pp1` }x}2pq2. (88)
The proof of (33) is then complete.
Now consider the first inclusion in (34). Observe that since f P Cp1,2pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq and (A5) holds,
|Btftpxq| ` |Ltftpxq| is continuous in t and x, and there exists a finite constant c such that
|Btftpxq| ` |Ltftpxq| ď |Btftpxq| ` ǫ´1}∇Utpxq}}∇ftpxq} ` ǫ´1|∆ftpxq| (89)
ď cp1` }x}2pq “1` ǫ´1}∇Utpxq} ` dǫ´1‰ .
The proof of (34) is then completed by noting (A3).
For the remaining inclusion of (34), note that LsPs,tftpxq is continuous in s and x by (A5) and the second
parts of Lemmas 50 and 51. Also
|LsPs,tftpxq| ď ǫ´1}∇Uspxq}}∇Ps,tftpxq} ` ǫ´1|∆Ps,tftpxq|,
so the proof is complete upon again noting (A3) and the fact that the constants in (87), (88) are independent
of s.
B.3 Proof and supporting results for Proposition 15
Proof of Proposition 15. Fix s P r0, 1s and x P Rd. Define Tm :“ inftt ě s : }Xxs,t} ą mu, the dependence
of Tm on x and s is not shown in the notation. By non-explosivity of the process, Tm Ñ 8, a.s. Write
Lfpt, xq ” Btfpxq ` Ltftpxq.
By Dynkin’s formula [23, Lem. 3.2, p.73],
E
“
fpTm ^ t,Xxs,Tm^tq
‰ “ fps, xq ` E«ż Tm^t
s
Lfpu,Xxx,uqdu
ff
, (90)
and therefore using equation (34) of Proposition 14,
sup
m
|fpTm ^ t,Xxs,Tm^tq| ď |fps, xq| ` sup
m
ż Tm^t
s
|Lfpu,Xxx,uq|du
ď |fps, xq| `
ż t
s
cp1 ` }Xxs,u}2p`1qdu. (91)
The expected value of (91) is finite due to equation (32) of Lemma 13 and Fubini, so combined with the
fact that fpTm ^ t,Xxs,Tm^tq Ñ fpt,Xxs,tq, a.s., dominated convergence may be applied to (90) and Fubini
applied once more to give:
Erfpt,Xxs,tqs “ fps, xq `
ż t
s
E
“
Lfpu,Xxs,uq
‰
du.
Integrating with respect to ν and using (34), (32) and the assumption ν P Pp`1{2pRdq to validate changing
the order of integration we obtainż
Rd
Erfpt,Xxs,tqsνpdxq “
ż
Rd
fps, xqνpdxq `
ż t
s
ż
Rd
E
“
Lfpu,Xxs,uq
‰
νpdxqdu. (92)
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By Lemma 48,
ş
Rd
E
“
Lfpu,Xxs,uq
‰
νpdxq is continuous in u, and so (92) is differentiable in t and (35) holds.
Fix t and write gspxq :“ Ps,tfpxq “ ErfpXxs,tqs, and note that gspxq “ Ps,s`δPs`δ,tfpxq “ Ergs`δpXxs,s`δqs.
Observe that by (33) for any s, x ÞÑ gspxq P Cp2 pRdq, and also using (A3) and noting that the constants in
(87) and (88) do not depend on s. there exists a finite constant c such that
sup
τ
|∆gτ pxq| _ sup
τ
}∇gτ pxq} _ sup
τ
}∇Uτ pxq} ď cp1` }x}2pq, @x. (93)
Therefore by an application of Ito’s formula, (32) and Fubini, for any δ ą 0,
gspxq ´ gs`δpxq “ Ergs`δpXxs,s`δqs ´ gs`δpxq
“
ż s`δ
s
E
“´ǫ´1 @∇gs`δpXxs,uq,∇UupXxs,uqD` ǫ´1∆gs`δpXxs,uq‰ du (94)
“ E “´ǫ´1 @∇gs`δpXxs,τ q,∇Uτ pXxs,τ qD` ǫ´1∆gs`δpXxs,τ q‰ δ,
where the final equality is valid for some τ in the interval ps, s ` δq since the expectation in (94), which is
equal to Ps,uLugs`δpxq, depends continuously on u due to (34) and the continuity part of Lemma 48. Then
using (93), (32), Lemma 48 and dominated convergence in order to interchange limits and expectation,
lim
δÑ0
gspxq ´ gs`δpxq
δ
“ Lsgspxq.
A similar argument applied to rgs´δpxq ´ gspxqsδ´1 gives the same limit, which establishes (36).
It remains to check that the map ps, xq ÞÑ Ps,tftpxq is a member of Cp`1{21,2 pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq. By (32),
sups,x |Ps,tftpxq|{p1` }x}2pq ă `8; we have already proved Ps,tftpxq is differentiable in s and its derivative
is ´LsPs,tftpxq; by Proposition 14 LsPs,tftpxq is continous in s and sups,x |LsPs,tftpxq|{p1`}x}2p`1q ă `8;
by (33), for any s, Ps,tft P Cp2 pRdq, and the proof is completed upon noting that the constants in (87) and
(88) do not depend on s.
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C Proofs for section 3
C.1 Proof of Theorem 27
Proof of Theorem 27. Let for any s P r0, 1s and f, g P L2pπsq,
@
f, g
D
πs
:“ ş fgdπs. For ℓ ą 0 the first
statement follows from the fact that ´Ls is a positive self-adjoint operator, implying that one can apply the
spectral decomposition theorem and establish that ([1, Section 1.7.2 & Appendix A4])
@
fs, Q
s
tfs
D
πs
“
ż 8
0
exp
`´ tλ˘νspdλq,
from which one can conclude by noting that, with covr¨, ¨s the covariance operator associated with Er¨s, for
any ǫ ą 0
var
«
ǫ´1{2h
n´1ÿ
i“0
fspY s,ǫih q
ff
“ ǫ´1h2
˜
nvarπsrfss ` 2
n´1ÿ
k“1
pn´ kqcov“fspY s,ǫ0 q, fspY s,ǫkh q‰
¸
“ ǫ´1hpnhq
˜
varπsrfss ` 2
n´1ÿ
k“1
p1´ k{nq@fs, Qskhǫ´1fsDπs
¸
,
and using standard convergence arguments. The case ℓ “ 0 is naturally standard. For λ P p0,8q (we have a
positive spectral gap, so all cases are covered) consider the function
ϕλpℓq :“ ℓ1` expp´ℓλq
1´ expp´ℓλq “ ℓ
ˆ
2
1´ expp´ℓλq ´ 1
˙
.
We show that it is non-decreasing on p0,8q, as a function of ℓ. We have
ϕ1λpℓq “
ˆ
2
1´ expp´ℓλq ´ 1
˙
´ ℓ 2λ expp´ℓλqp1´ expp´ℓλqq2
“ p1 ` expp´ℓλqqp1 ´ expp´ℓλqq ´ 2ℓλ expp´ℓλqp1 ´ expp´ℓλqq2 .
“ 1´ expp´2ℓλq ´ 2ℓλ expp´ℓλqp1´ expp´ℓλqq2 .
Consider the function Dpaq :“ 1´expp´2aq´2a expp´aq and note that its derivative isD1paq “ 2 expp´2aq`
2pa´1q expp´aq “ 2 expp´aqra´1`expp´aqs. Therefore D1paq ě 0 and since Dp0q “ 0 we deduce Dpaq ě 0
for a ě 0. We therefore conclude that ϕ1λpℓq ě 0 for ℓ ą 0. Finally we notice that for λ ą 0
lim
ℓÑ0
ℓ
1` expp´ℓλq
1´ expp´ℓλq “ 2{λ
and therefore for ℓ ą 0, ϕλpℓq ą 2{λ, from which we conclude.
C.2 Proofs for subsection 3.2
Proof of Lemma 31. From Corollary 3 and Lemma 57
|Bǫ,h| ď C ǫ
K
„
r2pdq ` Kh{ǫ
1´ e´Kh{ǫ r3pdq

ď C ǫ
K
rr2pdq ` גr3pdqs ,
and therefore
P
“|Bǫ,h|{aǫυpǫq ą ε1{2‰ “ It2|Bǫ,h|ǫ´1 ąaǫυpǫqε1ǫ´1u,
ď ItF ą
a
υpǫqǫ´1{2ε1u.
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For the second part, from Corollary 3 F pdq grows at most polynomially in d, say F pdq ď Cdf . Then
υd
`
ǫpdq˘1{2ǫpdq´1{2ε1pdq “ “σ2ℓ pdq ` υd`ǫpdq˘´ σ2ℓ pdq‰1{2ǫpdq´1{2ε1pdq.
From (A10) σ2ℓ pdq ě Cd´r for some r ą 0 and from Theorem 39 there exists a0 ą 0 such that for any a ą a0
one can make υd
`
ǫpdq˘´ σ2ℓ pdq vanish faster than d´r. Let a1 ě a0, then for d sufficiently large,
υd
`
ǫpdq˘1{2ǫpdq´1{2ε1pdq ě “σ2ℓ pdq{2‰1{2ǫpdq´1{2ε1pdq.
Now choose ε1pdq “ ǫpdqc with c ă 1{2, a ą a1_
“pr{2`fq{p1{2´cq‰ and ǫpdq “ Cd´a, then σℓpdqǫpdq´1{2`cF pdq´1
diverges and we conclude.
Proof of Lemma 32. From Markov’s inequality, Lemma 29 and Lemma 54
P
“
h|γ0,ǫpXǫ0q|{
a
ǫυpǫq ą ε1{2
‰ ď 2 h
ε1
a
ǫυpǫqµ0
`|γ0,ǫ|˘
ď C αpǫ
1{2
ε1
a
υpǫq
}∇f}phǫ´1
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘
´
µ0V¯
pp`1{2q
¯2
ď C αpǫ
1{2
ε1
a
υpǫq
ג}∇f}p
K
´
µ0V¯
pp`1{2q
¯2
.
The proof is now similar to that of the second part of Lemma 31.
C.3 Proofs for subsection 3.3
Proof of Lemma 35. From Lemma 29 we know that for k P t0, . . . , n´ 1u `γk,ǫ, P ǫkh,pk`1qhγk`1,ǫ˘ P Cp2 pRdq,
and as a result, using Lemma 53,
´
γ2k,ǫ,
`
P ǫ
kh,pk`1qhγk`1,ǫ
˘2¯ P C2p2 pRdq and from Proposition 14 we have
that P ǫpk´1qh,kh
´
γ2k,ǫ
¯
, P ǫpk´1qh,kh
´`
P ǫ
kh,pk`1qhγk`1,ǫ
˘2¯ P C2p2 pRdq. Further, from Lemma 29, we have for
ג ą 1 and ג´1 ă 1´Khǫ´1{2
ˇˇ
P ǫkh,pk`1qhγk`1,ǫpxq
ˇˇ _ ˇˇγk,ǫpxqˇˇ ď Cǫh´1αp ג}∇f}p
K
µ0V¯
pp`1{2q ¨ V¯ pp`1{2qpxq (95)
and therefore from Lemma 53 and Lemma 13
P ǫpk´1qh,kh
´ˇˇ
f¯kh,ǫγk,ǫ
ˇˇ¯pxq_P ǫpk´1qh,kh´ˇˇf¯kh,ǫ ¨ P ǫkh,pk`1qhγk`1,ǫ ˇˇ¯pxq
ď Cǫh´1αp גr1` αpµ0V¯
ppqs}f}p}∇f}p
K
µ0V¯
pp`1{2qα2p`1{2V¯
p2p`1{2qpxq,
since ˇˇ
f¯kh,ǫpxq
ˇˇ{V¯ ppqpxq ď }f}p ` }f}p sup
sPr0,1s
µspV¯ ppqq{V¯ ppqpxq
ď }f}p
“
1` αpµ0V¯ ppq
‰
We deduce that for q ą 1
ǫ´1h2}“P ǫ0,hγ1,ǫpXǫ0q‰2 ´ E´“P ǫ0,hγ1,ǫpXǫ0q‰2¯ }Lq
ďCǫ
ˆ
αp
גr1` αpµ0V¯ ppqs}f}p}∇f}p
K
µ0V¯
pp`1{2q
˙2
¨
´
αqp2p`1qµ0V¯
pqr2p`1sq
¯1{q
Further
P ǫpn´2qh,pn´1qhf¯
2
n´1,ǫpxq ď r1` αpµ0V¯ ppqs2}f}2pα2pV¯ p2pqpxq (96)
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and therefore, for q ą 1
ǫ´1h2}P ǫpn´2qh,pn´1qhf¯2n´1,ǫpXǫpn´2qhq ´ E
´
P ǫpn´2qh,pn´1qhf¯
2
n´1,ǫpXǫpn´2qhq
¯
}Lq
ďCǫ´1h2α2pr1` αpµ0V¯ ppqs2}f}2p
´
α2pqµ0V¯
p2pqq
¯1{q
.
Now
}Dǫ ´ υpǫq}L1`κ ď }D˜ǫ ´ E
`
D˜ǫ
˘}L1`κ ` ǫ´1h2}“P ǫ0,hγ1,ǫpXǫ0q‰2 ´ E´“P ǫ0,hγ1,ǫpXǫ0q‰2¯ }L1`κ
` ǫ´1h2}P ǫpn´2qh,pn´1qhf¯2n´1,ǫpXǫpn´2qhq ´ E
´
P ǫpn´2qh,pn´1qhf¯
2
n´1,ǫpXǫpn´2qhq
¯
}L1`κ.
Now we apply Lemma 52 for the sum of terms hǫ´1E
“
fkhpXǫkhq
`
γk,ǫpXǫkhq`P ǫkh,pk`1qhγk`1,ǫpXǫkhq
˘ | Fpk´1qh‰,
q “ 1` κ, r,m ą 0 such that r ą q{2 ą 1 and m “ pqr ´ 2q{pr ´ 1q
}D˜ǫ ´ E
`
D˜ǫ
˘}Lq ď C`}D˜ǫ ´ E`D˜ǫ˘}L2˘2{pqrq ´α1{m2pm`µ0V¯ p2pmq˘1{m ` α2pµ0V¯ p2pq¯1´2{pqrq
ˆ
ˆ
αpα2p`1{2
גr1` αpµ0V¯ ppqs}f}p}∇f}p
K
µ0V¯
pp`1{2q
˙1´2{pqrq
.
We conclude.
Proof of Lemma 37. For Cǫ we first apply Minkowski’s inequality followed with Lemma 29, Jensen’s inequal-
ity and Lemma 13
E
”
ξ
2p1`κq
k,ǫ
ı1{p2`2κq
ď E
”ˇˇ
γk,ǫpXǫkhq
ˇˇ
2p1`κq
ı1{p2`2κq
` E
”ˇˇ
P ǫpk´1qh,khγk,ǫpXǫpk´1qhq
ˇˇ2p1`κqı1{p2`2κq
ď Cαp }∇f}p
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘µ0V¯ pp`1{2q ¨ E”V¯ pp`1{2qpXǫpk´1qhq2p1`κqı1{p2`2κq
ď Cαp }∇f}p
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘µ0V¯ pp`1{2q ¨
”
α2p1`κqpp`1{2qµ0V¯
p2r1`κsrp`1{2sq
ı1{p2`2κq
.
Therefore
Cǫ ď Cυpǫq´p1`κqhκ
!
αp
}∇f}ppǫ´1hq1{2
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘µ0V¯ pp`1{2q)2p1`κq ¨ α2p1`κqpp`1{2qµ0V¯ p2r1`κsrp`1{2sq
Now from Lemma 57, for 1{ג ď 1´Khǫ´1{2
pǫ´1hq1{2
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘ ď גK pǫh´1q1{2
and the term dependent on ǫ and h in the upper bound is indeed of the form hκpǫh´1q1`κ “ pǫh´1`κ{p1`κqq1`κ.
For the second statement, from Lemma 29ˇˇˇ
E
“
f¯kh,ǫpXǫkhq
`
γk,ǫpXǫkhq ` P ǫkh,pk`1qhγk`1,ǫpXǫkhq
˘ | Fpk´1qh‰ˇˇˇ
ď Cαp }∇f}pr1` αpµ0V¯
ppqs}f}p
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘ µ0V¯ pp`1{2q ¨ Ppk´1qh,kh`V¯ pp`1{2qV¯ ppq˘pXǫpk´1qhq
ď Cαpα2p`1{2
}∇f}pr1` αpµ0V¯ ppqs}f}p
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘ µ0V¯ pp`1{2q ¨ V¯ p2p`1{2qpXǫpk´1qhq,
where we have used Lemmas 53 and 13. Consequently
E
“ˇˇ
D˜ǫ
ˇˇ
1`κ
‰1{p1`κq ď Cαpα2p`1{2 }∇f}pr1` αpµ0V¯ ppqs}f}pǫ´1h
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘ µ0V¯ pp`1{2qh´1
n´2ÿ
k“1
E
“ˇˇ
V¯ p2p`1{2qpXǫpk´1qhq
ˇˇ
1`κ
‰1{p1`κq
ď Cαpα2p`1{2αp1`κqp2p`1{2q
}∇f}pr1` αpµ0V¯ ppqs}f}pǫ´1h
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘ µ0V¯ pp`1{2q ¨  µ0V¯ pr1`κsr2p`1{2sq(1{p1`κq
and from (95) and (96) in the proof of Lemma 35 we can conclude.
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In Lemma 35 it is required to control the Lq convergence of the term Dǫ defined above Proposition
34, which is an ergodic average. It is possible to get estimates of this quantity by using a Martingale
approximation, followed by the use of Burkholder’s inequality. We however use here a more direct route
since no precise estimates are needed.
Lemma 52. Let p ě 1, f P Cp0,2pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq and q ě 1. Then for any r ą 1 _ p2{qq and with m “
pqr ´ 2q{pr ´ 1q
}Sǫ,h ´ E
“
Sǫ,h
‰}Lq ď C `}Sǫ,h ´ E“Sǫ,h‰}L2˘ 2qr }f}1´ 2qrp ˆα1{mpm ´µ0V¯ ppmq¯1{m ` αpµ0V¯ ppq˙1´ 2qr .
Proof. Let l :“ m{pq ´ 2
r
q, then r´1 ` l´1 “ 1 and we apply Hölder’s inequality,
E
“`
Sǫ,h ´ E
“
Sǫ,h
‰˘q‰ “ E ”`Sǫ,h ´ E“Sǫ,h‰˘ 2r `Sǫ,h ´ E“Sǫ,h‰˘q´ 2r ı
ď E
”`
Sǫ,h ´ E
“
Sǫ,h
‰˘2ı1{r
E
„`
Sǫ,h ´ E
“
Sǫ,h
‰˘pq´ 2r ql1{l .
Using the triangle inequality we get
}Sǫ,h ´ E
“
Sǫ,h
‰}Lq ď `}Sǫ,h ´ E“Sǫ,h‰}L2˘ 2qr
˜
}Sǫ,h}Lm ` }f}p sup
tPr0,1s
µtV¯
ppq
¸1´ 2
qr
.
Now, noting that E
“
Sǫ,h
‰ “ hřn´1i“0 µǫihfih, by the triangle inequality and from Lemma 53 and Lemma 13
}Sǫ,h}Lm ď h
n´1ÿ
i“0
}fih}pE
”
V¯ ppq
`
Xih
˘mı1{m
ď }f}p2m´1h
n´1ÿ
i“0
E
”
V¯ ppmq
`
Xih
˘mı1{m
.
ď }f}p2m´1α1{mpm
´
µ0V¯
ppmq
¯1{m
.
C.4 Proofs for subsection 3.4
Proof of Lemma 42. Consider first the case ℓ “ 0. Let mp¨q : R` Ñ N be such that limǫÑ0mpǫqhpǫqǫ´1 “ 8
and for s P r0, 1s
Ispǫ, xq :“
ż mpǫqhpǫqǫ´1
0
Qstfspxqdt,
with the convention that Isp0, xq :“ limǫÑ0 Ispǫ, xq (which exists, by absolute summability). Then for
k P t0, . . . , n´ 1u
E
“
fkhpXǫkhq
`
ǫ´1hpǫqηk,ǫpXǫkhq ´ gkhpXǫkhq
˘‰ “ E “fkhpXǫkhq`R1pǫ,Xǫkhq `R2pǫ,Xǫkhq `R3pǫ,Xǫkhq˘‰
where
R1pǫ, xq :“hpǫqǫ´1
¨˝
mpǫq´1ÿ
i“0
Qkhihǫ´1fkhpxq‚˛´ Ikh`ǫ, x˘,
R2pǫ, xq :“hpǫqǫ´1
npǫq´1ÿ
i“mpǫq
Qkhihǫ´1fkhpxq,
R3pǫ, xq :“Ikhpǫ, xq ´ Ikhp0, xq.
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For the term involving R1pǫ, xq first notice that by the classical homogeneous equivalent of Kolmogorov’s
equation in Proposition 15, Lemma 58, (A3) and Lemma 54 for any s P r0, 1s and t P R`,ˇˇˇ
BtQstfspxq
ˇˇˇ
“ ˇˇQstLsfspxqˇˇ
ď Qst
´ˇˇ@
∇Us,∇fs
Dˇˇ` }∆fs}˘pxq,
ď Qst
´
}∇Us} ¨ }∇fs} ` }∆fs}
˘pxq,
ď L ¨ }∇f}pQst
´
V¯ p1{2qV¯ ppq
˘pxq ` }∆f}pQst´V¯ ppq¯pxq,
ď Cα˜p`1{2L ¨ }∇f}pV¯ pp`1{2qpxq ` Cα˜p}∆f}pV¯ ppqpxq,
ď C  Lα˜p`1{2 ` α˜p(~f~pV¯ pp`1{2qpxq.
Let Mpxq :“ supps,tqPr0,1sˆR`
ˇˇˇ
BtQstfspxq
ˇˇˇ
(which can be upper bounded with the above), then we know that
the difference between the Riemann sum with step-size hpǫqǫ´1 and its integral on the interval r0,mpǫqhpǫqǫ´1s
yields ˇˇ
R1pǫ, xq
ˇˇ ďMpxqhpǫqǫ´1`mpǫqhpǫqǫ´1˘2,
leading to
|E rfkhpXǫkhqR1pǫ,Xǫkhqs|
ď C  Lα˜p`1{2 ` α˜p(~f~p ¨ sup
sPr0,1s
µs
`|fs|V¯ pp`1{2q˘ ¨ hpǫqǫ´1`mpǫqhpǫqǫ´1˘2,
ď A1 ¨ hpǫqǫ´1
`
mpǫqhpǫqǫ´1˘2.
where
A1 :“ Cα2p`1{2
 
Lα˜p`1{2 ` α˜p
( ¨ ~f~2p ¨ µ0`V¯ p2p`1{2q˘.
We define and upper bound the following quantities,
R2,1 :“hpǫqǫ´1
npǫq´1ÿ
i“mpǫq
varµǫ
kh
rQsihǫ´1fkhs1{2
ď 1
K
exp
´
´Kmpǫqhpǫqǫ´1
¯
“
1´ exp `´Khpǫqǫ´1˘‰{pKhpǫqǫ´1q supps,tqPr0,1sˆR` varµǫsQst “fs‰1{2,
R2,2 :“hpǫqǫ´1
npǫq´1ÿ
i“mpǫq
ˇˇ
E rQsihǫ´1fkhpXǫkhqs
ˇˇ
ď α˜p
K
exp
´
´Kmpǫqhpǫqǫ´1
¯
“
1´ exp `´Khpǫqǫ´1˘‰{pKhpǫqǫ´1q}f}p supps,tqPr0,1sˆR` µǫt“W ppqpδ¨, πsq‰,
R3,1 :“
ż 8
mpǫqhǫ´1
varµǫ
kh
“
Qkht fkh
‰1{2
dt ď 1
K
exp
´
´Kmpǫqhpǫqǫ´1
¯
sup
ps,tqPr0,1sˆR`
varµǫsQst rfss1{2 ,
R3,2 :“
ż 8
mpǫqhǫ´1
ˇˇ
E
“
QstfspXǫsq
‰ˇˇ
dt ď α˜p
K
exp
´
´Kmpǫqhpǫqǫ´1
¯
¨ }f}p sup
ps,tqPr0,1sˆR`
µǫt
“
W ppqpδ¨, πsq
‰
,
where the upper bounds follow from the homogeneous equivalent of Lemma 22, (102) and Jensen’s inequality.
We now apply successively the Cauchy-Schwarz and Minkowski inequalities (the latter in its sum and integral
form), and note the standard inequality E
“
Z2
‰1{2 ď var“Z‰1{2 ` ˇˇE“Z‰ˇˇ for any random variable Z
|E rfkhpXǫkhqrR2pǫ,Xǫkhq `R3pǫ,Xǫkhqss| ď E
“
fkhpXǫkhq2
‰1{2
E
“
ErR2pǫ,Xǫkhq `R3pǫ,Xǫkhq | Fkhs2
‰1{2
ď E “fkhpXǫkhq2‰1{2 !E “ErR2pǫ,Xǫkhq | Fkhs2‰1{2 ` E “ErR3pǫ,Xǫkhq | Fkhs2‰1{2) , (97)
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E
“
ErR2pǫ,Xǫkhq | Fkhs2
‰1{2 ď hpǫqǫ´1 npǫq´1ÿ
i“mpǫq
E
”`
Qkhihǫ´1fkhpXǫkhq
˘2ı1{2
ď R2,1 `R2,2,
and similarly
E
“
ErR3pǫ,Xǫkhq | Fkhs2
‰1{2 ď ż 8
mpǫqhpǫqǫ´1
E
”`
Qkht fkhpXǫkhq
˘2ı1{2
dt
ď R3,1 `R3,2.
Note that from Lemmas 53, 13 and 55,
µǫt
“
W ppqpδ¨, πsq
‰ ď CµǫtV¯ pp`1{2q ¨ πsV¯ pp`1{2q
ď Cαp`1{2µ0V¯ pp`1{2q ¨ sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q,
and together with Lemma 55 we deduce that
2ÿ
i“1
ˇˇ
R2,i
ˇˇ` ˇˇR3,i ˇˇ ď C «1` Khpǫqǫ´1
1´ exp `´Khpǫqǫ´1˘
ff!
}∇f}p
“
K´1 `K´1µ0
‰1{2`
α˜2pα2pµ0V¯
p2pq
˘1{2
` α˜pαp`1{2}f}pµ0V¯ pp`1{2q ¨ sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q
)
K´1 exp
´
´Kmpǫqhpǫqǫ´1
¯
ď A¯2 exp
´
´Kmpǫqhpǫqǫ´1
¯
where the last inequality holds for 1{ג ă 1´Khpǫqǫ´1{2, thanks to Lemma 57, and
A¯2 :“ CK´1
 
1` ג( α˜pαp`1{2 sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q ` `α˜2pα2p“K´1 `K´1µ0 ‰˘1{2(~f~µ0V¯ p2pq.
Together with (97) we deduce that for 1{ג ă 1´Khpǫqǫ´1{2
ˇˇ
E
“
fkhpXǫkhq
`
ǫ´1hpǫqηk,ǫpXǫkhq ´ gkhpXǫkhq
˘‰ˇˇ ď A1hpǫqǫ´1`mpǫqhpǫqǫ´1˘2`A2 exp´´Kmpǫqhpǫqǫ´1¯
with A2 :“ CA¯2 ¨ }f}pα2pµ0V¯ p2pq and by taking Kmpǫqhpǫqǫ´1 “ r´ logphpǫqǫ´1qs we obtain
hpǫqǫ´1 ˇˇE “fkhpXǫkhq`ηk,npXǫkhq ´ gkhpXǫkhq˘‰ˇˇ ď hpǫqǫ´1rA2 ` A1`r´ logphpǫqǫ´1qs{K˘2s.
The scenario ℓ ą 0 is more direct and can be bounded in a similar way to the term dependent on R2 above–as
a result for k P t0, . . . , n´ 1u
ˇˇˇ
E
“
fkhpXǫkhq
`
ℓηk,ǫpXǫkhq ´ gkhpXǫkhq
˘‰ˇˇˇ “ ℓˇˇˇE
»–fkhpXǫkhq 8ÿ
i“npǫq
Qkhiℓ fkhpXǫkhq
fifl ˇˇˇ
ď Cℓ2µ0
`
V¯ ppq
˘2~f~2p!α˜pαp`1{2 sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q ` `α˜2pα2p“K´1 `K´1µ0 ‰˘1{2)exp
´
´Knpǫqℓ
¯
1´ exp `´Kℓ˘ .
Proof of Lemma 43. For the first statement, simply notice that for any k P t0, . . . , n´ 1u
γk,ǫpxq ´ ηk,ǫpxq “ T1,k,ǫ ` T2,k,ǫ ` T3,k,ǫ ` T4,k,ǫ.
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From Proposition 15 (and its time-homogeneous version) we deduce that for 0 ď s ă u ď 1
Q
s,ǫ
u´sfupxq ´ P ǫs,ufupxq “
ż u´s
0
B
BtQ
s,ǫ
t P
ǫ
s`t,ufupxqdt
“
ż u´s
0
Q
s,ǫ
t
ˆ B
BtP
ǫ
s`t,ufu ` LsP ǫs`t,ufu
˙
pxqdt
“
ż u´s
0
Q
s,ǫ
t pLs ´ Ls`tqP ǫs`t,ufupxqdt
“ ´ǫ´1
ż u´s
0
Q
s,ǫ
t
`@
∇Us ´∇Us`t,∇P ǫs`t,ufuq
D˘ pxqdt.
Now by application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Lemma 17 and (A5), we deduce that
ˇˇ
Q
s,ǫ
u´sfupxq ´ P ǫs,ufupxq
ˇˇ ď ǫ´1M ¨ ż u´s
0
Q
s,ǫ
t
´a
V¯s ¨ P ǫs`t,u}∇fu}
¯
pxq ¨ t exp `´Kǫ´1pu´ s´ tq˘dt
ď ǫ´1M sup
tPr0,u´ss
Q
s,ǫ
t
´a
V¯s ¨ P ǫs`t,u}∇fu}
¯
pxq ¨ 1
2
pu´ sq2
ď Cǫ´1Mpu´ sq2 sup
tPr0,u´ss
Q
s,ǫ
t
´a
V¯s ¨ P ǫs`t,u}∇fu}
¯
pxq.
Further by assumption }∇f}p ă 8 and from Lemma 13
sup
tPr0,u´ss
Q
s,ǫ
t
´a
V¯s ¨ P ǫs`t,u}∇fu}
¯
pxq ď }∇f}p ¨ sup
tPr0,u´ss
Q
s,ǫ
t
´a
V¯s ¨ P ǫs`t,uV¯ ppq
¯
pxq
ď αp}∇f}p ¨ sup
tPr0,u´ss
Q
s,ǫ
t
´a
V¯s ¨ V¯ ppq
¯
pxq.
Now from Proposition 54 and from Lemma 58, for s, t P r0, 1s and ǫ ą 0
Q
s,ǫ
t
´a
V¯s ¨ V¯ ppq
¯
pxq ď Cα˜p`1{2
b
V¯ px‹sq ¨ V¯ pp`1{2qpxq.
We also know that
µs
´ˇˇ
fs
ˇˇ
V¯ pp`1{2q
¯
ď }f}p ¨ µs
´
V¯ ppqV¯ pp`1{2q
¯
ď C}f}p ¨ µs
´
V¯ p2p`1{2q
¯
ď Cα2p`1{2}f}p ¨ µ0
´
V¯ p2p`1{2q
¯
,
where we have used Lemma 54 and Lemma 13. Since u ÞÑ u´ kh is non-decreasing, non-negative for u ě kh
and tτk,ǫh´1uh ď τk,ǫˇˇ
T1,k,ǫ
ˇˇ ď Cαpǫ´1M}∇f}p ¨ sup
s,tPr0,1s
Q
s,ǫ
t
´a
V¯s ¨ V¯ ppq
¯
pxq
ż τk,ǫ
kh
pu ´ khq2du
“ Cαpk3M}∇f}p ¨ sup
s,tPr0,1s
Q
s,ǫ
t
´a
V¯s ¨ V¯ ppq
¯
pxq ¨ ǫ´1h3ι,
and with the bounds on sups,tPr0,1sQ
s,ǫ
t
´a
V¯s ¨ V¯ ppq
¯
pxq and µs
`ˇˇ
fs
ˇˇ
V¯ pp`1{2q
˘
we obtain
max
kPt0,...,n´1u
E
”ˇˇˇ
fkhpXǫkhqT1,k,ǫ
ˇˇˇı
ď
Ck3αpα˜p`1{2α2p`1{2M ¨ ~f~2p ¨ sup
sPr0,1s
V¯ px‹sq1{2 ¨ µ0
´
V¯ p2p`1{2q
¯
¨ ǫ´1h3ι.
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For the term T2,k,ǫ we use the smoothness s ÞÑ fspxq and its derivative, the fact that i ÞÑ i ´ k is non-
decreasing and non-negative for i ě k and again the fact that tτk,ǫh´1uh ď τk,ǫ
ˇˇ
T2,k,ǫ
ˇˇ ď tτk,ǫh´1u´1ÿ
i“k
Q
kh,ǫ
pi´kqh
`ˇˇ
fih ´ fkh
ˇˇ˘pxq
ď sup
s,tPr0,1s
Q
s,ǫ
t
˜
sup
uPr0,1s
ˇˇBtfup¨qˇˇ
¸
pxq ¨
tτk,ǫh
´1u´1ÿ
i“k
ih´ kh
ď sup
s,tPr0,1s
Q
s,ǫ
t
˜
sup
uPr0,1s
ˇˇBtfup¨qˇˇ
¸
pxq ¨
ż τk,ǫ
kh
pu´ khqdu
“ k
2
2
sup
s,tPr0,1s
Q
s,ǫ
t
˜
sup
uPr0,1s
ˇˇBtfup¨qˇˇ
¸
pxq ¨ h2ι.
Now by assumption }Btf}p ă 8 and from Lemma 58, for s, t P r0, 1s and ǫ ą 0
Q
s,ǫ
t
˜
sup
uPr0,1s
ˇˇBtfup¨qˇˇ
¸
pxq ď }Btf}pQs,ǫt V¯ ppqpxq
ď α˜p}Btf}pV¯ ppqpxq.
Therefore
max
kPt0,...,n´1u
E
”ˇˇˇ
fkhpXǫkhqT2,k,ǫ
ˇˇˇı
ď Ck2α˜ph2ι}Btf}p sup
sPr0,1s
µs
´ˇˇ
fs
ˇˇ
V¯ ppq
¯
.
ď Ck2α˜pα2p}Btf}p}f}pµ0
´
V¯ p2pq
¯
h2ι.
ď Ck2α˜pα2p~f~2pµ0
´
V¯ p2pq
¯
h2ι.
For T3,k,ǫ we note that ˇˇ
E rfkhpXǫkhqT3,k,ǫs
ˇˇ “ ˇˇµǫkhfkh tτk,ǫh
´1u´1ÿ
i“k
µǫihfih
ˇˇ
and therefore from Lemma 55 and the fact that tτk,ǫh´1u ´ k ď khι´1we deduce that for k P t0, . . . , n´ 1uˇˇˇ
E rfkhpXǫkhqT3,k,ǫs
ˇˇˇ
ď Ck
#
~f~p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2rp_p0s`1{2q
”}∇φ}p0
K2
ǫ` αpµ0V¯ pp`1{2q exp
`´Kǫ´1hk˘ı+2 hι´1.
and in particular for k ě r´ lnpǫq{pKǫ´1hqs and letting
B :“ k
#
~f~p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2rp_p0s`1{2q
”}∇φ}p0
K2
` αpµ0V¯ pp`1{2q
ı+2
we have ˇˇˇ
E rfkhpXǫkhqT3,k,ǫs
ˇˇˇ
ď CBǫ2hι´1
As a result
2ǫ´1h2
n´1ÿ
k“1
ˇˇˇ
E rfkhpXǫkhqT3,k,ǫs
ˇˇˇ
ď C ¨Bǫ´1h
!
hr´ lnpǫq{pKǫ´1hqs ` ǫ2hι´1
)
ď C ¨B
!
´ h lnpǫq{K ` ǫ´1h2 ` ǫhι
)
.
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Finally, defining
T4,1 :“
n´1ÿ
i“tτk,ǫh´1u
ˇˇˇ
E
”
fkhpXǫkhqP ǫkh,ihfih,ǫ
`
Xǫkh
˘ıˇˇˇ
T4,2 :“
n´1ÿ
i“tτk,ǫh´1u
ˇˇˇ
E
”
fkhpXǫkhqQkh,ǫpi´kqhfkh
`
Xǫkh
˘ıˇˇˇ
we have
ˇˇˇ
E rfkhpXǫkhqT4,k,ǫs
ˇˇˇ
ď T4,1 ` T4,2.
The term T4,2 is bounded in the same way the R2 dependent term in the proof of Lemma 42, yielding
T4,2 ď Cα2pµ0
`
V¯ p2pq
˘2~f~2p!α˜pαp`1{2 sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q ` `α˜2pα2p“K´1 `K´1µ0 ‰˘1{2) exp
´
´Krtτk,ǫh
´1u´kshǫ´1
¯
r1´exp
`
´Khǫ´1
˘
s{hǫ´1
ď Cגα2pµ0
`
V¯ p2pq
˘2~f~2p!α˜pαp`1{2 sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q ` `α˜2pα2p“K´1 `K´1µ0 ‰˘1{2) exp
´
´Krkhι´1´1shǫ´1
¯
K
.
Now we note that by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Lemma 22 and Lemma 55,
T4,1 ď
ˇˇˇ
E
“
f2khpXǫkhq
‰1{2 n´1ÿ
i“tτk,ǫh´1u
varµǫ
kh
“
P ǫkh,ihfih
‰1{2
ď Cα1{22p }f}pµ0
`
V¯ p2pq
˘1{2}∇f}p`α2p ¨ “K´1 `K´1µ0 ‰µ0V¯ p2pq˘1{2 exp
´
´Kǫ´1`tτk,ǫh´1u ´ k˘h¯
1´ exp
´
´Kǫ´1h
¯ .
ď Cג~f~2pµ0V¯ p2pqα2p
“
K´1 `K´1µ0
‰
1{2
exp
´
´Krkhι´1 ´ 1shǫ´1
¯
K
ǫh´1.
because tτk,ǫh´1uh ě τk,ǫ ´ h.
Proof of Lemma 44. First we establish some intermediate results. Choose rp0, ǫq :“ r´ lnpǫq{Ks and rpℓ, ǫq :“
r´ lnpǫq{pKℓqs for ℓ ą 0, then #
e´Kℓrpℓ,ǫq, ℓ ą 0
e´Krpℓ,ǫq, ℓ “ 0 ď ǫ.
From Lemma 59 this implies that for any ℓ ě 0 such that ג´1 ď 1´Kℓ{2
∆s,rpℓ,ǫqpxq ď Cג
α˜p
K
}f}p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q ¨ V¯ pp`1{2qpxqǫ,
and
sup
s,rPr0,1sˆNYt8u
}gs,r}p`1{2 ď Cג
α˜p
K
}f}p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q.
From the homogeneous version of Lemma 17 and Lemma 13 we have that for any x P Rd
}∇gs,rpxq} ď α˜p
K
}∇f}pV¯ ppqpxq
#
Kℓ
1´e´Kℓ
, ℓ ą 0,
1, ℓ “ 0 .
and since V¯ ppqpxq ď CV¯ pp`1{2qpxq we deduce that for any ℓ ě 0 such that ג´1 ď 1´Kℓ{2
sup
ps,rqPr0,1sˆN
}gs,r}p _ }∇gs,r}p`1{2 ď Cג
α˜p
K
}∇f}p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q.
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Now for r P N ˇˇ
Υ3,ǫ
ˇˇ ď Υp1q3,ǫ,r `Υp2q3,ǫ,r,
with
Υ
p1q
3,ǫ,r :“2h
ˇˇˇ n´2ÿ
k“1
E pfkhpXǫkhqgkh,rpXǫkhqq ´ πkh,r
`
fkhgkh,r
˘ˇˇˇ
,
Υ
p2q
3,ǫ,r :“2h
n´2ÿ
k“1
E
`ˇˇ
fkhpXǫkhq
ˇˇ
∆kh,rpXǫkhq
˘` πkh`ˇˇfkh ˇˇ∆kh,r˘.
Note that from above and Lemma 54 we have }∇pfgs,rq}2p`1{2 ď 4}∇f}p}gs,r}p`1{2 ` 4}f}p}∇gs,r}p`1{2,
and we deduce that for any ℓ ě 0 and ג´1 ď 1´Khǫ´1{2
sup
rPN
}∇pfgrq}2p`1{2 ď Cג
α˜p
K
~f~2p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q.
From Lemma 55
Υ
p1q
3,ǫ,r ď C sup
ps,rqPr0,1sˆN
}∇pfgs,rq}2p`1{2ˆ
ˆ sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2rp2p`1{2q_p0s`1{2q
!
K´2}∇φ}p0 `
α2p`1{2
K
µ0V¯
p2p`1q 1“
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘‰{pKhǫ´1q)ǫ
ď C sup
ps,rqPr0,1sˆN
}∇pfgs,rq}2p`1{2 sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2rp2p`1{2q_p0s`1{2q
!
K´2}∇φ}p0 `
α2p`1{2
K
µ0V¯
p2p`1q
ג
)
ǫ.
Further from the bound on ∆s,rp¨q above
Υ
p2q
3,ǫ,r ď Cג
α˜p
K
}f}2p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q ¨ `α2p`1{2µ0V¯ p2p`1{2q ` sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2p`1{2q
˘
ǫ.
As a result ˇˇ
Υ3,ǫ
ˇˇ ď Cג α˜p
K
~f~2p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2rp2p`1{2q_p0s`1{2q
#
sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2p`1{2q `K´2}∇φ}p0 ` µ0V¯ p2p`1qα2p`1{2
ˆ
1` ג
K
˙+
ǫ
from which we conclude. We turn to the second statement. Note that we have the slight simplification
Υ5,ǫ “ ´ǫ´1h2
řn´2
k“1 E
“
f2khpXǫkhq
‰´ varπkh“fkh‰, thatˇˇ
E
”
f2khpXǫkhq
ı
´ varπkh
“
fkh
‰ˇˇ “ ˇˇE”f2khpXǫkhqı´ πkhf2kh ˇˇ
and f P Cp0,2
`
Rd
˘
implies that f2 P C2p0,2
`r0, 1s ˆ Rd˘ from Lemma 54. Now from Lemma 55,
ˇˇ
Υ5,ǫ
ˇˇ ď C}f}2p}∇f}2p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2rp2pq_p0s`1{2q
!
K´2}∇φ}p0h`α2pµ0V¯ p2p`1{2q
exp
`´Kǫ´1h˘
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘ǫ´1h
)
h.
Therefore ˇˇ
Υ5,ǫ
ˇˇ ď C~f~22p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2rp2pq_p0s`1{2q
!
K´2}∇φ}p0h`
גα2p
K
µ0V¯
p2p`1{2q
)
h.
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Proof of Lemma 45. For Υ4,ǫ, with the notation of Lemma 59, we introduce for r P N
Υ
p1q
4,ǫ,r :“2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇh!n´2ÿ
k“1
πkh
`
fkhgkh,r
˘)´ ż 1
0
πspfsgs,rqds
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ,
Υ
p2q
4,ǫ,r :“2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇh!n´2ÿ
k“1
πkh
`
fkh∆kh,r
˘)´ ż 1
0
πspfs∆kh,rqds
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
From the rough upper bound on∆s,r in Lemma 59 and with rp0, ǫq :“ t´ lnpǫq{Ku or rpℓ, ǫq :“ t´ lnpǫq{pℓKqu
for ℓ ą 0, we have
Υ
p2q
4,ǫ,rpℓ,ǫq ď Cג}f}p
α˜p
K
sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q ¨ sup
sPr0,1s
πs
`
fsV¯
pp`1{2q
˘
ǫ
ď Cג}f}2p
α˜p
K
sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q ¨ sup
sPr0,1s
πs
`
V¯ p2p`1{2q
˘
ǫ.
For the other terms we note that from Lemma 59 for |s´ t| ď Rf “ 1 and any ζ P p0, 1qˇˇ
fspxqgs,rpxq ´ ftpxqgt,rpxq
ˇˇ ď ˇˇfspxq ´ ftpxqˇˇ¨ˇˇgs,rpxqˇˇ ` ˇˇftpxqˇˇˇˇgs,rpxq ´ gt,rpxqˇˇ
ď C גα˜p
K
}f}pV¯ pp`1{2qpxq sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q
ˇˇ
fspxq ´ ftpxq
ˇˇ` }f}pV¯ ppqpxqˇˇgs,rpxq ´ gt,rpxqˇˇ
Now, since f P Cp1,2
`r0, 1s ˆ Rd˘, ˇˇ
fspxq ´ ftpxq
ˇˇ ď }Bf}pV¯ ppqpxq|s´ t|
and from Lemma 59
|gs,rpxq ´ gu,rpxq| ď Cpג, ζq|s ´ u|ζ α˜ppℓ_ 1qp1^Kqℓ
`
1_ ~f~p
˘
ˆ
´
1` α˜pM
K
sup
τPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹τ q ` sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p`1{2
¯
.
Hence, using Lemma 53ˇˇ
fspxqgs,rpxq ´ ftpxqgt,rpxq
ˇˇ
ď Cp1` ~f~pq2V¯ p2p`1{2qpxqα˜p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q
#
ג
K
` Cpג, ζqpℓ _ 1qp1^Kqℓ
´
2` α˜pM
K
sup
τPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹τ q
¯+
|s´ t|ζ
where Cpג, ξq depends on the arguments shown only. Now, defining
Cfg :“ p1` ~f~pq2α˜p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q
#
ג
K
` Cpג, ζqpℓ _ 1qp1^Kqℓ
´
2` α˜pM
K
sup
τPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹τ q
¯+
from Lemma 60
Υ
p1q
4,ǫ,r ď Chζα˜2p`1{2
`
Cfg _ }∇fg}2p`1{2
˘ «
1` α˜2p`1{2M
K
sup
sPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹sq
ff
and we have found in the proof of Lemma 44 that
sup
rPN
}∇pfgrq}2p`1{2 ď Cג
α˜p
K
~f~2p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q,
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from which the first bound follows. For Υ6,ǫ, first consider ℓ “ 0. In this caseˇˇ
Υ6,ǫ
ˇˇ ď hǫ´1 sup
sPr0,1s
varπs
`
fs
˘
Now consider ℓ ą 0, we apply Lemma 60 with the function f2 to obtain the result. By assumptions
f P Cp1,2
`r0, 1s ˆ Rd˘ implies that ˇˇ
fspxq ´ ftpxq
ˇˇ ď ~f~pV¯ppxq|s´ t|
and consequently ˇˇ
f2s pxq ´ f2t pxq
ˇˇ ď 2~f~2p“V¯ ppqpxq‰2|s´ t|
ď C~f~2pV¯ p2pqpxq|s´ t|
and by application of Lemma 60 we deduceˇˇ
Υ6,ǫ
ˇˇ ď Cℓh~f~2pα˜2p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
ppq
«
1` pα˜2pM
K
sup
sPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹sq
ff
.
Proof of Lemma 46. First we have the simplification
Υ0,ǫ “ ǫ´1h2
n´2ÿ
k“1
πkhf¯kh,ǫE
“
2γk,ǫpXǫkhq ´ f¯kh,ǫpXǫkhq
‰
“ 2ǫ´1h2
n´2ÿ
k“1
πkhf¯kh,ǫE
“
γk,ǫpXǫkhq
‰
,
and from Lemma 29,ˇˇ
E pγk,ǫpXǫkhqq
ˇˇ ď Cαp }∇f}p
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘µ0V¯ pp`1{2q ¨ supsPr0,1sµsV¯ pp`1{2qpxq
ď Cαpαp`1{2
}∇f}p
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘µ0V¯ pp`1{2q ¨ µ0V¯ pp`1{2q
where we have used Lemma 13 on the last line. Further from Lemma 55ˇˇ
πtf¯t,ǫ
ˇˇ “ |E“ftpXǫt q‰| ď C}∇f}p ¨ sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2rp_p0s`1{2q
!
K´2}∇φ}p0ǫ` αpµ0V¯ pp`1{2q exp
`´Kǫ´1t˘)
and therefore
2ǫ´1h2
n´2ÿ
k“1
ˇˇ
πkhf¯kh,ǫ
ˇˇ ď C}∇f}p¨ sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2rp_p0s`1{2q
!
K´2}∇φ}p0h`αpµ0V¯ pp`1{2q
exp
`´Kǫ´1h˘
1´ exp `´Kǫ´1h˘ǫ´1h2
)
We have
Υ7,ǫ :“ ǫ´1h2E
”
f¯2pn´1qh,ǫpXǫpn´1qhq ´
“
P0,hγ1,ǫpXǫ0q
‰2ı
.
Notice that
ǫ´1hE
”“
P0,hγ1,ǫpXǫ0q
‰2ı1{2 “ ǫ´1hE«` n´1ÿ
i“1
P0,ihfihpXǫ0q
˘2ff1{2
ď ǫ´1h
n´1ÿ
i“1
varµ0
`
P0,ihfih
˘1{2
ď ǫ
´1h
1´ expp´Khǫ´1q supsPr0,1s
varµs
`
fs
˘1{2
ď C ג
K
}∇f} α2p“K´1 `Kµ0‰µ0V¯ p2pq(1{2.
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We conclude by using that
E
”
f¯2pn´1qh,ǫpXǫpn´1qhq
ı
ď sup
sPr0,1s
varµǫs
`
fs
˘ ď C}∇f}2 α2p“K´1 `Kµ0‰µ0V¯ p2pq(.
C.5 Some tractable bounds
We gather here intermediate technical results which lead to tractable bounds and allow us to conclude
about the complexity of the procedure. For the reader’s convenience we recall that for q ą 0 and x P Rd,
V pxq :“ }x}2, V pqq :“ V q, V¯ pqq :“ 1` V pqq, with t P r0, 1s Vtpxq :“ }x ´ x‹t }2, V pqqt :“ V qt , V¯ pqqt :“ 1 ` V pqqt
(with notational simplifications V¯t :“ V¯ p1qt and Vt :“ V p1qt etc.) and for ν P Pq`1{2pRdq
W pqqpδx, νq :“
ż
Rd
`
1` }x}2q _ }y}2q˘ }x´ y}νpdyq.
Lemma 53. For any p ě 1 and ν P Pp`1{2pRdq,
W ppqpδx, νq ď V p`1{2pxq ` V ppxqνpV 1{2q ` V 1{2pxqr1 ` νpV pqs ` νpV p`1{2q, x P Rd,
and as a result
sup
xPRd
W ppqpδx, νq
1` }x}2p`1 ă `8.
Further there exists C ą 0 such that for any x P Rd and ν P Pp`1{2pRdq
W ppqpδx, νq ď CνV¯ pp`1{2q ¨ V¯ pp`1{2qpxq. (98)
Proof. By considering the scenarios }x} ď }y} and }x} ą }y} separately we have
W ppqpδx, νq ď }x} ` νpV 1{2q ` }x}2p`1 ` }x}2pνpV 1{2q ` }x}νpV pq ` νpV p`1{2q,
“ }x}2p`1 ` }x}2pνpV 1{2q ` }x}r1` νpV pqs ` νpV p`1{2q,
and the first statement follows from the assumption on ν. Finally by considering the scenarios V pxq ě 1 and
V pxq ă 1 separately twice one shows that
W ppqpδx, νq ď 2
“
1` V p`1{2pxq‰“1` ν`V 1{2 ` V p ` V p`1{2˘‰,
ď 8νV¯ pp`1{2q ¨ V¯ pp`1{2qpxq.
Lemma 54. For any p ě 0,
1. for any q ě 0 and x P Rd
V¯ ppqpxqV¯ pqqpxq ď 4 ¨ V¯ pp`qqpxq,
V ppqpxq _ V pqqpxq ď 2 ¨ V pp_qqpxq,
for any q ě 1 “
V¯ ppqpxq‰q ď 2q´1V¯ pqpqpxq,
and for ϕ, ψ P Cp`Rd˘ˆ Cq`Rd˘ for p, q ě 1
}ϕψ}p`q ď 4}ϕ}p}ψ}q
2. for any s P r0, 1s and x P Rd, b
V¯spxqV¯ ppqpxq ď
?
12V¯ px‹sq1{2V¯ pp`1{2qpxq
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Proof. First we have V¯ ppqpxqV¯ pqqpxq ď 4V¯ pp`qqpxq because V¯ ppqpxqV¯ pqqpxq “ 1 ` }x}2pp`qq ` }x}2q ` }x}2p
and one can consider the scenarios }x} ě 1 and }x} ă 1 separately. For the second statement one can
again consider the scenarios }x} ě 1 and }x} ă 1. For the third statement, the result follows from Jensen’s
inequality, “
1` }x}2p‰q ď 2q 1` }x}2pq
2
.
The next statement follows from
ϕpxqψpxq
V¯ pp`qqpxq “
ϕpxqψpxq
V¯ ppqpxqV¯ pqqpxq
V¯ ppqpxqV¯ pqqpxq
V¯ pp`qqpxq
and our first result above. Now we note that for z ě 0 and C ą 0
Apzq :“ pC ` zqp1` zpq2 “ z2p`1 ` Cz2p ` 2rzp`1 ` Czps ` z ` C
Bpzq :“ p1 ` zp`1{2q2 “ z2p`1 ` 2zp`1{2 ` 1
are such that for z ě 1 Apzq ď z2p`1r1`C`2p1`Cq`1`Cs and for z ď 1 Apzq ď r1`C`2p1`Cq`1`Cs,
and therefore for z ě 0
Apzq ď 4p1` z2p`1qr1` Cs
ď 4p1` CqBpzq
as a consequence with C “ 1{2` }x‹s}2 and z “ }x}2 we deduce that (with }x´ x‹s}2 ď 2r}x}2 ` }x‹t }2qs)
?
2
a
1{2` 1{2}x´ x‹s}2p1` }x}2pq ď
a
8p1` 1{2` }x‹s}2q
`
1` }x}2p`1˘
that is b
V¯spxq ¨ V¯ pp`1{2qpxq ď
b
12V¯ px‹sq ¨ V¯ pp`1{2qpxq
Lemma 55.
1. There exists C ą 0 such that for any p ě 1, ν P P2ppRdq such that there exists a constant Kν ą 0 such
that for all f P Cp2 pRdq
varν rf s ď K´1ν ν
`}∇f}2˘,
then for any f P Cp2 pRdq and ǫ ą 0
sup
0ďsďtď1
varνP ǫs,t
“
f
‰ ď Cα2p ¨ }∇f}2p ¨ “K´1 `K´1ν ‰ νpV¯ p2pqq
sup
ps,tqPr0,1sˆR`
varνQs,ǫt
“
f
‰ ď Cα˜2p ¨ }∇f}2p ¨ “K´1 `K´1ν ‰ νpV¯ p2pqq
where α2p and α˜2p are given in Lemma 13 and 58 respectively.
2. There exists C ą 0 such that for any φt as in (11),
sup
tPr0,1s
varπt rφts ď CK´1}∇φ}2p0 ¨ sup
tPr0,1s
πt
`
V¯ p2p0q
˘
.
3. Let p ě 1, then for any f P Cp2 pRdq
|E“ftpXǫt q‰| ď sup
sPr0,1s
varπsrφss1{2 sup
sPr0,1s
varπsrfss1{2
ǫ
K
“
1´ expp´Kǫ´1tq‰
` αp}∇ft}pW ppqpµ0, π0q exp
`´Kǫ´1t˘
and a rough bound is
|E“ftpXǫt q‰| ď C}∇f}p ¨ sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2rp_p0s`1{2q
!
K´2}∇φ}p0ǫ` αpµ0V¯ pp`1{2q exp
`´Kǫ´1t˘).
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Corollary 56. As a consequence for t P r0, 1s
varµǫt
“
f
‰ ď Cα2p ¨ }∇f}2p “K´1 `K´1µ0 ‰µ0pV¯ p2pqq
and using Lemmas 21 and 13 for any ps, tq P r0, 1s ˆ R`
varµsQs,ǫt
“
f
‰ ď Cα˜2pα2p ¨ }∇f}2p “K´1 `K´1µ0 ‰µspV¯ p2pqq
and
Proof. We first apply Lemma 21, yielding for 0 ď s ď t ď 1
varνP ǫs,t
“
f
‰ ď “K´1 `K´1ν ‰ ¨ νPs,t`}∇f}2˘
ď “K´1 `K´1ν ‰ }∇f}2p ¨ νPs,t`rV¯ ppqs2˘.
Now we apply (32) in Lemma 13 and Lemma 54 to conclude. We proceed similarly for the time homogeneous
scenario and Lemma 58. We use Remark 20 noting the fact, established in the proof of Lemma 24, that
φt P Cp00,2pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq. As a result for t P r0, 1s we have
varπt rφts ď K´1πt
`}∇φt}2˘
ď K´1}∇φt}2p0πt
`rV¯ pp0qs2˘,
and we conclude with Lemma 54. For the bias, we note that for t P r0, 1s
ErftpXtqs “ µ0P0,tft “ π0P0,tft ´ πtft ` pµ0 ´ π0qP0,tft,
and by Lemmas 23 and 25, we deduce
|E“ftpXǫt q‰| ď sup
sPr0,1s
varπsrφss1{2 sup
sPr0,1s
varπsrfss1{2
ǫ
K
“
1´ expp´Kǫ´1tq‰` αp}∇ft}pW ppqpµ0, π0q exp `´Kǫ´1t˘.
We can now apply our earlier result and Remark 20 to show,
sup
sPr0,1s
varπsrφss1{2 sup
sPr0,1s
varπsrfss1{2
ǫ
K
“
1´ expp´Kǫ´1tq‰
ď CK´2}∇φ}p0}∇f}p ¨
!
sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2p0q ¨ sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2pq
)1{2
ǫ
ď CK´2}∇φ}p0}∇f}p ¨ sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2rp0_psqǫ
and from Lemma 53
αp}∇ft}pW ppqpµ0, π0q exp
`´Kǫ´1t˘ ď Cαp}∇f}pµ0V¯ pp`1{2q ¨ π0V¯ pp`1{2q exp `´Kǫ´1t˘
from which we deduce
|E“ftpXǫt q‰| ď C}∇f}p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p2rp_p0s`1{2q
!
K´2}∇φ}p0ǫ` αpµ0V¯ pp`1{2q exp
`´Kǫ´1t˘).
Lemma 57. For 0 ď z ă 2
z
1´ expp´zq ď
1
1´ z{2
Proof. We have that for z ě 0 expp´zq ď 1´ z ` z2
2
, which implies r1´ expp´zqs{z ě 1´ z{2 and therefore
the result.
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D Drift and solution of Poisson’s equation for the time-homogeneous
diffusions
Throughout section D the notational conventions of section 3 are in force, except that ft is not assumed
centred with respect to πt, and we write f¯t :“ ft ´ πtft (which should not be confused with f¯t,ǫ).
Lemma 58. For any ǫ ą 0, p ě 1 and κ P p0,Kpq, define
δ :“ ǫ´1pKp´ κq,
r˜ :“
c
4ppp´ 1q ` 2pd
κ
b˜ :“ 2pr˜2pp´1q 2pp´ 1q ` d
ǫ
α˜p :“ 24p´2 _
«
1` 22p´1
˜
2pr˜2pp´1q
pKp´ κq r2pp´ 1q ` ds ` p1` 2
2p´1q sup
tPr0,1s
}x‹t }2p
¸ff
Then
Q
s,ǫ
t pV ps qpxq ď e´δtV ps pxq `
b˜
δ
p1´ e´δtq, @ps, tq P r0, 1s ˆ R`, (99)
sup
ps,tqPr0,1sˆR`
Q
s,ǫ
t V¯
ppqpxq ď α˜pV¯ ppqpxq.
Proof. The result follows by almost identical arguments to those in the proof of Lemma 13, with some
elementary simplifications afforded by the time-homogeneity of the process Y s,ǫt .
Lemma 59. Let p ě 1 and f P Cp0,2pr0, 1sˆRdq such that for constants Cf ă `8, Rf P p0, 1s and β P p0, 1s
|s´ u| ď Rf ñ |fspxq ´ fupxq| ď Cf |s´ u|βV¯ ppqpxq, @x P Rd, (100)
and define for any s P r0, 1s and r P NY t8u,
gs,rpxq :“
#řr
k“0 ℓQ
s
kℓf¯spxq, if ℓ ą 0,şr
0
Qst f¯spxqdt, if ℓ “ 0.
Then, with α˜p,1 as in Lemma 58 with there ǫ “ 1,
1. we have
|s´u| ď Rf ñ |πsfs´πufu| ď C|s´u|βα˜p
`
Cf _}∇f}p
˘ «
1` α˜p,1M
K
sup
τPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹τ q
ff
@x P Rd.
(101)
2. gs,rp¨q has the following properties:
(a) for any ℓ ě 0, s P r0, 1s and r ă 8, the map x ÞÑ gs,rpxq is a member of Cp2 pRdq,
(b) for any ℓ ě 0, s P r0, 1s and r P NY t8u,
|gs,rpxq| ď
#
hǫ´1}f}pα˜pW ppqpδx, πsq 1
1´e´Khǫ´1
, ℓ ą 0,
}f}pα˜pW ppqpδx, πsq 1K , ℓ “ 0
and further for any ג ą 1 and ג´1 ď 1´Khǫ´1{2 we have the simplified upper bound
sup
pr,sqPNYt8uˆr0,1s
}gs,r}p`1{2 ď Cג
α˜p,1
K
}f}p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q.
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(c) for any s P r0, 1s , r P NY t8u and x P Rd,
∆s,rpxq :“ |gs,8pxq ´ gs,rpxq| ď
#
ℓ}f}pα˜pW ppqpδx, πsq e´Khǫ
´1r
1´e´Khǫ´1
, ℓ ą 0,
}f}pα˜pW ppqpδx, πsq e´KrK , ℓ “ 0.
and further for any ג ą 1 and ג´1 ď 1´Khǫ´1{2 we have the simplified upper bound
sup
pr,sqPNYt8uˆr0,1s
}∆s,r}p`1{2 ď Cג
α˜p,1
K
}f}p sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2q
#
e´Khǫ
´1r, ℓ ą 0,
e´Kr, ℓ “ 0.
(d) for any ζ P p0, βq there exists C ą 0 such that for any ג ą 1, ג´1 ď 1´Kℓ{2 if ℓ ą 0, r P NYt8u
and x P Rd,|s´ u| ď Rf
|gs,rpxq ´ gu,rpxq| ď Cpβ, ג, Rf , ζq|s´ u|ζ α˜p,1pℓ_ 1qp1^Kqℓ
`
Cf _ ~f~p
˘
ˆ
´
1` α˜p,1M
K
sup
τPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹τ q ` sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p`1{2
¯
.
where Cpβ, ג, Rf , ζq depends only on the arguments shown and the convention that pℓ _ 1q{ℓ “ 1
for ℓ “ 0.
Proof. Consider for arbitrary s, u P r0, 1s, x P Rd, and t ą 0, the decomposition πsfs ´ πufu “ R1pt, xq `
R2pt, xq `R3pt, xq, where
R1pt, xq :“ πsfs ´Qstfspxq `Qut fupxq ´ πufu,
R2pt, xq :“ Qst pfs ´ fuqpxq,
R3pt, xq :“ pQst ´Qut qpfuqpxq.
For R1, it can be shown by arguments which are almost identical to those used to prove Lemma 23 that
|Qstfspxq ´ πsfs| ď }fs}pα˜p,1e´KtW ppqpδx, πsq. (102)
Hence
|R1pt, xq| ď }f}pα˜p,1e´Kt
”
W ppqpδx, πsq `W ppqpδx, πuq
ı
,
ď C}f}pα˜p,1 sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
pp`1{2qV¯ pp`1{2qpxqe´Kt,
where we have used the estimates of Lemma 53. For R2, using (100) and Lemma 58,
sup
tPPR`
|R2pt, xq| ď Cf |s´ u|β sup
tPR`
Qst V¯
ppqpxq
ď Cf α˜p,1|s´ u|βV¯ ppqpxq.
For R3, assuming w.l.o.g. that u ď s,
|Qstfu ´Qut fu| “
ˇˇˇˇż t
0
BτQuτQst´τfudτ
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇż t
0
Quτ
@
∇Us ´∇Uu,∇Qst´τfu
D
dτ
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż t
0
Quτ p}∇Us ´∇Uu}}∇Qst´τfu}qdτ
ďM |s´ u|
ż t
0
Quτ
´a
V¯u ¨Qst´τ }∇fu}
¯
e´Kpt´τqdτ
ď }∇fu}pα˜p,1M |s´ u|
ż t
0
Quτ
´a
V¯u ¨ V¯ ppq
¯
e´Kpt´τqdτ. (103)
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We now use Lemma 53 and Lemma 58,
sup
τPr0,1s
Quτ
´a
V¯u ¨ V¯ ppq
¯
pxq ď Cα˜p,1
b
V¯ px‹uq ¨ V¯ pp`1{2qpxq
and combining this observation with (103) gives
sup
tPR`
|R3pt, xq| ď Cα˜2p,1
M
K
|s´ u| ¨ }∇f}p
b
V¯ px‹uq ¨ V¯ pp`1{2qpxq.
Since x was arbitrary we may now choose x “ 0, and noting also that t was arbitrary and |s ´ u| ď 1,
combining the above bounds on |R1|, |R2|, |R3| then gives
|πsfs ´ πufu| ď }f}pα˜p,1
”
W ppqpδ0, πsq `W ppqpδ0, πuq
ı
inf
tPR`
e´Kt ` Cf α˜p,1|s´ u|β
` Cα˜2p,1
M
K
|s´ u| ¨ }∇f}p sup
τPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹τ q
ď C|s´ u|βα˜p
«
Cf ` α˜p,1M
K
}∇f}p sup
τPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹τ q
ff
.
This completes the proof of (101). For property 2a in the statement, by the Proposition 14 in the time-
homogeneous case, for any given s, fs P Cp2 pRdq ñ Qskℓf P Cp2 pRdq, hence for any r ă `8 and any ℓ ě 0,
x ÞÑ gs,rpxq is a member of Cp2 pRdq. For property 2b in the statement, using (102),
|gs,8pxq| ď
#
ℓ}f}pα˜pW ppqpδx, πsq 11´e´Kℓ , ℓ ą 0,
}f}pα˜pW ppqpδx, πsq 1K , ℓ “ 0,
which together with Lemma 53 and (44) imply that for any ℓ ě 0 and r P N0 Y t8u, sups,x |gs,8pxq|{p1 `
}x}2p`1q ă `8. For property 2c, by similar manipulations,
|gs,8pxq ´ gs,rpxq| ď
#
ℓ}f}pα˜pW ppqpδx, πsq e´Kℓr1´e´Kℓ , ℓ ą 0,
}f}pα˜pW ppqpδx, πsq e´KrK , ℓ “ 0.
For property 2d, in the setting ℓ ą 0, with R1, R2 and R3 as above we have
gu,rpxq ´ gs,rpxq “ ℓ
rÿ
k“0
R1pkℓ, xq “ pr ` 1qℓ
`
πsfs ´ πufu
˘´ ℓ rÿ
k“0
R2pkℓ, xq `R3pkℓ, xq
and therefore for any N ´ 1 ě r for r P N and any N P N for r “ 8
|gs,rpxq ´ gu,rpxq| ďNℓ|πsfs ´ πufu| ` ℓ
N´1ÿ
k“0
|R2pkℓ, xq| ` |R3pkℓ, xq| ` ℓ
8ÿ
k“N
|R1pkℓ, xq|
ďCℓpC1 _ C2q
ˆ
N |s´ u|β ` e
´KNℓ
1´ e´Kℓ
˙
V¯ pp`1{2qpxq,
with
C1 “ α˜p,1
«
Cf ` α˜p,1M
K
}∇f}p sup
τPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹τ q
ff
,
C2 “ }f}pα˜p,1. sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p`1{2
Clearly
C1 _ C2 ď Cα˜p,1pℓ_ 1q
`
Cf _ ~f~p
˘´
1` α˜p,1M
K
sup
τPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹τ q ` sup
sPr0,1s
πsV¯
p`1{2
¯
.
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Now when |s´u|β ě e´Kℓ
1´e´Kℓ , one can chooseN “ 1 and conclude. Otherwise we take N “ r´pKℓq´1 log
`|s´
u|β˘s which with ג´1 ď 1´Kℓ{2 leads, on the one hand, to
e´KNℓ
1´ e´Kℓ ď
ג
Kℓ
|s´ u|β
and on the other hand to
N |s´ u|β ď “1´ pKℓq´1 log `|s´ u|β˘‰|s´ u|β
So we study ϕpxq “ xa log x for x ě 0. ϕ1pxq “ xa´1“a logpxq`1‰ so ϕpxq reaches its minimum at expp´a´1q,
and therefore since ϕpxq ď 0 for 0 ď x ď 1, for any b ě 0
sup
xPr0,bs
ˇˇ
ϕpxqˇˇ ď ˇˇϕpaqˇˇ_ ˇˇϕpbqˇˇ.
Therefore for |s´ u| ď Rf and ζ P p0, βq we have
N |s´ u|β´ζ ď Rf β´ζ ` β
Kℓ
“
e´1{pβ ´ ζq‰_ `Rβ´ζf ˇˇ logRf ˇˇ˘
and in total we have the bound
N |s´ u|β ` e
´KNℓ
1´ e´Kℓ ď
1
Kℓ
”
p2_ גqRf β´ζ ` β
“
e´1{pβ ´ ζq‰ _ `Rβ´ζf ˇˇ logRf ˇˇ˘ı |s´ u|ζ .
For the case ℓ “ 0 a reasoning similar as that above leads to
|gs,rpxq ´ gu,rpxq| ď CℓpC1 _ C2q
ˆ
N |s´ u|β ` e
´KN
K
˙
V¯ pp`1{2qpxq,
and for |s ´ u|β ě e´K{K, set N “ 1, and otherwise set N “ P´K´1 log `|s´ u|β˘T and deduce from
above that
N |s´ u|β ` e
´KN
K
ď “1´K´1 log `|s´ u|β˘`K´1‰|s´ u|β
ď 1
K
”
KRf
β´ζ ` β“e´1{pβ ´ ζq‰ _ `Rβ´ζf ˇˇ logRf ˇˇ˘ı |s´ u|ζ
and we conclude by combining all the cases.
Lemma 60. Assume that for some p ě 1 and f P Cp0,2pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq there exist constants Cf ă `8, Rf ą 0
and β P p0, 1s such that
|s´ t| ď Rf ñ |fspxq ´ ftpxq| ď Cf |s´ t|βV¯ ppqpxq, @x P Rd.
Then for any h P p0, Rf sˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇh t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
πkhfkh ´
ż 1
0
πtftdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď hβα˜p`Cf _ }∇f}p˘
«
1` α˜pM
K
sup
tPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹t q
ff
.
Proof. Using Lemma 59,ˇˇˇ
h
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
πkhfkh ´
ż 1
0
πtftdt
ˇˇˇ
ď
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
ż pk`1qh
kh
|πkhfkh ´ πtft|dt
ď hβα˜p
«
Cf ` α˜pM
K
}∇f}p ¨ sup
tPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹t q
ff
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
ż pk`1qh
kh
dt
ď hβα˜p
«
Cf ` α˜pM
K
}∇f}p ¨ sup
tPr0,1s
b
V¯ px‹t q
ff
.
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E Controlling the discretization error
Throughout section E, p rXǫ,ht qtPr0,1s, µǫ , and rµǫ,h are as defined in section 1.5.3.
E.1 Bounding the total variation distance
Proposition 61. If h{ǫ P p0, 2K{L2q, then for any δ P p0, 1q
}µǫ ´ rµǫ,h}tv ď 1
2
„
L2d
h
ǫ2
` h
3
3ǫ
ˆ
M2 ` L
4
ǫ2
˙ˆ
1
h
` 1
1´ λ
„
µ0pV0q ` b
h
˙1{2
,
where
λ :“ 1´
˜
2hK
ǫ
´
ˆ
h
ǫ
˙2
L2
¸
p1 ´ δq,
b :“ sup
tPp0,1q
}Btx‹t }2
»– 4h2
δ
´
2hK
ǫ
´ `h
ǫ
˘2
L2
¯ ` h2
fifl` 2dh
ǫ
.
Proof. The proof is quite similar to [8, Proof of Lemma 2], except that here we need to account for the
dependence of Ut on t. Consider
Ξt :“ 1?
2ǫ
!Ą∇U tp rXǫ,ht q ´∇Utp rXǫ,ht q)
Zt :“ exp
˜
dÿ
i“1
ż t
0
ΞisdB
i
s ´
1
2
ż t
0
}Ξs}2ds
¸
.
By Girsanov’s theorem, under the probability measure rPF1rAs :“ ErIAZ1s, A P F1, the process şt0 dBs ´
Ξsds is a d-dimensional pFtqtPr0,1s-Brownian motion and the law of p rXǫ,ht qtPr0,1s is µ. Denoting by PF1 the
restriction of P to F1, we therefore have by Pinsker’s inequality
}µǫ ´ rµǫ,h}tv ď }rPF1 ´ PF1}tv ďc´12ErlogZ1s “ 12
d
E
„ż t
0
}Ξs}2ds

. (104)
For s P rkh, pk ` 1qhq, we have from (16) and (A2),
Er} rXǫ,hkh ´ rXǫ,hs }2s “ 1ǫ2 ps´ khq2Er}∇Ukhp rXǫ,hkh q}2s ` 2dǫ ps´ khq
ď 1
ǫ2
ps´ khq2L2Er1` } rXǫ,hkh ´ x‹kh}2s ` 2dǫ ps´ khq. (105)
The considering the expectation in (104), we find from (17), (A5) , (A2), (105), and Lemma 62,
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E„ż t
0
}Ξs}2ds

“ 1
2ǫ
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
ż pk`1qh
kh
Er}∇Ukhp rXǫ,hkh q ´∇Usp rXǫ,hs q}2sds
ď 1
ǫ
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
ż pk`1qh
kh
Er}∇Ukhp rXǫ,hkh q ´∇Usp rXǫ,hkh q}2s ` Er}∇Usp rXǫ,hkh q ´∇Usp rXǫ,hs q}2sds
ď 1
ǫ
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
ż pk`1qh
kh
M2ps´ khq2Er1` } rXǫ,hkh ´ x‹kh}2s ` L2Er} rXǫ,hkh ´ rXǫ,hs }2sds
ď 1
ǫ
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
ż pk`1qh
kh
M2ps´ khq2Er1` } rXǫ,hkh ´ x‹kh}2s ` L2ˆ 1ǫ2 ps´ khq2L2Er1` } rXǫ,hkh ´ x‹kh}2s ` 2dǫ ps´ khq
˙
ds
“ 1
ǫ
ˆ
M2 ` L
4
ǫ2
˙ t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
Er1` } rXǫ,hkh ´ x‹kh}2s ż pk`1qh
kh
ps´ khq2ds
`1
ǫ
L2
2d
ǫ
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
ż pk`1qh
kh
ps´ khqds
“ L2d h
ǫ2
` h
3
3ǫ
ˆ
M2 ` L
4
ǫ2
˙ t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
Er1` } rXǫ,hkh ´ x‹kh}2s
ď L2d h
ǫ2
` h
3
3ǫ
ˆ
M2 ` L
4
ǫ2
˙ˆ
1
h
` 1
1´ λ
„
µ0pV q ` b
h
˙
.
Substituting in to (104) completes the proof.
E.2 Drift condition for the discretized process
Define rPkpx,Aq :“ ż
A
1a
4πh{ǫ exp
ˆ
´ 1
4h{ǫ}x´ h{ǫ∇Ukhpxq ´ y}
2
˙
dy,
where the dependence of rPk on ǫ and h is not shown in the notation.
Lemma 62. If h{ǫ P p0, 2K{L2q, then for any δ P p0, 1q,
rPkVkhpxq ď λVpk´1qhpxq ` b, (106)
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
Er1` } rXǫ,hkh ´ x‹kh}2s ď 1h ` 11´ λ
„
µ0pV0q ` b
h

, (107)
where
λ :“ 1´
˜
2hK
ǫ
´
ˆ
h
ǫ
˙2
L2
¸
p1´ δq,
b :“ sup
t
}Btx‹t }2
»– 4h2
δ
´
2hK
ǫ
´ `h
ǫ
˘2
L2
¯ ` h2
fifl` 2dh
ǫ
.
Proof. To simplify presentation in the proof we write rXk :“ rXǫkh, xk´1 :“ xpk´1qh, x‹k :“ x‹kh , ∇Uk´1pxq :“
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∇Upk´1qhpxq etc. With ξ „ N p0d, 2h{ǫIdq, we have
rPkVkhpxq “ E ”} rXk ´ x‹k}2 ˇˇˇ rXk´1 “ xı “ E
«››››x´ hǫ∇Uk´1pxq ` ξ ´ x‹k
››››2
ff
ď
ˆ››››x´ x‹k´1 ´ hǫ∇Uk´1pxq
››››` }x‹k ´ x‹k´1}˙2 ` Er}ξ}2s,
where in view of Lemma 65,
}x‹k ´ x‹k´1} ď ch, c :“ sup
tPp0,1q
}Btx‹t } ă `8,
and
Er}ξ}2s “ 2dh
ǫ
.
Now writing β :“ 2hK
ǫ
´ `h
ǫ
˘2
L2, noting the assumption h{ǫ P p0, 2K{L2q, using (A4) and (A2) we have for
any δ P p0, 1q ››››x´ hǫ∇Uk´1pxq ´ x‹k´1
››››2
ď }x´ x‹k´1}2 ´
2h
ǫ
@
x´ x‹k´1,∇Uk´1pxq
D` ˆh
ǫ
˙2
}∇Uk´1pxq}2
ď p1´ βq}x´ x‹k´1}2
“ λ}x´ x‹k´1}2 ´ δβ}x´ x‹k´1}2,
where λ :“ 1´ βp1´ δq ă 1. Combining the above gives:
rPkVkhpxq ď λ}x´ x‹k´1}2 ´ δβ}x´ x‹k´1}2 ` 2ch}x´ x‹k´1} ` c2h2 ` 2dhǫ
ď λ}x´ x‹k´1}2 `
4c2h2
δβ
` c2h2 ` 2dh
ǫ
,
where the final inequality follows by considering whether or not 2ch ď δβ}x´ x‹k´1}. Thus (106) holds and
iterating gives
E
”
} rXk ´ x‹k}2|X0 “ xı ď λkV0pxq ` b k´1ÿ
j“0
λj ,
from which (107) follows.
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F Auxiliary results and proofs
F.1 Preliminaries
Lemma 63.
Bt logZt “ ´
ż
Rd
BtUtpxqπtpdxq.
Proof. Using (A4), Lemma 64, the reverse triangle inequality and the convexity of a ÞÑ a2,
sup
t
exp r´Utpxqs ď sup
t
exp
„
´Utpx‹t q ´
K
2
}x´ x‹t }2

ď exp
„
´ inf
t
Utpx‹t q ´
K
4
}x}2 ` K
2
sup
t
}x‹t }2

,
where suptPr0,1s }x‹t } and ´ inft Utpx‹t q are finite, since by Lemma 65, t ÞÑ }x‹t } is continuous on r0, 1s, and
Utpxq is continous in pt, xq by (A1). Also by (A1), there exists some p ě 1 and c ă `8 such that
sup
t
|BtUtpxq| ď cp1` }x}2pq, @x.
Hence the following interchange of differentiation and integration is permitted:
Bt logZt “ 1
Zt
Bt
ż
Rd
exp r´Utpxqs dx
“ ´ 1
Zt
ż
Rd
exp r´Utpxqs BtUtpxqdx
“ ´
ż
Rd
BtUtpxqπtpdxq.
Lemma 64. For any given f P C2pRdq and c ą 0, the following conditions are equivalent:
fpyq ´ fpxq ě x∇fpxq, y ´ xy ` 1
2
c}y ´ x}2, @x, y P Rd,
x∇fpxq ´∇fpyq, x´ yy ě c}x´ y}2, @x, y P Rd,
inf
xPRd
ÿ
i,j
vi
B2fpxq
BxiBxj vj ě c}v}
2, @v P Rd.
Proof. See [29].
Lemma 65. Let x‹t be the unique minimizer of Ut. Then the map t ÞÑ x‹t is continuous on r0, 1s, continously
differentiable on p0, 1q and
sup
tPp0,1q
}Btx‹t } _ sup
tPr0,1s
}x‹t } ď
M
K
.
Proof. Fix any t P p0, 1q. The strong convexity assumption (A4) implies ∇p2qUtpxq is invertible for all x.
Therefore by the implicit function theorem there exist open neighborhoods T of t and X of x‹t and a unique
continuously differentiable function ζ : T Ñ X such that tps, ζpsqq ; s P T u “ tps, xq ; ∇Uspxq “ 0, ps, xq P
T ˆ X u. Since t P p0, 1q was arbitrary, the interval p0, 1q can be covered with such neighborhoods T , and
the uniqueness under (A4) of the minimizer Utp¨q for each t implies that the continuously differentiable
functions must agree on the non-empty intersections between the T ’s, yielding a continuously differentiable
function ζ : p0, 1q Ñ Rd such that ζptq “ x‹t . Let us now prove that limtŒ0 ζptq “ x‹0. First note that
∇Ut is continuous in t on r0, 1s by assumption, so limnÑ`8 }∇Un´1px‹0q} “ }∇U0px‹0q} “ 0. By way of a
contradiction, suppose that there exists δ ą 0 such that for all n0 ą 0 there exists n ě n0 such that
}x‹0 ´ ζpn´1q} ě δ,
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which together with (A4), Lemma 64 and Cauchy-Schwartz implies
}∇Un´1px‹0q} “ }∇Un´1px‹0q ´∇Un´1pζpn´1qq}
ě K}x‹0 ´ ζpn´1q} ě Kδ,
giving a contradiction as required. By a similar argument limtÕ1 ζptq “ x‹1, and therefore t ÞÑ x‹t is continuous
on r0, 1s.
We also have:
}Btx‹t } “
›››r∇p2qUts´1px‹t q ¨ Bt∇Utpxq|x“x‹t ››› ď 1K ›››Bt∇Utpxq|x“x‹t ››› , (108)
where the equality is due to the implicit function theorem and the inequality uses the facts that: for a
symmetric matrix H , the operator norm }H}op induced by the Euclidean distance on Rd is equal to the
largest eigenvalue of H ; }H´1x} ď }H´1}op}x}; and (A4) implies all the eigenvalues of ∇p2qUtpxq are lower
bounded by K. The term on the right of (108) is uniformly bounded over t P p0, 1q by M{K because (A5)
implies
}∇Utpx‹t q ´∇Ut`δpx‹t q} ďMδ.
Integrating this bound and noting that x‹0 “ 0 by (A4),
sup
tPr0,1s
}x‹t } ď }x‹0} ` sup
tPr0,1s
ż t
0
}Bsx‹s}ds ď
M
K
.
Lemma 66. For any p ě 1, t P r0, 1s and f P Cp0 pRdq,
varπtrf s ě L´1
dÿ
i“1
πt
ˆ
f
BUt
Bxi
˙2
.
Proof. Fix any t P r0, 1s and f P Cp0 pRdq. The first part of the proof follows arguments used to derive
Cramer-Rao inequalties, see [4] for perspective on this kind of technique. Let Θ be any compact subset of Rd
containing 0, and then introduce an artificial location parameter θ P Θ. Suppressing t to simplify notation,
consider the probability measure πθ defined by
πθpdxq :“ πθpxqdx, πθpxq :“ Z´1t expt´Uθpxqudx, Uθpxq :“ Utpx´ θq.
Then with expectation and variance with respect to πθ denoted respectively by Eθr¨s and varθr¨s, and
gradient with respect to θ denoted by ∇θ, define the vector gθ :“ ∇θEθrfpXqs and the matrix Jθ :“
´Eθr∇p2qθ log πθpXqs, where in the latter and similar expressions below, the expectation is element-wise.
Using (A4), (A2), (A3) and Lemma 65, it can be checked using manipulations similar to those in the proof
of Lemma 63 that the following identities hold by differentiation under the integral sign:
gθ “ EθrfpXq∇θ log πθpXqs,
0 “ Eθr∇θ log πθpXqs,
Jθ “ Eθr∇θ log πθpXq ¨ t∇θ log πθpXquT s,
and Jθ is invertible. Using these identities and Cauchy-Schwartz,
gTθ J
´1
θ gθ “ gTθ J´1θ EθrfpXq∇θ log πθpXqs
“ gTθ J´1θ EθrtfpXq ´ EθrfpXqsu∇θ log πθpXqs
“ EθrtfpXq ´ EθrfpXqsugTθ J´1θ ∇θ log πθpXqs
ď varθrfpXqs1{2EθrpgTθ J´1θ ∇θ log πθpXqq2s1{2
“ varθrfpXqs1{2pgTθ J´1θ gθq1{2,
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hence
varθrfpXqs ě gTθ J´1θ gθ. (109)
Noting that ∇θ log πθpxq “ ∇Upx´ θq and ∇p2qθ log πθpxq “ ´∇p2qUpx´ θq, the lower bound (109) with
θ “ 0 reads:
varπrf s ě Eπrf∇U sTEπr∇p2qU s´1Eπrf∇U s. (110)
Using Cauchy-Schwartz and the Lipschitz assumption (A2), we have for any τ ą 0 and v P Rd
1
τ
ż τ
0
A
∇p2qUpx` λvq ¨ v, v
E
dλ “ 1
τ
x∇Upx` τvq ´∇Upxq, vy
ď 1
τ
}∇Upx` τvq ´∇Upxq}}v}
ď L}v}2.
Taking τ Ñ 0 we find vTEπr∇p2qx U sv ď L}v}2, so vTEπr∇p2qx U s´1v ě L´1}v}2, which applied to (110)
completes the proof.
F.2 Intermediate results concerning dimension dependence
Lemma 67. Fix p ě 1 and consider the quantities αp and α˜p defined in Lemmas 13 and 58, choosing there
κ “ Kp{2.
1) α˜p does not depend on ǫ. For any q ě 0, if K´1 _ supt }x‹t }2 “ Opdqq as dÑ8, then α˜p “ Opdppq`1qq.
2) For any q ě 0, if K´1 _ supt }x‹t }2 “ Opdqq and ǫK supt }Btx‹t } “ Op1q as dÑ8, then αp “ Opdppq`1qq.
Proof. For part 1) the expression for α˜p in Lemma 58 with κ chosen to be Kp{2 is:
α˜p “ 24p´2 _
„
1` 22p´1
ˆ
4
Kp
p8pp´ 1q ` 4dqp´1 r2pp´ 1q ` ds ` p1` 22p´1q sup
t
}x‹t }2p
˙
“ O
ˆ
1` d
p
Kp
` sup
t
}x‹t }2p
˙
,
from which the second claim of part 1) follows.
For part 2), writing out the expression for αp from Lemma 13 with κ “ Kp{2 and the shorthand
v :“ supt }Btx‹t },
αp “ 24p´2 _
„
1` 22p´1
ˆ
4
K
r2p´2 rrǫv ` r2pp´ 1q ` dss ` p1 ` 22p´1q sup
t
}x‹t }2p
˙
where
r “ ǫv
K
` 2
c
ǫ2v2
K2
` 1
K
r2pp´ 1q ` ds.
Using the hypotheses of part 2), we find r “ Op1 `
a
1` d{Kq “ Op
a
d{Kq, and so
αp “ O
ˆ
r2p´2
ˆ
r
ǫv
K
` d
K
˙
` sup
t
}x‹t }2p
˙
“ O
˜ˆ
d
K
˙pp´1qˆ
r ` d
K
˙
` sup
t
}x‹t }2p
¸
“ O
ˆ
dp
Kp
` sup
t
}x‹t }2p
˙
“ Opdppq`1qq.
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Lemma 68. Fix p ě 1. For any q ě 0, if K´1_suptPr0,1s }x‹t }2 “ Opdqq as dÑ8, then suptPr0,1s πtpV¯ ppqq “
Opdppq`1qq.
Proof. We have
πtpV¯ ppqq ď 1` 22p´1πtpV pt q ` 22p´1}x‹t }2p. (111)
By an application of (99) with there ǫ “ 1 and κ “ Kp{2, we have for any s ą 0,
πtpV pt q “ πtQt,1s V pt ď e´δsπtpV pt q `
b˜
δ
,
where
r˜ “ 2
c
2pp´ 1q ` d
K
, b˜ “ 2pr˜2pp´1qp2pp´ 1q ` dq, δ “ Kp{2.
hence taking sÑ 8, we obtain under the hypothesis K´1 “ Opdqq,
sup
t
πtpV pt q ď
b˜
δ
“ 4
K
22pp´1q
ˆ
2pp´ 1q ` d
K
˙pp´1q
p2pp´ 1q ` dq
“ O
˜
1
K
ˆ
d
K
˙p´1
d
¸
“ O
ˆ
dp
Kp
˙
“ Opdp`pqq,
and combining this with (111) and the hypothesis supt }x‹t }2 “ Opdqq completes the proof.
Lemma 69. For any q ě 0, if
K´1 _ sup
t
}Btx‹t }2 _ sup
t
}x‹t }2 “ Opdqq, µ0pV q “ Opdq`1q,
h_ ǫ_ h
ǫ
L2
K
“ op1q, h
ǫ2
d3q “ Op1q,
as dÑ8, then
h
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
1` Er} rXǫ,hkh }2s “ Opǫd2q`1 ` hdq`1 ` dqq.
Proof. We have
h
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
1` Er} rXǫ,hkh }2s ď 2h t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
1` Er} rXǫ,hkh ´ x‹kh}2s ` 2h t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
}x‹kh}2. (112)
To estimate the first term on the r.h.s. of (112), consider Lemma 62 with δ there chosen to be 1{2
and note that under the hypothesis h
ǫ
L2
K
“ op1q, we have h{ǫ P p0, 2K{L2q for all d large enough. For any
such d, the bound of (107) written out explicitly together with the hypotheses K´1 _ supt }Btx‹t }2 “ Opdqq,
µ0pV q “ Opdq`1q and hǫ2 d3q “ Op1q, h_ ǫ “ op1q then gives
h
t1{hu´1ÿ
k“0
1` Er} rXǫ,hkh ´ x‹kh}2s
ď 1` h
hK
ǫ
`
1´ 1
2
h
ǫ
L2
K
˘ «µ0pV q ` sup
t
}Btx‹t }2h2
#
4
hK
ǫ
`
1´ 1
2
h
ǫ
L2
K
˘ ` 1+` 2dh
ǫ
ff
“ O
ˆ
1` ǫ
K
„
dq`1 ` dqh2
! ǫ
hK
` 1
)
` dh
ǫ
˙
“ O
ˆ
1` ǫdq
„
dq`1 ` d2qhǫ` dqh2 ` dh
ǫ
˙
“ O `1` ǫd2q`1 ` d3qhǫ2 ` d2qh2ǫ` dq`1h˘
“ O `1` ǫd2q`1 ` dq`1h˘ .
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The proof is completed by combining this estimate with the fact that the second term on the r.h.s. of (112)
is in Opdqq due to the hypothesis supt }x‹t }2 “ Opdqq.
Proof of Proposition 10. First note that the hypothesis h
ǫ
L2
K
P op1q implies that for d large enough, h{ǫ P
p0, 2K{L2q. Then for such d and choosing δ “ 1{2 in Proposition 61, we have
}µǫ ´ rµǫ,h}2tv
ď L2d h
ǫ2
` h
3
3ǫ
ˆ
M2 ` L
4
ǫ2
˙
¨
¨˝
1
h
` 1
1´ λ
»–µ0pV0q ` 1
h
¨˝
sup
tPp0,1q
}Btx‹t }2
»– 4h2
δ
´
2hK
ǫ
´ `h
ǫ
˘2
L2
¯ ` h2
fifl` 2dh
ǫ
‚˛fifl‚˛
“ L2d h
ǫ2
` 1
3
ˆ
hM2 ` h
ǫ2
L4
˙
¨
¨˝
h
ǫ
`
h
ǫ
hK
ǫ
´ `h
ǫ
˘2 L2
2
»–hµ0pV0q ` ǫh sup
tPp0,1q
}Btx‹t }2
»– 4hǫ´
2hK
ǫ
´ `h
ǫ
˘2 L2
2
¯ ` h
ǫ
fifl` 2dh
ǫ
fifl‚˛
“ L2d h
ǫ2
` 1
3
ˆ
hM2 ` h
ǫ2
L4
˙
¨
˜
h
ǫ
` 1
K ´ h
ǫ
L2
2
«
hµ0pV0q ` ǫh sup
tPp0,1q
}Btx‹t }2
«
4
K ´ h
ǫ
L2
2
` h
ǫ
ff
` 2dh
ǫ
ff¸
.
Using the hypotheses (18), h
ǫ
L2{K “ op1q, , dh{ǫ “ Op1q, h “ op1q, and ǫ “ op1q, we obtain
}µǫ ´ rµǫ,h}2tv “ Oˆdq{2`1 hǫ2 `
ˆ
hdq ` h
ǫ2
dq
˙ˆ
h
ǫ
` dq
„
hdq`1 ` ǫhdqrdq ` h
ǫ
s ` dh
ǫ
˙˙
“ O
ˆ
dq{2`1
h
ǫ2
`
ˆ
hdq ` h
ǫ2
dq
˙ˆ
h
ǫ
` hd2q`1 ` ǫhd3q ` dq`1 h
ǫ
˙˙
“ O
ˆ
dq{2`1
h
ǫ2
`
ˆ
h2
ǫ
dq ` h2d3q`1 ` ǫh2d4q ` h
2
ǫ
d2q`1
˙
`
ˆ
h2
ǫ3
dq ` h
2
ǫ2
d3q`1 ` h
2
ǫ
d4q ` h
2
ǫ3
d2q`1
˙˙
“ O
ˆ„
ǫh2 ` h
2
ǫ

d4q `
„
h2 ` h
2
ǫ2

d3q`1 `
„
h2
ǫ
` h
2
ǫ3

d2q`1 `
„
h2
ǫ
` h
2
ǫ3

dq ` h
ǫ2
dq{2`1
˙
“ O
ˆ
h2
ǫ
d4q ` h
2
ǫ2
d3q`1 ` h
2
ǫ3
d2q`1 ` h
ǫ2
dq{2`1
˙
“ O
ˆ
h
ǫ2
d4q
„
ǫh` hd1´q ` h
ǫ
d1´2q ` d1´7q{8
˙
“ O
ˆ
h
ǫ2
d4q`1
˙
.
Taking the square root completes the proof.
Lemma 70. Fix p ě 1 and for each d P N, f P Cp1,2pr0, 1s ˆ Rdq. Assume that (A7) holds and that
sups }L˜sfs}p`1{2, grows at most polynomially fast as d Ñ 8, where L˜sfs “ ´x∇Us,∇fsy ` ∆fs. If
suptPr0,1s 1{varπt rfts grows at most polynomially fast as dÑ8, then for any ℓ ě 0 so does suptPr0,1s 1{ςℓptq.
Proof. We first address the case ℓ “ 0. Using the formula (52), we have
ς0psq “
ż 8
0
ρsptqdt,
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where assuming w.l.o.g. that ft is centrered with respect to πt, ρsptq :“ πspfsQstfsq. Due to the reversibility
of Qst with respect to πs, ρsptq is a nonnegative, therefore for any r ě 0
ς0psq ě
ż r
0
ρsptqdt. (113)
We shall now show that
sup
s
|ρsp0q ´ ρsptq| ď tCpdq, (114)
where Cpdq, to be identified below, grows at most polynomially fast with d. To this end, note that
|ρsp0q ´ ρsptq| ď πsp|fs||pId´Qst qpfsq|q
and by the time-homogeneous counterpart of Proposition 15,
|pQst ´ Idqpfsq|pxq “
ˇˇˇˇż t
0
BuQsufspxqdu
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇż t
0
QuL˜sfspxqdu
ˇˇˇˇ
ď t}L˜fs}p`1{2α˜p`1{2V¯ pp`1{2qpxq,
where α˜p`1{2 is as in Proposition 58 with κ there chosen to be Kp{2, and we note that }Lsfs}p`1{2 is finite
by Proposition 14. We therefore have
|ρsp0q ´ ρsptq| ď t}Lsfs}p`1{2α˜p`1{2πspV¯ ppqV¯ pp`1{2qq,
and (114) holds as claimed with Cpdq :“ α˜p`1{2 sups }Lsfs}p`1{2 sups πspV¯ ppqV¯ pp`1{2qq, which indeed grows
at most polynomially with d by the hypotheses of the lemma, Lemma 67 and Lemma 68.
Returning then to (113) and applying (114), we otbain
1
ς0ptq ď
1
rρtp0q
1´
1´ rCpdq
2ρtp0q
¯ .
Noting the hypothesis of the lemma on supt 1{varπtrfts, and that ρtp0q “ varπt rfts, the proof is completed
by choosing r “ d´a for a ą 0 large enough.
The case ℓ ą 0 is more straightforward, since in that situation by (52) and the reversibility of Qst ,
ςℓpsq ě ℓvarπsrfss.
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